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I. INTRODUCTORY

Establishment and functions of the Committee

The Asian Legal Consultative Committee, as it was ori
ginally called, was constituted in November 1956 by the 
Governments of Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia. Iraq, 
Japan and Syria to serve as an advisory body of legal experts 
and to facilitate and foster exchange of views and information 
on legal matters of common concern among the Member 
Governments. In response to a suggestion made by the then 
Prime Minister of India, the late Javvahar Lai Nehru, which 
was accepted by all the then participatingcounlries, the Com
mittee’s name was changed to that of Asian-African Legal 
Consultative Committee as from the year 1958, so as to in
clude participation of countries in the African continent. 
The present membership of the Committee is as follows : — 
the Arab Republic of Egypt, Burma. Ghana, India, Indonesia, 
Iran, Iraq, Japan. Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Malaysia, Nepal, 
Nigeria, Pakistan, the Philippines, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka, 
Syrian Arab Republic, and Thailand Full Members and the 
Republic of Korea and Mauritius as Associate Members.

The Committee is governed in all matters by its Statutes 
and Statutory Rules. Its functions as set out in Article 3 of 
the Statutes are :

“(a) To examine questions that arc under consideration 
by the International Law Commission and to 
arrange for the views of the Commoitlee to be 
placed before the said Commission; to examine 
the reports of the Commission and to make 
recommendations thereon to the Governments of 
the participating countries :

(b) To consider legal problems that may be referred 
to the Committee hv anv of the narlieinatine
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countries and to make such recommendations to 
governments as may be thought fit ;

(c) To exchange views and information on legal mat
ters of common concern and to make recommend
ations thereon, if deemed necessary ; and

(d) To communicate with the consent of the Govern
ments of the participating countries the points of 
view of the Committee on international legal 
problems referred to it, to the United Nations, 
other institutions and international organisa
tions.”

The Committee normally meets once annually by 
rotation in the countries participating in the Committee. Its 
first session was held in New Delhi (1957), second in Cairo 
(1958), third in Colombo (I960), fourth in Tokyo (1961), fifth 
in Rangoon (1962), sixth in Cairo (1964), seventh in Baghdad 
(1965), eighth in Bangkok (1966), ninth in New Delhi (1967), 
tenth in Karachi (1969), eleventh in Accra (1970) and the 
twelfth in Colombo from 18th to 27th January, 1971.

Office-bearers of the Committee and its Secretariat

During the twelfth session held in Colombo the Com
mittee elected Honourable Mr. T. S. Fernando, Q. C., Presi
dent of the Court of Appeal of Sri Lanka, and Hon. Tan 
Sri Haji Abdul Kadir bin Yusof, Attorney-General and 
Minister for Legal Affairs of the Federation of Malaysia, 
respectively as the President and Vice-President of the Com
mittee for the year 1971-72.

The Committee maintains its permanent Secretariat in 
New Delhi (India) for day-to-day work and for implementa
tion of the decisions taken by the Committee at its sessions. 
The Committee functions in all matters through its Secretary- 
General who acts in consultation with the Liaison Officers 
appointed by each of the participating countries.

CHK—'-"r; [dali„„S wi.L .nd

™ «°*u-iied Na,ions- 
receives published docurnc^ L„v cession.
Soroe of us N**».
the International lhe Uni,ed Nations Comm.ss.on
Commissioner for ^^'“jlFaiNCITRAL), lhe Unllcd
on International r. - Development (UNCTAD)
Nations Conference on T c .FAO) the
and the Food “t^'u itv (OAU, t the League ol Arab
Organisation of Afnc. ' for the Unification of
Stat6S : thC 1 fU NI DR 01T ) and the Hague Conference on 
Private Law (UNIDR° 1.1 ,^ Cojnmittce has been co
Private International L*. ns in it8 Programme of
operating with the m e _ Dissemination and Wider
Assistance in the Teaching Study, IX ^ ^ ^ ^ pro. 
Appreciation of Interna , ^ schcmc which may be
gramme it has sponsoie ‘ African Governments.
availed of by officials of Asian and Atncun

The Committee is empowered Lindljr '^ ‘ ^nal and regi. 
lo have at its sessions Observers from mlcr^ 
onal inter-governmental organisa^ ^ Committee’s
Law Commission is usually represen Qf t]ie Com-
sessions by its President or °"C .^V^rUnitcd Nations has
mission. The Secretary-Genera > ■ Committee.
also been represented at various sessions o m

The Committee sends Observers to the "C^'°'|Sslanding 
International Law Commission in îesponse r,iiled
invitation extended to it by the Commission.^ ^ ^ a(. ajj
Nations also invites the Committee to be represe^ nvltterS- 
conferences convoked by it for consideration of ,r,nce 0f 
The Committee was represented at the U.N. Con sro ^ ^
Plenipotentiaries on Diplomatic Relations as also on
of Treaties. The Committee is also invited to be iepic:
at the meetings of the UNCTAD- UNC1TRAL an
inter-governmental organisations concerned m the ie °



Immunities and Privileges

The Committee, the representatives of the Member 
States participating in its sessions, the Secretary-General of 
the Committee and the members of the Secretariat are accor
ded certain immunities and privileges in accordance with the 
provisions of the Committee’s Articles on Immunities and 
Privileges.

Membership and Procedure

The membership of this Committee is open to Asian and 
African governments who accept the Statutes and Statutory 
Rules of the Committee. The procedure for membership as 
indicated in the Statutory Rules is for a Government to 
address a note to the Secretary-General of the Committee, 
stating its acceptance of the Statutes and Statutory Rules. 
There is also provision for Associate Membership under con
ditions set out in the Statutory Rules.

Financial Obligations

Each Member Government contributes towards the ex
penses of the Secretariat, whilst a part of the expenses for 
holding of the session are borne by the country in which the 
session is held. The contributions towards the expenses of 
the Secretariat of each Member Country at present vary 
between £900 (sterling) and £1500 (sterling) per annum 
depending upon the size and national income of the country. 
Associate Members, however, pay a fixed fee of approxi
mately £450 (sterling).

Resume of work done by the Committee

During the past fifteen years of its existence the Commit
tee had to concern itself with all the three types of activities 
referred to in clauses (a), (b) and (c) of Article 3 of its Sta
tutes, namely examination of questions that are under consi
deration by the U.N. International Law Commission ; con
sideration of legal . problems referred by Member Govern

ments ;
concern.

and consideration
of legal matters of common

which the Committee has been able to
The subjects on wu.... ^mmendations) SQ far include
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Criminal Cases”
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Aid". “MW aga'î Justice in the South We« Africa
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s recommendations on
held
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Cases' , and the “Law of Treaties
The Committee had a'so ^ eighth session

the subject of “Rights of of onc of Us Member
Bangkok (1966). but a r,consider its recommenda-

Governments it had décidée o ^ ^ ^ field of inter-
tions in the light of new deve P ^ accordingly given 
national refugee law. The J tenthandele-further consideration by the Committee at its t

venth sessions. .
which the Committee has made “"V

derable progress ate "«he U./ ^ ^ "thi 

•■International Sale of Goods an * a (0 poccf„l oses of 
Law of the Sea with parliculai r -. f national
the sea-bed and ocean tloor lying beyond the it 
jurisdiction''. At its eleventh session the Comm, tee dee.d^

to include the “Law of the Sea and ea e reaard to
item on the agenda of its twelfth session, for
the recent developments in the fidd of pienipoten
convening of a United Nations Confe H jn„
naries to consider various aspects of this su jec . 
regard to the great importance of the problems co

The subjects on
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the Law of the Sea to the countries of the Asian-African 
region, it was also decided to invite all such countries to 
participate in the discussions on the subject at the twelfth 
session. The main object underlying this Committee’s taking 
up the Law of the Sea is to provide a forum for mutual con
sultation and discussions among the Governments of Asian 
and African States and to assist them in making concerted 
and systematic preparations for the forthcoming U.N. 
Conference.

Some of the other topics which are pending considera
tion of the Committee include “Diplomatic Protection and 
State Responsibility”, “State Succession”, “Commercial 
Arbitration” and “International Shipping Legislation”.

Publications of the Committee

The full reports, including the verbatim record of dis
cussions together with the recommendations of the Committee 
are made available only to the Governments of the Member 
States of the Committee. The Committee, however, brings 
out regularly shorter reports on its sessions for general 
circulation and sale. So far it has published reports on 
its first to eleventh session. The Committee has also 
published five special reports entitled as under :—

(1) The Legality of Nuclear Tests—Report of the 
Committee and Background Materials.

(2) Reciprocal Enforcement of Foreign. Judgments, 
Service of Process and Recording of Evidence, both 
in civil and criminal cases Report of the Commit
tee and Background Materials.

(3) The Rights of Refugees —Report of the Committee 
and Background Materials.

(4) Relief against Double Taxation and Fiscal 
Evasion -Report of the Committee and Back
ground Materials.

,, . „ cases—Report of the Committee 
-s south West Africa Cases * p

) and Background Materials.
. . f the Committee has rece y

Secretariat of the ConstUutions 0f African
* '“o-inlpr'int or M/s Oceana Publications. Inc.,

, York. « «tad «f'ier brought

»»»'»»*egress on the prépara-

S6C r - Dig**' of impoitont Oe MermtiomI legol
and African Com.e„,io»s

■’ . . t .. ..rVurh 3Î1

tion of a
™'"'S0/Talso a Oiges,
ZCZ^^UnitotiNoiioo^ec■retariat to which an

Asian or African State is a party ^ ^ ^ had

This Committee at its^ ^ of India that
decided on the suggestion olt g a compilation
it would proceed to prépaie a Mu and Industry
of the Laws and Regulations ^ thc Asian and African 
and connected labour pro was confined to
^rcoi:,rS.^-‘—,hree

WPiCS(0 Foreign investment Laws and of

(2) Laws and Regulations relating to Con..
Import and Export Trade , and

(3) Laws and Regulations
Industry.

The Secretariat of the Committee has ^ topics.
in mimeographed form its studies on ..
The Secretarial has now expanded the scope jan an£j
by including the laws and regulations o a 
African countries on these topics

relating to Control of

already published 
first two topics. 

,e 0f these studies
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Propimmt QÎ Work

J DjJq amJ piece for ibe Thiflernrli Scmcm nf rhe 
Comm tel ce.

LI. Mailers nlrrM^ to lb* Comihirirc ky 'be Gd tirant» 
mf Ihr PirtKi^iiiiir Qrtmtilvi verier Artbb J it1 "((b 
st«Tur*K

‘I. Lawnflkt S*m intliiéfng Qvtilift/a twimltg (u 5ta- 
R*à u/ul Ortti;\ ¥hn*r (Referred hy r)ie Govern merci 
of Xibdaneilt),

I. Lawej tttfwrrmtiùttal Rhfrx ■ l<- I'crrrJ by - Ik t ->1rc"n- 
racriLi of luii .itnJ

Ml., Mirim ntt n «p by Ih Mlth under \n\*lr .1 feJ 
of 1 bl SlKtHn

I JjijL-.r.Th-j,'ij.irrji1 .Vfjfi1 tf Gt\i\ttx t T nlt-cn up hv lire 
Commnctc m i>te vug^Mi Im :hn GovernTwnu sf 
JnJj:! iinJ G liana)
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Eu^ratci and IfeCiF tnbolinti ire the principal mvnti of 
lurfkft rgn^K Ih Idq The? are bolt immulmlt fvtn 
m I he icme Mini [lifjr ofijinait m Turkey and pan down 
LhrDHSli SyfiB and h..'- ■ih1 ibe longest coeru n( ihen 
cfcinnclï in Hle III Her LvunUy

Tl" i nfe a hi i twenty fom com mon fiver* t liai Drip irtaH 
in Tun imlI !■■■■- dnv,1 n 1 lj |ho Irnqi r^-rril-^'i y hi> i miijrt fu 
LfiiHr JfeiirJj mn-oir from abcml half j brllion ijybtc metrç- 
per til .m ' Ll' Ifiun cubic m =1 r*; pci tdJtLnt, 'i.e 
irLtcfri;,|,..iLj| due ............... refen to the joint ui-l-m| 11^1 ol
tfif waters uf rilf fijni and Euphrates het-een Sjfnu jiuJ 
Lraq s^e ltnt}t«ndiiilhi beLw«n Liclaml und France ui 
mandatory pm«pc’- over Syria jnJ Irüj irgoed <m the 2jrd 
December, I^U, whnr -.i-irj- ■ r.r JH-lki--"E :

' l hr ISt11 nh j:jd French Government i ilull
Lome [« aq jgreemem regaTrlmg ihr nouinalMHi of 
n enmmiiiicn whose duty it will hr m make u 
p reHitl i I1A ry ennunni i d n of H |iy pl.i Ih , ■ r II tj pm... ^ 
Ini H'.clI (F>'lhr iHiYi'minent d1 lhr I icurh m ■ ■ ihI n- 
lory territory, tht tiecniion of which would be of * 
nui u re it to diminâh in any comidera bid degree 
i l-c w n-r-k ni I lie Tigns anti l-uphrulo il ttlf po'lnl 

Ij.citifj ±:LLcr i lie iUCiLorihc brlLkh inundate m 
MiHpjiimu",

Another intrriuUonar d^uctienL cocHtfrtni iht joint u1i- 
liraimo of llvcuiirn oflipn ind Luphntu miunf Turkey. 
Syria am] |f*i| it Ankle 109 af the I auih A|rrcntcpi 
cludnl bel wren lui hey Jr>d the OonetînlKnll uf iht ALtœd 
h'arct-F . n 24i.h of July. I9j3 which itaiei Lhe h 1 nwi«|

" Ijl default of any pn^uiam Id I he eOHiriry
when im n rtiuLt üT ihe fttmg of..... ■* ruftfki h
hydraulic iplcm, cAfllliJItlta, Ithindatiqn, irn^d- 
tinn. liMlimge nod mniiLiir me Lien in u ^mte hji- 
Jspending on wt>rki ciccuicd wiihm lie territory 
nfinL.Llier Si.ite Or *heu uhli* h itinUo ufl (he

V

re rrlLmry f h Sum tr virtue of pre-Wnr B*A|C ^ 
water or bydrauliE p»« thu source of which I' (*(l 
the ttfruory of iho (Hier Sifltfr, an .igrwmcni ihall 
be ,vide helwMn lb* St at e* concerned H> *u [e gun Til 
[ht inteiflK and right* acquired by ench of then 

HerJtdinl 'I* J*«H HüiŒliOB of the nimmoil frrtli 
Mdn lFart *lill IfMi ,h* i^™l«a*l drcuKirat that 
^rulelt* Iht aUhlilioB of lb«e -iters " «nlaitKd ifi Ihf
2* on tided Mm*** *f (ilt
i,f tht ÙttfMm-frtiion Ctmminim mlniiird *uh W

um r™ /*«■
.......dd limn m I HE local ufitceirrni hclwetffl line

.nhablLaliii on the udei ûf the frtrtliflJ bi«d 0« old 1o«]
Wdiçj and practice.

In IfrtJ on a|t«meut nl rncndjhtp and giwd nelBhbotlf 
tuml WBI nncltrfri beierKfl TurtEy and Iraq. A protocol 
allrftad 10 |hn trtsty implii'd ibe e*ch-mfr; of hydrologisiil 
iliU am) ’O ifve ■ prior nemoe before uitdcnaktri Huy pro 
■nd nlhl-f rtlalcd malien

Mr PrOiidcnl. d it iht apmicin of the Irjqi dek**l‘« 
hfct*.i ^ ii,i- pr.mtjnici of nntrnalKnial t*w lh*t firfi f'^ce 
■I a (iijierm] mdiYivble entiiy from iii matte tu ils tUaaiy 
,md Hi ui. such rl«r man b* iilitLied for the welfare i’f all the 
......un torn muni tie* living in ÎIS basm..

The Irnqi detc^atioh disagreri entirely with the did 
Ibury oTcompfele Idvcrcigniy oT u Slate over Ihnl pan of 
'!. i ■> ■ ; 11. ,i I ■■ ■ i ■■ I river lb ut panel: (hrpO|h ill lerHltiry. 
Thai Cheery which hod few luiiponeri In the mpdloval aaci 
h !'pc■- ■■■ iy (xjiitlly rcjctLcd by the iiolhoriltfl un Inter* 
thUiOBAt lour, both in theory and pratlicO. a* «> idcnPMi by all 
the e<mcluikil itTecuitnti on the )otnl unliriimu i>r inter- 
tuLr-hj| nvrri and of tnbort*L> Oppenheim
hlln iht follow La| :

“I he flow or internat i(«iaî n>cft caanot be 
illbmillcd la the itbiinq ivitml flf *o> Slate



n
rhrLlU^ÎI which II p;iHs£h, because llitl-f m n definile 
initrnpiioiml rule c lui e prohihiia the Soit iû make 
lhe dimiaci dst |he nuiural cundmoiia ,>f m UrrUorï 
l)ml ft-Il HUM h j r m Tu I l'iV'-- m thn nain ml 
c.... lïlioiu of il riiiah^üuruLi Sijul "

The Sr:i(r therefore. uueorJIhjt Id OppcnhdJfl, 
prohihilcd from a topping ai thinjjit£ the course of an inlcr- 
n ai irm al river h u1 is a I in p roh'bi feU ils use ihe «.Lier in .1 

miinatr thuL causes il A11 per io I hr intertill -'I e|i« neifthK-u.ihg 
Siale ur prevents Ibe m 1 ghbo u n n£ Sijiç from nukiftj an
appropriate magt ûf 1ht ft-Mri ûf t hait p nlitin of 11.......... .
ltin.1 pauu through iis 1er r .inry.

The 1 ni entai ionnl 1 n* Assume.011 in il* icpi....... îm
f 11": >■-Secoin! Conference in tielsmLL 1 n lïr-r- follows m -n- nj 
Its rhe siiM line uf I h inking

Mr. PïMideiH. 1 he mm nf ttir Liaqi ildkplipn in 
T^qnMiine 1u pul I ht subj^-Lt if inOfflktionil mrrs 01 
the agenda of îbc esiçcmeiJ CammitlW i* 10 r-;lc »<( 
lhe abilities or the d iuhnp u bbcd Members of [ht foumintt 
In sel tine the uenerul puncipk.- aflü : ^ n menlinn nu h
international \t* and the inl«rtulimJly uctpitd pnrhrc 
fnr ihc joinl nl0izitiqi of fnlwiiitiptil ri** ri for îlie jusi 
hflncfn of all parlies concerned Th:! is»h> a diri:ii fL.j i jL-jü 
PalrtsUm-lriqi prdpci'-il tHAttniin; ihe pmi use of ioflrr- 
na1n>nat rivera nas put forward hcfoit >ht Committee m 
AcCffc TIil mlernsi i-.^na:ly unpted principles :nJ ruta m 
theory and practice «été inc u fpu r al*d m tbe lût Jfafi 
proposal. T he draft proposai nu framed with lhe bpitü of 
absolute and complete neutrahiy.

5in« lhr subject n ceruinly of vi,sl c.inctm la many 
Members ii [tie A* 1 un-African Üioup uhich are bound loge- 
Lher by lhe lies of rLtiçilbOurbood îhï d«ue lo ad*a«e 
ai 41 Rrpup lhe litrelopmenl of (brir economy ikhiiw 
und the rump ;' ,he Ils me standards or Shc.-a people. 1 Iruii 
tbe t'u- -lani-lriqi proposal «ri U looked upor fasùLraMj

»
. «.Md Mtntteri *ho are HW* lh*

b- ‘ _ tf oor drkjtttion ir» «l te fU,rt
°PT."«J >« J»'»' •**-...... ..........  tma^rü

U ' d eshkil conudtfiBhûm dictate upon ut as a PouP
SSSïSlïï*....... . - *—*“*■

ofirrttriiJHwnil n*en
F.......y. m» I M >»• <*' P*»« "* lh“

10 *pc#k ■

TA It 1ST AN :
M,. rmidMt. di*H»l**bed 0.ki.i=. »"* QtMrxtn -

M„ [ «««.l». y« »0« »™ ..........................

(kl Wtnl
Il *DH» fTtilled lh*Mt wat rn tht VHt ^ al h

t 1 r jumii'K thaï tiw truvern-menls s'f 
Mnh S«iron Pf ih» tomrflitwe. Ih*' llie
lr,q and riknun ««tulH. «rtder

’ r.k I iiMt te t omminec teuM «*ke
ftâtutrt ûf Ihn t ommiiite. . u,^« Theup for considcrumn te La* Of {he
t jniinjiiet 'h« (cnunw of ihe iw« t*™*™*"

lion No lX[lt> decided lo cfrunkf th<
^ ^ “ —■

■ ht Kk.inl ma.«an M Ik “** ■’ ,h* '
made h the i>ck(Jl ion*

AithtTcFühScsaion ni IWÏ thï ”m,L’ *
dneussto^ P^iLi.lcd rtateiwmt ™ ■ "c,y
tlvt and ,luiruetivc tachai, «fvlewt E<^ ^

T UI Ike ndM CApre»«J bï d(N"ti»'“- “ H™1*- 
w» a^picd which deeded that u SübrOrtBjJttjJ 

bt f rmed 10 *ivc a del.lH wntideralHiH LO lhe aforemü



countri« >f A -in .... I Alrkii » tin diKnidviu
tkrre not rnnlunvr the 3u h-Commiliet uB^d ihnl dll 
in liriez rrftrredi ID it wnl*W br dlK|M4od furl hcr ar I he 
TîkMpnth fkiikn )H Acer* At the Acer* Session, Truq .nnJ 
fiklalia mode n Joint pri-fi^Sil winch w.n formally presented 
In rht- Commillp I he Indian UeJejinioii proposed Ibil 
Helsinki Hu I -■ should he In ken as d It-fi liv proposal and 
fa r n1.11 v ptr«rttcj Anktot I t* V] | r only of rl^ei-ü Rule* » 
ni pr.ipi'ul (1 «ill be t. Calk 'I Ihui alter inmt discuuion, 
The Cfflttjnmct deeded liât ai ill Twelfth Sohîm. bcnhtbe 
picpfüili «iil.'iI ne liken up f--■ -r cor.iKferoiKin auk le by 
art kit

I'uriuarti lo I he jFoiluiJ deekioa, Mr. Prudent, my 
de I ■ ■■ i r : ■ ■ ■ ; ■ p m ihd iheCe mmtl iec s-hioia Id i a te n p cog- 
iidcf j: ■ ■:: ul the (WO pfdPifrUU, by UHfli. ioordel to

■rfitf al lhr fiiinmljiinn n(j irai of ihe liw ccverrnr.g i]*e 
u«* orimtlttliciitl hifrt jcurpiabk to she Connultee, A 
- ih * nnipi|1« jnfly he up rev by ih:i CcnHitiinee le deal 
*kb thin iirbjcCI.

The quL-itiun hm 11 med gre*ier urgency *i;tife The
j Limn Ml, h y lhe L N. f ïtncîül Assembly ii its 25ih Session nF
[|if Firimih tp:nn....... i. ■ I ■ : ■ n Pf£|-.rrii»p th-. tr.lTr._n ■ ni]
Uw Cmipjiuni m ttke Up Tui siudy and LijdlTiL jiimr ;?i: 
In* sovrrrp pim iFk nnn-nnvigalional u se-:- ol joternaliennl 
WSrercourip, during chichitudy 1 he Imerruiirrnnl i.aw Cmtir 
-i11 -vi-Eiiï will bln' like ihi1c oF lhe work dnnr m this Held by 
iwn-|overnincnlJil ni weM et l[M.ei-tyovcrnmeriidl lu ulna, ruch 
,i^ 1111- Atmn-Africjn Lcpjl CotvuLIbtrve Corn milice, Hcntl 
ihii rnmmitret should be ready wiltl rü fn rrrml al türt nfl(ic
LpW aTInlEriIllDiitlRivoii» tk cüilIcjU oT A...... Aft-Knh
needs nnd expeneree, veillai the I men ai tnttt] I. .m Cuminn- 
licn may tube note of il in ilt aforesaid ijvak.

Finally, Mr. PrelidenL the yrltcln on the law oF Infor- 
r-ilii uni Rivers, musi srftis ilic pfisdplt ■■' equiLable «yip-■ i 
Itonn'^nL ni'>jeeti hüi'x'c^n lhe upper und lower rlpinans,

M

i ri-ht m indemniflrali&h or dpItipcnsfllibA If huini
!*"SriViïï Iùw« rm.rlin by «y inniHit ^

inlerhutu-NiLl fiwt.
Acricrüinvly, Mt, Freild**!, my de]e(itkn propcnes 

n t in Ea« [hï *at* Siib-CoimnillK k nul (*m*Ht*d
T ' ihe ciffrrht an inlrr-UAi.üml Sbib-CmilttHtK
i ...........Led tu the work and report ti the n^t

the Commuta. The Sub-CommUl« m-y be com 
povd üF lhe repaie m itJinet et CeyloB, Iraq, Ntfcri*,
Pa>,!rtJi(i abd the L A H

I shall iff>k iffound mçùiury, m thii ntbjeri-

ThiTib ï°°l Str.

INT1 IA t
Mr. Pmutrni md dlmNnkbcd :
Ai you itt **Éte, tht tub]«i ùT the La* «F Inlemi- 

,«n>l H;-tn *ti mlroducod *t iht Mi* lïeThi ie«ion oF iFte
C......nillrt .o Dertmbct IW7 by Ihf itpreieul.l-vci oFPat.i-
Ut, eod InO «»dci Alïkki KM or the Sterne* or lhe 
Coinrmllcc A brief di«ui**op toflk pl*« *l ihe Karachi 
Ktvon m Amu? Ifal -J»l * diieuuiflfi about ih*
^nxtdtinl upKU tDDfc. pt*« *1 ihe intc^KaJonl ramiofl 
Ir. New ] Min durirt( J>fc<mbeT Ttii Sub-tTomniLitn:
]■ Li btrntE 11 [he Brief of Dwomcnlt prepared by tbe 
Cnniomteehi SecreiariBl u(ld Ihc foltowm- ibrcc proposals:
(1)1 ■ ■ i tb| dfiitt pji'iciplii proposed by ibc dtleaalion ot 
Ini,| . i J | fl in JraFi an-eki propwed by lh( delfUilion 
.|| radian ; and (3) k propusdl by the delcftuon of Japan 
Ituil Lhe intrlirp pome lui lhr CommilKc sbouïd be the 
HeliinVs Rultl p«p*rtd by the InteïnjfioraJ L;,it Aisncia- 
llnr m WM.

Al New Ifelhi m Ducentbei 1WST rhe Indian delcjAK 
Jppnriftd [lie J Li p .i11 rsu: prupoFLil Since IhC dfce gss ions were

JbCOTiJssive, H wa* Jigrerd ibat ibe matter shootcl lw dii- 
CiLpicd I,in tier it Lht l-leventh Se^ion nl' lIil ConiniltLec ill



Atcr.i m JutUtarï 1S75,
Al Hie Accra li-icrrinfe len^lhy tliicuiiiinj bg|h

in | he Co mm 11 fee. und ihe Sub-Cun millet çcyns[lteied for rhe
purpose. reiarcfinG llï pmceduio to be fnHo^cd far mitmjt 
program in Lhe lUallcT It Wal clear ibil ike üuSje.i-miliçr 
win caimpfE* and man of ihc 5lfli« represented in ihH 
Camnl<flte verr nparjad Slild »hù <nr? an hioia ta s*fo-. 
|utrtl ihffir inicKsts, or cnursE,. «mj ruiionui md equiiubk 
buk

T><K were thrtt RlKjr-iiYci open to the Committal, 
ri.i-trieI>. 1(1) n> proceed on an mdeptrtdenL r(K,l;cJi inm ilk 
multhudq of (reuïic-. and the v ir«cc> of Sufe practice in ih-- 
w-iiHd, tvjrh u view lo aiWtaiflihg - lie ivncral printiplo ■ ■ J 
i ulc* of timing lier *iik pirticulu reFti-tuce 10 ihc Atiln^ 
African -cSpcnem ; 11 - h In peocord - -1 I lie b.isi.1 rvT the aork 
already dot» hv inrcrmUfonal bodies in 1 his. behalf. and {III) 
m star! ogr ymrlf on the hat is of rt id jr-made 1 pruifl pt p-i- 
Xil ions or hypOtfaHR by fii|.tn*.np j deducing jrprojiJi 
'1 ht linfon v<m was iba: Ihc second .dr err stive proYjdcd .1 
r-.1 on able n.iti1: for milking ïfiCcdy ptogrci* Such up
ilftpryath wmitd enable I In; Comn'in- ■ to bcnei........ .. |h
nlcmim work done b) tminQU CtptfU Over t period of 
liitif Tml CuiemillK id-! i!jo iLurl ■■ .■■ i>. jimI [ir.hpciL. 
tmfti baifl d on ■ w ürhd ■■« 1 de eipvn enve, raUivr ih .in from 
prupnijtioi bn«d on lictiiLti' Y-cpei ki-.M- III ipe-_i.il mltrC*It, 
M Wii.c or ih 11 bails ill ul I he 3rd mn dcScftalion pm pitied tbil 
(he Cum mi nre may tun n- work by t-.-.inriM (Uc Ikfiillki 
Kulci which wnn efDfved h> the I trie r n*l mnal Lnw A^aeij- 

L ion ar ûnimuiL nn(t*gOveriniie(lta( hu<l -, ■ ■ T taper L., m |%t 
lifter an auiduoin-Hudy emending 10 f; yciri-. i.r n m if-5^ 
Ihi I 1 - This irprrarh was. (Kmew, emt atttÿtJbk lo ike 
d=k( :; iOaft of P-sk islam ir.il Iraq, w bo h.id tabled their own 
draft».

At Ihc Eleven 1 h .Sen-......... Alcté, Iraq iml Pltulu
Shand-iuod ;hc.f mdividioJ diiftt anJ I ilhcJ a. j.-nl J'rifl.
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Ii iii iftcctl V Accra that the jtnn pmpoval made by Iraq 
_m pa tip [an and Lhe pfopotil niude tty rhe delcjulmn of India 

, ,,, I, I be r I r. 111.1 L'.'Ll II nladi M u IH be t t invL - .1 m-l: land : 'ie i r 
^ommehl! oieHcd und IhM ihtse prn|V>vali tojrihcr wnb rhe 

ftietrcd Jmuld K liken up fur ainddcnlmn .it 
're pr««nl içüidti

|n 1 he muuiviMr. 01 the divi mjuisbed Members or llte 
UC--' ife iw 1 re. I he United M tdiim f.e-n-i tl A- ^mldy 

hJl ]F ,k Rcinl truiuh icqunld the fmCnUtkitial L.iw 
CuflimiaiO* 10 Iota HO 11« Judy of Un? La Uf nf InIcrnaLlûltnl
W lier CüllfS«,

While rntiDiini do t n'OrL un ilnit ubjcel. t ifiould bit 
fL, n^Lr j fen jentral nhtcnoliOIH for Ike Ciin^dcratior, of 
1 j:c CttfUmUlce. Rivci 1 .tml river waiati arf 11 ddu ntc subj^'l, 
Wtllcr in H renourec whlnb will Inc reusinfly he m jjjeaLer 
demand With the gruwih in pupid^liun and rttlli fcoiwime 
dcvelopnval, water n |-tirt' lo be CUrt. The c^hiniiaiiii,
fla-riL., tmven, hy-lr.ih-giiti and lawj/era ■-li.-nld uddree'
H'eniiclvn lo Hie iJUCJHliiin UMü bww 10 fecJIUulb Iht W d 
Wilier for Lke tons 1 muni LjEL-rlopnKni L«r all concern Ed. Any 
I'llcr ^■f inlcim to ftiurt ]hm one ^lite lut Uf nutated on 
I ntinnl ittd eqpitahte ha.-tii. HfiH this rtOJInililUHtm of lhr 
mternli irvnlvcd shottl tike plaice |fl md-v:d'u I v;nn would,
il Ii FEJilikcd, deptltd U|h;UI the ^ULlv ’-T TJ.eti nvei, Ihc rjVCL
’yviero or tb-. liier Iviun. Allhrtucli thçie arc h.imerout 
■Imincnii ,m Hie Sabjcut All over I he wortd, 11 is IrUc lhnt 
Hrtre Ls ai t c 1 no act tied UmfLirmLy irppIteablE flCilürnlinier- 
mli.DjUtl Law ilf Slate fUMBlIw un tbii -.ubjccl Thf Law of 
^nttnuioiuJ Rivers, hr iba tuks 01 piijierpla itjsrdiqtlhc
u'i 4 V1I(H of mlcrtulinjial *,Mer couivcs, vhalcver you 

Iticrv jtr not ,1 puft of J1? 1 cflfem Fh^rc is mi pens nil 
(|0nHntiQn on this subjnOI of ihlermitioimI riven at river 
lJ-ntri buTrnip |lie BarCCkJMa Con ver I iofl of j Sï I mi Na.ei^Ji- 

11 i Waicrwsyt which, il n v ciptiSi-mf. ji limn«l in in 
p Theft . 1 nu yliiIllI inivnuhonal lu'iUiih euhci.
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Hence the initial attempts of the parties in any concrete ease 
are always directed lo a reconciliation of their interests in a 
fair anri reasonable manner by concluding bilateral or multi* 
lateral agreements, depending upon the fact* of each case and 
in the interests of the parlies involved. If no agreement is 
reaehed, the parties seek to support their positions by argu
ments based on a priori propositions or analogies. The first 
essential, therefore, is to build up a body of positive law On 
the subject. This Involves sifting of the principles of general 
application embodied in the treaties or agreements on the 
subject, as well as in State practice.

The value and authority of the product of our work will 
depend upon the fairness uf the propositions and the accep
tance they receive from our Governments and from the inter
national community of Slates as a whole, For this purpose 
n is necessary ihal these propositions should be based on the 
widest experience rather than on a limited experience, and 
that our approach is inductive rather than deductive. Judge 
Elias, Chairman of the International Law Commission, the 
other day referred to the method thaï the International Law 
Commission adopts in its study of a subject (he was referring 
to the subject of Suite Responsibility), namely, that each pro
position or draft article should be supported by reference to 
State practice or doctrine from which it is derived. We 
should follow a similar approach m our work. Our work 
should be as systematic as we can make it. Let us build up 
rules or propositions hit by bit. Let us for the present con
centrate on general uses of the waters, leaving out for the 
moment questions relating to navigation, timber floating, 
pollution etc. Whatever propositions we develop should he 
suhjcct to agreements or treaties or binding custom already in 
force or recognised.

Our work should be progressive. We should take note ofr 
and make use of, the latest development in the thought on the 
subject. A number of international organisations and learned

• t iMtions. such as the Economic and Social Council of the 
"initcd Nations, the International Luw Ass.iciation, and Ihe 

litutc of International Law, have already devoted a lot of 
their time and effort to develop expertise on this subject. 
Economists, planners, engineers and water experts have deve
loped concepts of river management, development and utilr- 
Mjtiori, They have all recommended the adoption of a pro- 

rCsSiVL. approach for the utilisation of the wuleis of a draiu- 
^ basin as a whole, rathe, than the waters of rivers, tribu
taries nd lakes, taken separately. Thu approach hits been 
evolved to promote co-operation, to avoid conflict* and dis
putes, and to bring about the optimum utilisation and rapid 
economic development on a rational and equitable basis, that 
is, by ensuring to every interested country an equitable share 
in the waters of the drainage basin. In our work, we should 
noi ignore these developments and go back lo the traditional 
tliinking of twenty years ago, We will dwell on the technical 
und legal aspects of this subject at length in our further deli
berations.

Finally, Mr. President, our approach to the study of 
cvcrv subject of common interest in this CommiMcc should 
be the same in all cases and not disc rim inarory, t need 
hardly mention that wc arc a Consultative Committee of 
Members. Wc arc appointed by Government*, but we arc 
nm plenipotentiaries. Nor do we have a mandate to draft 
treaties or conventions, The product or our work, after 
mutual exchange of views, can at best have Ihc stilt Us of 
Principles for the consideration of our Governments. The 
'Mile and validity of these rules, as t stated curlier, will 
,!,-n'-nd upon their contents, iheir fairness, and their general 
“cceptuhility lo our Governments and to ihc imcrnjtion.il 
' ,fnmunj|y of Stales us well In this endeavour. Mr. President, 

offer ihc fullest co-operation or the Indian delegation. 
Thunk you, Mr, President.



CE-.VI.UN !
M.i n y impc.Fl an: mei-- iJq mil p ,i y ihc m.igt to itun-i- .n 

poliLit-.i] hnuHdJ-iei. Such mrrs in, nj.(ur*lj>. tfinidnj' 
itadil inltrtti. (titnuiiLi iilintn flowing hct*«n m Ifi- 
il'i. Mf iriTFi' S-Uici na-L Fvr-i iniLfc.iiing m hupflrlince 
* Hh ihe r' i ^afe of Lime. In Ihc days oT Hugo Granits Ihcre 
had tin .^hy .iTi-.tii ^ redd faf i In.- Hiternltlonal CdmhuulJtjr (o 
mtc: An MllCreil in tTiC- regulnl i in at I heir use tind i?hlc I hen 
utcvjiipK h:ivc been mode I'mrn inner in nmt u> evolve princi
ple- which viiissfacimjk define Mie rights of eorijurian
-Simei Al I'Trt. the prinopil oonoern of Sîjïc resisted 
a ruin'd cSt qtciliofl of eavjjJMit) in ■ nifr-jiiuiul Mien. 
The world. however. is itftfc- even ntmc toitrtnred With iwn- 
r-i '. fAlhirul ulh end 'JthtHUrnin <1 sue h w|im the I HOT* 
n-L mi-. i ^r. imi unity h nniv .11 li injjioiLS lo progressively 
dfireloji .Mid Lnjify [lie law rctttlllij td intertill t IûEM I nvetl 
in far t. H 1 s concUrn£d 1 h Mich uses as d.■ -1 : -1 it pir-
pnnes rrt|ILiDg aflml. ünçl-wmei mf, jod the pr d In 
of h yd nutlet nit anj Aiptnk power. PnpMe the gn.i i 
rumbci of hilji^ij1 trtjLi^o rff.oril résolu! wm mJ Con» 
venMum lhr ihc of inrcpru'' ■ uu : rivers u.nd '..ke ■ m 
Kill (used n part on feneril principles and rules of emlc. 
mn-rj low.

1 lie putt uf l_T: 1 i 101,1 N,1 :.,. 1.-. cjcpcrls concerned will lhr 
deLclupfficnl ofriver t>lsini, 1 ml, observed ihal sh - "l -.l .! 
accepted ItHvrnitioiul !üv. un 'hr ..t- ..I ■ 1 enc 1.■ :u..
ilrthnlL itRunll I mipi nhnidî m Iht Kllkmini ai
(dcei. with I hi rEiuÜ (lui progress and devtlopmcnl it .iFlcn 
held up foi yean [I! Ibt ddlinni nm otiFy nf (he Munifid 
c i«i Lzi r ' - I >uF of lhe economy of I he world in general* h> 

I I frffurr, ^Iihi’ii[h courtrifi Ulna ftylon hftVC nn itiKrr.ji- 
i.i.'n il nveta, yr! i( is .1 tnhivee which we ought 10 Mm !• r 
I □ hr Qti ■■ of 11 ■ i m c inport a net

Abüül nithl Lmiuncs ajiLi, j |mt Kin^nflri UqIii, 
1pjj .1 k ai jj-i. 11 [|u nu, r* iquû-icd in jn antJCnl Smb-a Chronic^.

r
|hf Cfrwkiwm', “ sayn* [hi' ’not eves a iHIh water Ifrat
4<lJlir, fma 1 be fain 131 kl Sl now inLki [be OCtAFt VrHhuuE '«irijf 
l.l,.,_ 1.. nun ' Owloji if the growth of pOpulhtioP niul Lllc 

,■ and mwlnply t 'i^’d'. ircf dcmamlv nT m mkincL 
tlir |ire"crv*tip^ pmiection Ifld optimum ali Li/.i rh in nf 1 he 
Untied flinjlohli; fresh w.nci rCKMjJtK it of pirumnuni 
.r'.pnTLatwc. De. Wuller Lowdermilk. 0 United N.-Uiors 
ci[ic■ ' ha» nul 1Ilhl lhe tiFrtcm mter tuppl i-. eji U.c
iktuld nt rLil^r inidc<|u.Hf or *i11 hcoone So =n Eheptuvr- 
nn'ï li:i ,!C On; itrj suruval pohlpi. deptrmU Ih":
imc, oa iknmfKtvry dcuHopimni mil aniiikiMori uf Lhr
|_jw ..( intErrational Watcj Cuunts

AllflnpU luvd hKll mndu In the [mit Lu »cl oat 
1 ■: piniL^pIci whiuh should L'uuJi- Suies 111 lhe mBder 

Ullinj Iht wateJ^of iniCMdimriBl rhm Iot nivijiliiipli and 
m ' n n«v 1 v, 1 ( lonal uses For 1 nn an ce. on>? reties 1 he M 34] nd 
(Vdirjllok b> (he Lulilult of IniHDitioml Li» Kl IÎH 
In mi (here was lhe tamlnn* Convenlïpn an Ihc (terme 
of Nivigabtc Witeiwnji oMniefn^tionjl Cimeern. followed 
Ii 1HJ bf the Gerevn Converti inti rt Luting In 1 he develop- 
rrwtil mf hydraulic pownr. Ill IMG we hod the fJuhfuvmli
kcin1inioni uf e ha In Le.... 'muni Lrtw Asswimkiii folluwed
1i> Hie AISOLintion's New Yorl Re«pLutiaiii in l^SD flnd it« 
Hamburg fceortimendaiiOPt iwo yean lalvr Meanwhile the 
tufcjttt had aho bwn engi|m| iht allenlion of Ihc Inter- 
Amciicifl Bar Asnkiiinin which 01 >it Tenth Sctuon It 
Iwni'i Aiit^ Kl 4H cerltiP peuposuis rtfArdluf Ifcucof 

lakes. The FniliLnIC of hiLernalrnnit'. Lijw. In IU(r1. 
h II* «sium ut Srttotiuri udmpied furlhcf ie«3l(tt|oni roetiBi 
■^ndlflJt Llic udupliun nf uiliPi itmeles. In l%5. tli^ Imer- 
Ànuricin ClinjiciI of Jurisli eomldered j drtfi cojiTetiimn 
hrentMtd by the IrtH^AaiefieJin Jondrcdl Comm'llfc 0« lhr 
lubjccttfindystfifti an(| ApiieulldTal Uses of laWMlfe») 
Wvtr, Jrt,;l L jtd. In l%A >1 HcbirtkJ, ihc Ituernamuijl 
Li* AiwçtilH» il il» cnPfeTELiLU. «et out Ceflam
^■bcipfei ,„ ihc farm of wtrul JrdClci and in I he fulleiwiag



JT jr r J k I I_ n All J P-rU| hfDU|Jll lhe lutljeC! Ufl tO tltE Aïi lrl-

Afritan [.cy-il Lorvil'ditvc Co mmtltec fa* (fisCUSHDCL 
Pullman ild Ij-i'fl huer lutmii me J .1 juin! dnFl nmliiliilf 
ittfiil pmpouh Due î'- certMjn p iL^t J ut j i J iJïi c u IL ica, 
h.^ïvet. (foi Cumul*! itc î*Ji HoabLe tu coniidcT cHh(r lh« 
Pik'.Ljn-in-q drufl or the Hdimfci propo-..i Li

ft y tt ntur rrr-' -rif t&ied Ï4:h Aprrl, 1570 Finland
requested «Fc UKÎUIM:1 »n Ihç dL^bda of the 2J[h Senior of 
Ibefjcnrtd. AïKinbl) ol thr Unilpd Ni Huns an uem. enLilletf 

HfKbpjDçH mil CndirKltian irf Ib* Rufe* ûf 
iDltmilJoml U* rcUimc Lo IniA-i unoitul ^4[ticiovff«'’T 
Ai m i'îhiUtj nittunj ou ihc Lblti ol üepte abrir.
ï9Tl>. il* Geimrid Amiably kUvKlol Ifl ph.( the iwffl eo 
me j m) il tu lie üjuh CojnmtLtoe.
10 D^inki IVKJ, iht: Liçnfidl A*KmWj décidée
id ]'Jj;e ihi- mm un lie .e^.k'j jülI iIlKdlnt
11 m -.h if Si Al h ('mlinlillrr. M December 1970 r
ihç si*ik ComiBiliee rnllol Jl* rcukidu» I4DI fXfY) of 
2 lil Nt'vdnbfli. t9W by n ton^Jfifll (hil il
vil Crible l« inilmle preliminary iindift on Ibniihycct 
While uïscf nnf Hui Ah i rtiuli ofibi icuilipiiait uteful k-tfji 
malrn.M had hein uulle^Lod u Llie neivrl prepared by tbe 
SntrEljryÆaier^l lA ^409 ■.') \*\h April l%ü.) and nulftlt 
lltai JiKJiürrj had :>o n mien ..ml i linjble tirrieJ oui

Mcvi-rfli mfoUnriH mj] urjam b-■ 11> t. vcrnmeaLaJ jnd nrn- 
p.i iv n-r jj m i: n I ,i I !p tïJllci 1iJ lurikl lhe S^itl4pfl|ln| ,.ny . ." i-
fithiton oCllu: L*w tif InlcniJlioniil Waiercti une*. iheSùih 
L'ommillci- wquMlfLl lhe SetreJary'GencT.il lo ooiUmue lhe 
nl.idy mil in Lcd Lhe üciiciîI A.^embLy :n jnd K' prr- 
pal* ,h hü|ipteme[itjr> repucL un IIie legal probktm ncUlmt 
Ld die JiiliuLioo und us* uf ipcfe «aieri. Tie rccenl ipplr- 
f,ii.imt m S lui u [«rjiclLK itnd Im ernaifonaJ iidjudieanon of tie 
Lilw Ol' Interna Lion ni Walrmun-i- and also inlei-amcrr- 
mcnü*j aqd uon-jovernmwlij -Lütlieü oL Llm [t
be vOIHuIfired. Il l'urlhcr requested itic Secretary-Gcner.il 
tn forw-iird lu ihe In Loti itioul i nw Cemmiiiion lhe iceeid

. h< tHunuEior of lhe item ul Lhe l5lli Smfofl t>F (ht G™' 
r_| Ak«rnbly. lhe repurt prepared by Hic 3eei*Uf3'Gmeî*l 
■n L9*î puriwant Lu Hlc Gerrernl AiaenlbLy Remlullor ofl 
«TrtJliu üTher docnraenuifûo ne^easury lor iltir GommJt-

ïion’i w-uek-
My Govern men l ii ntn* cnjaüftd in U CJircful Hudy üf

[]KUW&nd pmeuce rtlwfine 10 lho Molfj^L cir filler......... ill
ilPitEfcPuivp wiili npnciaL refertrtce 14 ihn Afro-Aiiati com- 
m.uimy. In LIk cirLuminnces. my aeverimotH ilnci nol 
^lh it W be undeMtoüil Itlnl Whilt we -hall W Mm
conrerence rcfwwrtij lu Ami vk«rs. U reierv« tin ri|îit Lfl
muke meh n prunDuiKCPicnl if i*ml iwhcn neeeiMry ai n laLei 
j j Le u.r"lef tlue contotenHiar haï hee» tfiven U> ilH 
VrüLch other eu mil rie i, parlr-ctllfirly Afrht-AiiüO (OUnlriC', 
mi, S P ^ Ap,Cli ni ih in mecl i na and cllüw heïe- Su bjEü tt« I h tk 
L«pOfUnl qujlificdlion. hn^cvCr, dllffBlklII WttlM.Ul^ 
rh’-’i-.jtc t ht folio* ma oheerv^liiniih :

Il ippcan io (ii tint Sial» cun K foitpvr properly 
iç-f.irc the fuel Ihaï an LnianimlJorwil rlrci huh miiUifariour 
tWL CumhMWtl «kh Ihfi r*£t Ihat lhe upLimiü- fielMiahl

mile of the iviibblc Alter [eieuit«< li n difhcllll to 
mimbi tPKlHlM ital the iubiq«* of LpterBétiaoal riven, 
iu n, fAr u it fe|(lÉi tri non-naviJLHiuliaf iPtl|illi
prrftapi, iho include 1 diKuuPOQ of ihe dmioJi* hitvm.

Wnh rCfdTd lo the uvr of lhe *utCr of an InUriUlloul 
f-^erT m y ÜvwrUKnl ai pîetcnl ■& oftlte upinfo n «hkl C^«-Ly 
bliin Suie il a* tnlEfiiitiPMl ilriin*|e iHrin t>u(ht, 
r*lh. lo be rrçdfde J n bcmg iBÜlW » * &*• itnwfr hk 

tk| miibk ilun m tkr uk «r tüt h H u. Jiilkidl
'm 'ü ic fcLwt (bel lhe HarfflOPr fhuclrlt*, rLCttprdtftlt Hï 
'■i.'Lh j. suit nu me ibtolkJiE and r1*^’ |ft do
^hciocr il villr *ilh li* lM«r Oo«mt ihtvmih II*
'&U)J ftn() rann> Lupponm. If «ny. in i*k

Whn1 ii fflif. rtirwnaWe Uld eqmUlhle tarinnl he deie^ 
mtTHd th-Cp| reformer te rhe ciftunnlintB of c*ch (“*-
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This would include various fuctotv For instance. the client 
of the drainage area in the territory of the basin Stole and 
other geographical factors would bo relevant. The hydrology 
of the basin, including the contribution of water by each 
basin State, climatic factors, economic and sociul needs, 
demographic consideration, the availability of compensating 
one or more of ihe co-basin Slates as an acceptable means 
of adjusting conflicting uses, arc some of the mat tori which 
might deserve attention.

Regard also may have to be paid to the past utilization 
of the basin,

I he emphasis has now shifted from navigation to other 
uses and ii may, therefore, he difficult to support any firm rule 
that a use or category of use is entitled to preference over 
any other use or category, except, perhaps, where preference 
is claimed on the ground ihul it supports life.

There arc some States which have claimed that every 
State whose territory lies within an international drainage 
tninn ought to be assured the use of the waters by reserva
tion oven where such waters cannot presently be utilised. It 
seems to my delegation thut nuppouing this view miglti 
result in u waste of the limited water resources which are now 
available. My delegation believes that a basin Stale ought 
not LO be denied the prese-ent reasonable use of the waters 
of an international drainage basin merely to reserve u right 
for a co-busin Stale 10 use the waters of that river. When a 
Stale has the need for the water, it should be entitled to use 
it without being prejudiced in any way by the fact that some 
other State had already commenced using it earlier. The 
fact that it had not itself used the water earlier ought not 
/wr a** lo be construed as itn ihandonuicin of its rights. On 
the oilier hand, the fact that a co-riparian State has already 
been u»iny it ought not m give il n right which excludes the 
fair, reasonable and equitable use of the river by the Stale 
which starred usm;j '.he water only later on.

■! I

fn the common law of our country, which is the Roman- 
OuLch I aw. we have a very well-Vnovn hnsic rule rcl Ling to 
the law of property namely, tic uter* tiro Ut atirni"* ™" 
toedas 1 hat is to say. a pervon must not use his osvii pro
perly to as lo cause injury to another. This is also a rule 
which might profitably be borrowed by the international 
(,‘ommunily- In fflCl. in the Or/ïf Citannït E>sï, the Inter
national Courl Of Justice reminded States that it w** their 
obligation “not to interfere with the rights of other 
5m Les".

Ti follows from this rule Hut the waters uf a river 
Rowing through the territory of a State ought to be so 
UKEd as to prevent pollution. The pollution of watercourse* 
h ;; mattei of wry grave importance, roi on several 
occasions. international bodies like the World Health Organi
sation have reported Ihnl the fouling of water in various 
ways SUth M by discharging municipal sewage and industrial 
waste Or organic mutters originating from domestic and 
industrial wastes, inorganic suits originating from industry, 
bacteria and other organisms, toxic substances, mineral oils 
and in n special way radio-active wastes endangers life. Refer* 
cnee may be made in this connection lo the report of Ihc 
World Health Organization an the subject of International 
Standard for Drinking Water in 1958. Where pollution is 
inevitable, there is a duly at least to ensure that no substan
tial injury would de caused to other co-basin States. Perhaps, 
it may not he unreasonable to require States to ensure that 
precautions will be taken to abate pollution to such a degree 
at least as would eliminate danger to human life. The need 
to eliminate pollution which is harmful to life is specially 
important when we realise that the cunsequcnccs ul pollution 
might affect not only co-ripnrian States, but also others. 
This was illustrated by Dr. T. VoeJaar who pointed out 
that if a cow drinks contaminated water and produces milk 
which may be exported to a distant country, consumers fur 
away might be harmfully affected.
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i kaw altcad) ttiM, Mr Preudant. Uni my tichrfl- 
1IOP lnoitr* 1ÏIC pHlKlpl* ni e^BiraMt HttlrMIUB. TIlcS HQlU 
(nckur Ibe r plu |0 H1TI|1I un fr?r î(ie purpnyfc of Uü mn unie- 

lIhhi «r tramporLiltort. We —cm!J liifcc to include in >hn 
principle lhe riftil Me tench II- epLei jxitCi aflü IO mate J1C 
ü'f pUri.- j.iJ (kh.li and lu 1ii-ld Ji>d Li-n :.n |.l elmjcLk nml pit*.

■ Tl ire rifhli whk| lm <.■ ht-cn ree ü en ne d by the
! Ljr.il nm il *. uiirlo- Jutlfcc in Mich CflKU ni fliii'i üi/rff
Cwii . I : 11-. Vira* Chin* Cutf. Ils ndvfcary Opinion
ci îccrnËftf he ■ ■ - ■ - ■ i ........ . lhe I uni pu m ci Ccnimkiioi] n!
lhe |î;|nulle jIv.-. BUppOfll the UCWlIml fr«d*m uT n:ivij!j- 
(ion, n 1-1 Un I he IiUSIIil".-. fluvial LjjiC15p(.ri IL
concerned, include* freedom nT com mere c.

rhô ri(in ni n.ih u,1 .i ii'ii |i, uiiji.i.'' t Etc rntdjnicmtii
riaht cnunctniçii curlier thaï ifac ik of * river mûri bc frôt, 
uquiiahle und niK.iii.ilik I >u iulanrc. 1hc Stjlc n^.ng 11 c 
rilvn- ibcHilïl nul fuu-c nMmn.i mi 10 Wlfattor 0° lht 
Oib*t hfud. il ih fr.ir and rta^mihk thil il ihcmîd hdp lu 
remove ubvtrueluni, i( ■ nj .mil ■.!lu-dg r : he Tirer. |f idjuireiJ, 
lu plest,ne lu jntIC rf il Ça* effanl lo do w

Fi nilly. we ihuulü \tkç lo fcfei 10 Hc question of 
diiïfftfiunii, JifftitncH or Afimni and disputa bel vécu 
Fasm 5liifi and rthet Stjte* tu Lhi* cuBrltctiûn tlwrt ls W 
DbLfiitCM Lmp. J -H Ihe Suie* lu. Article JJ ûf Lhe United 
N tiori' Charier lo jtlempi lu lu d .1 minium h y ncfOtiiii.iun. 
befoie lhe inMùcanon of lhe odjHdiLJilury power of tlurd 
pif u es- W( te j.q Fl ! h -li l l'.e Cinfl ptus iun ut capnactio(t.wllh 
ü-L Jiipflf between SmJ id PunJ ,ih BOtlcemrrtf (he waLers 
■."-h- ImtaiJliver H-i «n laid, l'bl m< ih1 '..u -.l.u r..v, lluJl 
meiCLir JnpuicF. oJ ihii lund s by nnneemenl, Hic partie* 
a Joptioj; ihc same lechrtfcat hului ii>n ni" cal h pubkm il iF 
Ihey nn iiînih'iintlid i immun h y undivided b) |■ >. .■ I
lu ndminiülrüL, cl- Trimnei "

In this connection il may hc ■ ■ I-ervcil 'I .i Mi.fre irMur- 
iii ni iu n, pur ticuE^r l> hyc i l-I ■ ^ n u I. rue ; t n ■ n. L a I. no mit

I ^fmoaraphk (ütlX it rekvniU, iuLd l.lci he ulmicrieJ h- 
anl onrcutüniiblc cApcnie dnd iToublr iht .'imn'i cnucernad 
DUflht loctdiaigc il hciwecn themiilvou, fi-Tf If Hvd- 
^IKC LI I the p.iiL Isvtorlli n n y Ul i ii£. moH il Hfltltck relnlnii! Il
micrnJilroiml ri^er^ ejin bc sokud nntf tlie HkU art clcdrly
undenlcMjd If Lhe diapuu:* ure ley ni. n rnilj h
ihfll ih^y be itthmitlcd lo u C........ - -n 'T l ■.. ■■: - - i '■ an
a.Min Conclliilialt Ccumnit'l*ur uibiLLiitl lit m If c inini 
niltortfll Ciurtof JusLiw. In thi3 coaftpttiûo ih ■i.'nl 
putes Un the t'oireliuition af lhe Consul km Comnn^n lor 
ll r Sflllcnvni Uf Pispuiei paofioicd hj ihe luirrnj! .-n.il 
lA* AiKKiUKm ileHvrLC the mou EU(M c«inirr*lrt)(l

JAM K
hlr. Près déni, cuihmi from n eohiUry vhich hu t# 

intHP4IHttai rweiït I shall be very tricf bCiirn lhe tH|tnniii|i 
g[ ihn J.Minion ht have felt tFul there arc nt> well 
Hitiluhnl rtiki u( iilernat'OnJ-L (in die titci of -nlcf- 
nji. mu..I fnen foi nami|utirai porpuao* üt irfl tbs mi«
, nul wnleroHirin.. In view of conmlltfttive chariitf Itfh or 
(jur t.'cimmi1ler. IhC font mit tee iboutd apprim'Ei thlb pfùlilem 
not irnh H erc* ludi il'iMLy- Jib usreemen nr H Bi>nv( nidtl 
bill wilh h tr|ew L(l draTling □ sil ûf jciibmI princlpln which
uiivn-ivc in l'il IiiIC ne [in liai ioili Il‘ tOOCllldl WlntCJ4if -■■
null ,||| ni -irriHH'nilL’Hli.

Wi Jlre coneinceü lliil Ihii Hibjcel is mure tuHatily 
rasnlwdpit Ibc b;miul hiblenit and mullil.v.uul jrraoee- 
me Ut* btci U« *f lhe dilTerenl ciKumiliinc« mul preciiLt. 
lurruunJiiis u pankruliir rivcj This porn: slupt vç ^ould 
like to iiijincain, and I hope ifaJil our ComiiuiKe «iiuU 
fiir.iirijc m wirh uh ibe etbîrLl m thaï *a>

Oit the «Iter hand, ai lhe pmioni spe^t*r [wtïaied &utT 
'h* Gener*l AirffllMÿ oi thcUnitHl >#lioru al ils lait Kbioa 
bifniKit j iïhHui:»n un Ihti whfttl 4jkm( for * itiuly 
of i hc > irt\ e^ l hy lhe |>lcnutK>rAt Ui Comraittiflfl. In
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thfH clrrumïlonttil. 1 Elilllk dlit CummillM liai plenty or 
time iLh.prL^ccd In ili work at, fht -,lndy b> ■ 11 i- crnaliatUil 
LftW Cnnnlajpq proceed*.

My ■ilfitiok driwn lo lhe nniHunhiilNin which 
Ik Un^rnmcnl of PiLitijn lm tfm Le Eh? Secretarial m
■<üfuii. 19^) in whi-h rfit Covfrrmenr J.i-r n pare
il I d enfieal Lumpnri-u-■ r- ihr lutlun prapc*n-l und Ihl- 

1 r..i-q l-Pu L ^Idtli joiïH prnpmiil. concludes IhiLi rinc n n»
111-.urn i ■ «ni i r :■ hle discrepuney Iil'Ui c-r r- | Icse 1 ft- r,r' I" ' ■ '■ md 
LUfiCHb itinl n hirrWhijanon cf lhe Iwd nT -.pc-jI , imuld be 
S-111 j |j 111. The officiai t..nrimutirv*Emh of |be
r.ftvrrmnfm Km much tttuur j («J \i ]t> rue ouf OoitiiltFllK 
idnpli 11"; prnpcuaJ jidt m.ide l > Ehc ttalipg u ivhed delegate 
'r. n-, Pakulan, l.hnr n i r * L'dec id e în con ^ 111 > 11 c n Kub-
Commiiiee, I do hope (lui i hi* Sub-CemmLCH will tube In Ur 
due copvi Jural ion the UtlicuLio-tliflf Alunît |**i df the 
PjkiMnni tiivernmeiit CHI 1h«r l* I ptopusak. ■■ i ivmcrh we 
Li'lilJ Jut 111 r H> b*J.in dl*CUttlOhl in Ihc ptnem in^n

IRAQ
fei uT lhe compte* 11 y uf iii„h subject ;1 Mtf» [n ihe

EhjiE *e arc nert foin* In jrrme m a rewlutian aL our pmem 
rrireunj therefort. I second Lhr propiHtal of 1h* delegate nf 
PiA.-.i. n to lem n Sub~Orii|liLi» iu to mio ihc problem of 
IIItemmttirtal rrten in tn.-Em

PhhSJÜLNT;

n«C*Lik our inienl ion b*l w-e would tike drip other 
uel*(.iiKwi thaï » l't’ü-L (o a i[Jtcn:eiit ro Jo ui M.iy |
Lak* il EhiE no olher delcjaucin m inch has uny vtnltnwilt to 
RVl -i1 hi stageAs ihcr< is n n ut hçr-deltgii l..... Wiihiflf
(si'-.iLhk now* inn y I tsk rlie Secrflurjf-tiWefoJ of ihc Inum- 
duimnnl Inilliuio lor the U n i flem ion of Private U* who it 
prtKiil lien- in kindly maU -i sHIrnint

tnirrnjMdnil ln*rk*lr f^r tbt tiuiftralini cf Private |.«*
Mf. Pr-Hretem. hrfaji î hr allowed. firilly. In LbjmL ÏCIO

fcr 1ht invitation to Ow Taief national tanlitart* for Ihn Uni- 
(taTiwr Of hint* Ï» (O tlie pwl in lh;v nry iaicrtitj.if 
ipKtjaa *,r I'Ik Aiiin-AfrKsn Upl Cofliullalhc CoffimiHtf, 
a*J secondly, «i.iy r «'itpriuluEe you on your oloclton ai 
Pn-s'di-n of ihi* hinly

'■A\ l|. ............ ... "i ■■ ............ ............ . ICd l"> IkJ •" ra

tion or liiVina part HI the discuilinn concefiunp the pjoblcni* 
in rcpiLT 1 i ihe >an of inierfiat-rjhir l+rtflv The drinm- 
|dubfd detf-palC» ■ hn have intervened ia th« diitoH«B have 
pol Ihc aLtem on ïhe Bifn-flJI*ipnlKinai oart of inlcTr^iiunjl
ruei-r, aa^L pan-c tddfly the iolm eiploilalion of miif- 
aaltonal riven-by ihecautal Stale! I urn nt.t qu:■ iiT--.! rrt 
enprcst nnv opinion on rhii miniür. Ill I spculi not ■ on 
eajKii buL ut u inun ml ihe -.Her'

[ wii worderlnl whflïcr U would tKJt he mort pjndcol 
and Idiiwble to pul aside soy ^ueslion rtpardirt a déclara* 
lion of pnaciplci « a déclara (MB tit fi|hl* ** these declara- 
1 tons of r fhit nff very flilfivitli lo eLibtinue and nrnrr 
diRkitli Id mpret I wonder whether il would nol be t 
prigmutk procedure by «catb| far ^vit iuttmufanaJ river, 
nrdii ini a^rniflrpt between (be floailfll Sûtes, B brnty ur a 
trwtimnunLi till mi tad Wtlb the lUjifryhmjB of Ihe rucr. Jl 
•ouLd he poiiiWd In Ihe hejinjimj! eu ci»e * lunited power to 
lhi& ccm m > i. HOB l h u i once I he 0 Ifan hn been created tl 
Will be easier, Mlilr kj lhtk, to uevelap anti ettale rt|Uln-
narn So lam wondering whether U would no( he hericH 
ooE Eo i nihil eu |he prahleU t>r haviiLj n generHl dec In ration 
"1'riÿhEb * .Kh tninnOl bcL pL-rhii.(ii upprotfrUle for each
l n terns hoi ni I rucr bu1 bc^m hy ......... ... triple and prap
ma Lie procedure by treaiing commiLMcm» » they ntH 
a I read y rr^ariJifi) :hc Rhinr nil hr Dellkbe They ei til ■ 
(Ojttt ii very, vtffy Old Iluliti like Ihc Trealy &f Vicui tor 

Lire mtr RhiUe.
[ ihipL t\- lirst Ush n ihe emuen of afl 5frr(unmtion, 

.-,! J,i-:■. n,M lnfir nit ii the ClULsIhI SLtLM JETCC UH M'.
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dteatlnn uf ■ cfttnmïriûn with j limited: hm i*nil t- ■: ........ r
In'Kinni'iK tilt tUvir derelopnifM* *n- h-.m- iflttwirb
: h i ■ i Li i' ii : hr npcrirACt ^IbtK cDnnjhiOm - i ■ ■ me if 
I i .1 vc il u i .;d I □ ; n k n ■. p r in this- rn.a.1 ter. nut '■ ■ h i cunp* 
|rtf)> malmJ-f my t am pel entt.

I only (4 all ynw itttDiwi id inoihci iipcci of
■ Me L.fl1* [J InltfHitiDiu! Riven, thaï ji, (Fir priiinr Iih
ilfW-Ll rir h.-LciriHlcCûCIlitirtiiü*i in ^urnpc nC Ihc Untied
NjiiDDiL mif 10 >T*n,. ii working very actively, anil my

■ :rf jr ujtlUT hn flier very frunful ll-C Ip (o ;hn ( nmmuhlion 
in it|qlllili| ti)i mnrforD fnit! *LL mltiri irnln|| Irmsi mtvi- 
piitin on inUrmmonal riven, particularly the Rhine anti 
chtt Danube

i rll uf >IH tufflci I Lit pïo-blrm -of the conlrm.1 gl ...... .
i[ie hill' nl ijLhnjf, whik'lli iu :i piL--L>k-]ii vci y alnulu i>■ il>c

problem of i:i:ifii -nr I■■-a When n eoiiirtei..........V mi mi
friand WJtlCfway, had il hegim in one counln 3m! endi n 
■notIter, ihHi nuijr be t r&pflirl uf li»i in cue n:f Il14|ieluu 
To avoid oanSicu u f Uwi I hr hç>i n 10 evuKe u unifum 
ftfulAHOn, 5n, à cotisent .on hu ja*t t«i> made ami - 
under csuniii.Limi: h* iJw I■ _i. i-motc Cnmmtsajon of Europe. 
COnLtrn.Mf nlib ' I id : ;■ (rlj.[ifi£ To S* y i[fa I ,<HI (tfl Inlet. 
IliJmhaJ Riifll

Then is jlm i}wr prUbfen of (hi: Htrtimnn erf liability 
of boat «tvn* N.i i*m -lin the ume critrriii nl
IniMtipn Sit ibi tri IIïie I ■■ I■ 3il will be uhlt'uI Lu have 3

■ mifurm Kflulattmi.

Tbcn uik aim prrib'lcmf concern Ing grr jtiorf itf I i..:-n i
nwrirrs, hie in il.......ftlbnl nftliEr-i. the tnmipurtalion nl
pnsitngerfcjii.I Vuf|lhii 0[JiLri in I'. -ii n. unr..l hll tplk cnjjn 
[ed in river n:ivi({jiicni,

RcgArdini; :ill ihtii Krftas draft ummloiti ^nd 
rotivcfit+nos bik( hcchi prepared am] evumiricd hy our ln«tr- 
I uir And ilEliwiftd to Ike Ec4mhlk ComminioD ol Europe, 
which it iiudyirtf ih««e miicii

Ro, 1 4M mild! whether thne muicri could oiK be 
ukrii into vo-im J-rraimr »l«thl ft# talu and Afltaa 
Eijmiimtiic CdfflbitWfll i-r Ihe UirntJ Mj[ian» IfjWut 
Canmnbn. + ith Ihe high JirlhOfrlj ir h.n in their two 
conliiitni'i. wou'it mftfi'it ta yotiF Liniitd Nitmr' f.'Litititii»-
tjani hi Mkiw lhr etample ciflbe European O...... . of
thr United N.iNAni. ttVcir filler Coirnniwicn. ( llnnk 
camCthtnf umFuI may mult From Lht irlliftiWC,

I . i nui 11 I'm-i ,-nHy i urn i mut to know i h t ■ ii ff Ii MüIh- 
i ili n'huilier | lie (rL'.ILii- E>n 1hc ïnieuiaiiüJiaJ riven h Am. 
and AJHsM I» uOmpnribk |g the Itific on (he Rhine jr..J iiir 
D-iinuhe F'- ïhbf' thi; ■ tUalioni b quite diff-^reni iiuJ Jr. 
any cnw, 1hey ere pr^Mem* which hutiu^m Ihrte 
oonl menti.

Tbit u the itrhifd uf my mEentnlipn. f do nol m[(n! 
tbil Jpo iïha UM direct I tody DE ill.! matter, I>ul I lhM|hl 
Ü1J1 1 iho'-'d di*w iIfç ■[îçriimrs uf ibc Ewo EcaDam.L 
Cacuir m Ai<a ami AF< ta to prohlemi* rm j Lire
a^rtv^cdenn ihc »':rk ihat lin km Folinwecf by I be Eura-
pean E’emmiv-tOii ihr (Jn lcd Ninon».

PRESIOüKT ;

Thank vuu, Sir i I yum very valuable cdnlnbutiOP 
IUmMurtthfl (infotiom you have mi44 Wtfl leceinc lIic 
Mrioui cnnsIderaltDO all he ha Mill of nur delegate* dunnf 
lheic ..I !mu u - m n ni.

I would ii'.'w cpII upnn Ihe Chirrman of the inicr- 
nalinnal Law C/.niTimian 1n make j ihurl iiaTL-cnefi! on Ihn 
luhjcrl.

Coalman, laleraatieoal !.■* < nnim.mlap
Vf. Prendcpi, t did Mil mh IO iriake m inieneotiaT] 

durfnf ihe d;'can or of '.m <ubjKl, hill ihc lut ipcakff hah 
mide a iifïcnnon which I igotutdet lo be very valuable niul 
M rnpeci of which 1 ihobthl t Ihoukl uy One Or mil word! 
in tiippn Ttrr pfeeedenEi tthicthf hut ipeakcr cited



çwild nof be regarded u tmudi "ü-w lu Africa b&:*iiw lhe 
hicm: SlaTÉMUirtli arc eoml-cinçd with River Niger, ai curly 
Us lîftl ciUilBll tbe «upporl 4ïl the United Nuirons m<1 ■ ■ 
iJm [t.itch I oiflfnri} i c.jtt> oui aiunr) i J: l whole lvn|tlh
>1 ■ I': - - Jij ..... . ■■' ■!..- ■ Il JgjmKI ns -1' "1 the pLT-1 àI-
b 1111 y üf rip!oEllfij| lin: flciru :ihl1 I:i-.iii:l bmlI i lie minera] 
iaomt« ol River Nicer. Av * remit ihrrc iHlcruliuruJ cOt 
IttniLït vert i^erd j i - rifL'h ■ |ÜJ- Suies » re represented 
hy plcnipo-l cnil tir m. m ii 1.1 m i tinte sticwitv* pnwt mvi a ad 
hammered aol ihc Ii K üt m Statute Lo *hich h I
Cün. cntion. T in; Convention tpeHi eut lhe JrtdLb hem 
ta un the v--il ers df lhe K.>vi-1 Niter, and ëh^- 1|jh tt ■ ■! ;he 
rtifeci^e «itfi». -Li-.d Ihose Suits khich h d rrwt c l>*jb 
fro n • | Inc i i e r ü -i lhe iJlrwStetC i ho turc merely inlija- 
eent m them. hmls wui-l jivuicqtul ri^lii-. The Suiruit ieu 
out <l:e principles th-ji fluvem ihc rcfinl jilJ the enlireij of 
lhe tindl nf lhe River Niger rmn îft Marges in Ne* CmirtH 
dow n 1 ■ ■■ Lhe AI h n I ic i OU . i i n NI gc rm .

this cumrilc »dv incite lolkmini jnr, fDlI^iii m 
rep;.i m rh.id. an inUnd sen winch ^ siLLjkct
u |moi ( i n the hea rl t>F Ai nca It hui COhuderiblr rcsuurcta 
*h'L'h ire iSHim bcit evph'.ied h h the joui .SUlc-i border irjt 
n H L- r i i b e> have Folh'^ïd Ihi jULIcrn nfhavitlpa
Stalulc aitri nllJehlUfl JlCLhhvemirnj ici;, limikf u> lhe .>nî 
relauttf lo lhe R ver Niprr bol rl *as ttfiuclj diflerrnl m 
very important r-'iperv heCaum ihc u-.fi lo which it irmi be 
put mbit rtecesLSJarilhe dinemm Hum 1hmç li> whwh A rjver 
cOsru likt the Hner \ipr eoaid he pul Rut itx palletn 
■ ■ ins..i■ ■ tile, hectnify mil ihf ......nttiei ibrnugli wtikh
River Senegal rum naotfiy, Mu u run nia. Senega] r Mali and 
Cvinci. biwi twnrrJ limilir ri*i repine* and in each ease 
Ac «.Cl ii .. eomiu ii ion .irni the ofreict would l>c between an
rsevui ivr ........................ .. purely an adkrinkrrs Hie rnmr&iiiiDn,
a eomroMiinn Ihal itrtet tv 1 ™ of dealing (iojic of ipirot- 
nlBlfna In -my ea«. limy h;ive pluvlt in reqilteft uhe 
luembrrv lo lubmil «haleiiiF clifmc* ul cxpk'il-iUOn ur

^vdopmrai they *lati id carry out or iheir poi-timt oF the 
UtvK to ihtl tenir* I com min ion. |i was aiieimcd by Ihe 
(ii^miïcon *Bd Miltd m lh*i not i tingle întt -i able to 
take vtHfm ndviMiUme over (he other 11 may hcr who Lever my 
I, 1,'iihl has jwat smd, worlhfthite, !^o-i.i:ig al Ihetc eniicirtjf LSla- 
EU1I S, iwl ihirte Wba Wish 10 du So tn«y kxsk al Ihe jfcnfrirp*
Journal of fiUtriMUonul /a* Of October ]9oJr which eon tarns
...... . thin| I wrote ........ 1 thc*c eiper n- Us, *o Ifaal »i- h;r.e
■n culflplt mf sitmllt mo of l*o ■nlerr.alionjt and
d" ihlernnliirnfll laie m mspeel at which wl- h.nve drafted 
Iflwh hrid ihc convemmns. At ihe United Naiionv. the V^urld 
{^nl and rrpreirnlilpvrt ^ j number of apnrialiicd mier- 
natimnol Jircncirt ■*■ fe |ircstii ihmugh otit I he Ume whim we 
di.ifled these propouils. So, ihey arc OOI really local, They 
îiasç borrowed urmclhin) ft;™ 1 (ic [>i(uibc ci per uns n I and 
fium Rhine and ffniir Liitier rhren Wi; even LumiL|crL’d In 
dctili tbe pr.ibkms id l'nr Melton]! River. So. I think, he 
h-i. 11 £ hill pointed Tim out.

My suijjL-ninn n Ihut il would he «id best if llw SbV 
Comihiuet, ihttl is to he tel Up, decided io kmg ihe 1mei 

ilk-f Mjblnlirj tLVfr regimes, and Ihen deietFlime whai
pailcm Wc itirjuld give lo il 1 ciumme Ihe precedent* elie- 
whcir ■ i:Ll Uihe Intc, coniidenlkn Ihc ptLuÎjji tutHiiuu-- 
md cifnmuijivuüF mil rtvn and Lry tuned out tomctklnt 
ncctpi.ihl* Flu trull pmiieuliLi riser. I ihinlr, >>l this fjeLd, 

ib-H ri avojd Imvirga direct «n front a tin jfd trying: to 
JîtL"* *h^Llwi ont Snu bas * ri|ht i-a be Him tshecher 

™ ,■ll!■, ' State hns nn right-wq will avunl .ill that hecaum in 
1 - ln'of the convent prill ail 1beae ii*uti tin be i*1 ion-ililcd 
a ad eiublbihcd .m in inltrmEinna! turn hivrnjt m mind that 
l| n :i ■:■ hi'en Jotis- chew heir



ticinn MUflIUtî HFJ rj Ou î"?ni M JaKMapï, [ffî| 
AT U.W A M.

PRESIDENT (
May I Bin1 haye the .menti.......if dluMifüirthal ikk-

jutci Ea 5 til] Arm her report'.1 rhu line il n the Repo r I 1 
Ihc Sub-CftmmHlM un ifct Law of Inter rut tor il Rivers. Ai 
Ut'n:ji:e3 ari fuEly aware, ihu Suîj-CdHI mitre* hid bcrti 
wnrkinj .:i L- .L ■ r 1 lire 1 :11 .■ >. ^nd dvri Ini feigbi and 
Ihn tnurniH|. I mi vUc cUnnnCfiti nn Ihia- inject.

JAPAN :

Mr. Pre-intent, I »cn;!'J Ills to prtw-'t the Report pf
rfi-r Sub-Comat . ti the J-m* of Inierrutrlone I Riven. (PI,
vcc pages Sl-Sfil

NIGERIA

M| -lit - uwlJ Hi'! hi- Ihc «SK ■ ■>" Ih.« «initia!
of inlcmtiuiu] riven -:i Jlv Hy cfrfiiuli This leE&iUn, ne 
you .^ll know, liu- nten righHy klnmiimted by <w ccnuldcri^ 
linn ci r 1 h C I,** of itii Sci. UuL, to in y romd. the Sub 
Cnmn^ls ihm hil nide lif pcjlnl progrt l Id (he work 
Ot this sot*»? ha» been thll On the Law uf Internat-miutl 
River- LJpffl 1hr ejLmnmj ol thi-i Heciioo pu r^unmnrer
hii11    ili ii you liiny call Jl CotKHïliltM Wi>rh on IhC LlU
uf liilcrriilk'i'ii I Rtvetl, hut due Id tlv. rudiiiao of c 1-,- 
Chllttnan of ibe Stih-Cwnmitirt D t Anw mll^he of Ceytoa 
and Lhf jndutlfy of Sur MkJefilitsbk P-ipfhjflem, Mr. 
Ithldl of ; ■ m ihli Sub-Cun mince lull fcctn abk W 
pr^ jni. whut yO- may cjII . □ coitinHüee ikrufl m LamrafllK
itilicliM or jirnpmTinns or the I .hy of Intern»l-nr.nl Riven 
fin Tnr l he l.i. I f imc 'he rtr" ' hhuh we bait befoar 
çOlitd Jw»r pgl ml* fffilcT fmriil the imcnmy of The work

,-t that Sub-Coin mi Met. 1 l.n jv io ,i ij.rC njpt:i en
part IT * rrr i calf y JiriliJiniled lûLi} All nit I II I ic pa rite 
~.ip«r Lo »hu« » ta t prep kiNom wt art «(reed nr. and win 
w'c arr critical about, the teporL of that Ü ut>Cfl mm Htee 
tfliild have hern further hi|; H-L{|fol<jd

In Nut [«nncclinn in y drltEtljoi) would hLe in p*y
humific lolN ipint Of jure and take which wmihowiby 
ihr di*rjfl(uu*b<d JcIcbliIci of IntJi.i ailJ PaknUr, un ihr 
mnui debcal* i- ^iiu. Ii i. Ike hope of my (Ich-juNinn i (ipl vit I 
Ihii spim of Cfl-dperatJoii nnnicinulag lint C'onmtiLIM ^'-i Id 
IM duecùujiç, produce a Lorpyi on lhe I-». of Inieinti i-nul 
Riven.

presides r.

I Lhaiit y\iu nnd v*c appreciate ynur cik ;>urili^ i*ordt 
yet* much. Maj | ham Jt ihii ihf Irptir] nTiJu' Si.h 
CünmiHec n approved? (TÏK Report » adopted by thf 
OpnmjllKj,

JAPAN :

Mr. Pn-nHeiit. in adopUnf ibf Aepnrl of ojr Subt 
C-'i-miiiw un rhis Topic, may I formulaic ‘.■ur »rsh lhal Ihr 
™in{ inEt-rneiimrnI SotvCommiitH would be takiihj^ ihr 
Fajmini!.on uf the regainIflf live arLjelci I pray IhflUhe 
•piritof mutual iindernandJni and cn-opetttloo which prt- 
vtnled here wiM prevui] there iiIbo. I thunk you



REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE 
APPOINTED AT THE TWELFTH 

SESSION

( Part I—General )

A Sub-Committee on the Law of Internatinal Rivers was 
appointed by the Committee on January 20, 1971. The Sub
Committee consisted of the representatives of the Govern
ments of Ceylon, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq. Japan, 
Nigeria, Pakistan and the U.A.R. The names of the repre
sentatives are listed below' :

Dr. A. R. B. Amerasinghe 
Dr. S. P. Jagota
Mr. N. C. Saxena
Dr. R. K. Dixit
Mr. N. Wisnoemoerti
Mr. A. Makki
Dr. B. K. Al-Ghatta
Mr. K. Uchida
Mr. G. Ogundere
Mr. M. A. Samad
Mr. Haroon A1 Rashid
Justice Mohammed Sadek
Almady

(Ceylon) 
(India) 
(India) 
(India) 
(Indonesia) 
(Iran) 
(Iraq) 
(Japan) 
(Nigeria) 
(Pakistan) 
(Pakistan)

(U. A. R.)

The Sub-Committee held ‘ seven meetings between 
January 22 and January 27, 1971.

2. The representative of the Government of Ceylon 
Dr A.R.B. Amerasinghe, and the representative of the 
Government of Japan, Mr. K. Uchida. were unanimously 
elected as Chairman and Rapporteur of the Sub-Committee, 
respectively.

3. Pursuant to Resolution No. X(6) of the Tenth 
Session, the Sub-Committee was expected to give detailed 
consideration to the Law of International Rivers with a view 
to prepare a set of Draft Articles on the Law of International 
Rivers.

4. The Sub-Committee had before it two sets of Draft 
Articles, one submitted jointly by Iraq and Pakistan and the 
other by India, both at the Eleventh Session. It had then 
been decided to discuss these two sets of Draft Articles article 
by article at the Twelfth Session. The Sub-Committee 
unanimously accepted the proposal of the representative of 
U. A. R. that the Rapporteur should submit a working paper 
consisting of Draft Articles, in which he was expected to 
amalgamate as far as possible the propositions contained 
in the above mentioned two sets of Draft Articles. The 
purpose of this was to facilitate the discussions of the 
relevant principles governing the subject. A set of Draft 
Propositions was, accordingly, submitted by the Rapporteur, 
a copy of which is annexed hereto. The Sub-Committee 
unanimously agreed to accept the Draft Propositions as the 
basis of discussion.

5. Of the ten Draft Propositions, submitted for dis
cussion by the Rapporteur, the Sub-Committee considered 
Propositions I to V. Dut to want of time, the Sub-Com
mittee was unable to consider the rest of the Propositions.

6. With regard to the Propositions discussed, the Sub
Committee is happy to report that significant progress was 
made in its work. The summary of discussions along with 
proposals made in the Sub-Committee on Propositions I to V 
appear in Part II of the Report.

7. Since it was not possible to consider Propositions 
VI to X at all and since it was felt that further consideration 
of some of the matters relating to Propositions 1 to V was 
also necessary, the Sub-Committee recommends that an 
Inter-Sessional Meeting of the Sub-Committee be held
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during 1971 for the purpose of completing its assignment. 
The Sub-Committee further recommends that the same per
sons who represented their countries at the Sub-Committee 
be designated again to participate at the said Inter-Sessional 
Meeting for the purpose of ensuring the continued and expe
ditious treatment of the subject under consideration.

Part II (Summary of Discussions)
Re : Proposition I

With regard to Proposition I, there was general agree
ment, although some delegates proposed that the phrase 
“international drainage basin” be replaced by the phrase 
“the international drainage basin of an international river”, 
and that this replacement should be made wherever the 
former phrase occurs.

Re : Proposition II
With regard to sub-paragraph (1), there was general 

agreement except with regard to the phrase “flowing into a 
common terminus”, which according to some delegates 
ought to read as “flowing into an international river”.

The Sub-Committee was in agreement with Proposition
11(2).

Following the proposal with regard to Proposition I, a 
proposal to include as Proposition 11(3) a definition of an 
nternational river in the following form was made :

“Proposition 11(3). An international river is one that 
traverses the boundary of or separates two or more states, 
ncluding its tributaries, and which flows through an inter

national drainage basin.”

Re : Proposition III
There was general agreement with regard to sub-para

graphs (1) and (2) of Proposition III. However, one delegate 
proposed the amendment of sub-paragraph (1) by adding 
after “an international drainage basin” the words “of an
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international river, so as to provide the maximum benefit 
to that state from the uses of waters with the minimum 
detriment to the other co-basin state”. With regard to this 
proposal, another delegate expressed the view that this pro
posed amendment would necessitate the inclusion of such 
other factors as are enumerated in Article V(2) of the 
Helsinki Rules of 1966 and also the inclusion of the principle 
embodied in Article V(3) of the said Rules.

Re : Proposition IV
With regard to sub-paragraph (1) there was general 

agreement
With regard to sub-paragraph (2) contrary views were 

expressed whether its subject-matter was recognised in inter
national law. One delegate proposed that it be replaced by 
the following :

“Proposition TV(2). Consistent with the principle of 
sovereign equality of all states, each basin state shall have 
due regard to the rights of co-basin states in the exercise of 
its right to use the waters of an international drainage 
basin”.

In this connection one delegate proposed another formu
lation in the following terms : “Proposition IV(2). Where a 
particular right can be exercised by more than one method, 
a basin state shall adopt such a method as to provide the 
maximum benefit to that state and to cause the minimum 
detriment to co-basin states”. However, this proposal was 
subsequently withdrawn.

Re : Proposition V
With regard to the first sentence there was general 

agreement. With regard to the second sentence some dele
gates expressed the view that it should be omitted.



ANNEXURE 1 
DRAFT PROPOSITIONS ON THE LAW OF 

INTERNATIONAL RIVERS
( Prepared by the Rapporteur )

Proposition I
The genera] rules of international law as set forth in 

these articles are applicable to the use of waters of an inter
national drainage basin except as may be provided otherwise 
by convention, agreement or binding custom among the basin 
states.

Proposition II
(1) An international drainage basin is a geographical 

area extending over two or more states determined by the 
watershed limits of the system of waters, including surface 
and underground waters, flowing into a common terminus.

(2) A “basin state’" is a state the territory of which 
includes a portion of an international drainage basin.

Proposition III
(1) Each basin state is entitled, within its territory, to 

a reasonable and equitable share in the beneficial uses of the 
waters of an international drainage basin.

(2) What is a reasonable and equitable share is to be 
determined by considering all the relevant factors in each 
particular case.

Proposition IV
(1) Every basin state shall act in good faith in the exer

cise of its rights in relation to the waters of an international 
drainage basin.
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(2) Where a particular right can be exercised by more 
one method, a basin state shall adopt the method which 

would not cause injury to a co-basin state.

Proposition V
A use or category of uses is not entitled to any inherent 

preference over any other use or category of uses. However, 
in determining preference among competing uses special 
weight should be given to uses which are the basis of life, 
such as agricultural and consumptive uses.

Proposition VI
A basin state may not be denied the present reasonable 

use of the waters of an international drainage basin to reserve 
for a co-basin state a future use of such waters.

Proposition VII
(1) An existing reasonable use may continue in opera

tion unless the factors justifying its continuance are out
weighed by other factors leading to the conclusion that it be 
modified or terminated so as to accommodate a competing 
incompatible use.

(2) (a) A use that is in fact operational is deemed to 
have been an existing use from the time of the initiation of 
construction directly related to the use or, where such cons
truction is not required the undertaking of compatible acts of 
actual implementation.

(b) Such a use continues to be an existing use until 
such time as it is discontinued with the intention that it is 
abandoned.

(3) A use will not be deemed an existing use if at the 
time of becoming operational it is incompatible with an 
already existing reasonable use.
Proposition VIII

(1) A basin state may not utilize the waters of an inter
national drainage basin or take action in its territory in a
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manner which would cause grave and permanent damage to 
the territory of a co-basin state.

(2) In cases in which the utilization of an international 
drainage basin by a basin state may result in damage or 
injury to a co-basin state the prior consent of that state 
should be required.

Proposition IX
Any act or omission in violation of the foregoing Arti

cles III and VIII may give rise to state liability in accordance 
with general principles of international law.
Proposition X

Any disputes concerning the interpretations and appli
cations of the foregoing articles shall be settled peacefully 
in accordance with Article 33 of the Charter of the United

STATEMENT liY THE INDONESIAN DELEGATION, AT THE 
LAW OF INTERNATIONAL RIVERS SUB-COMMITTEE 

MEETING OF THE TWELFTH SESSION OF THE 
ASIAN-AFRICAN LEGAL CONSULTATIVE 

COMMITTEE, ON JANUARY 23, 1971.

Mr. Chairman,
The significance of the subject now under discussion, 

namely the Law of International Rivers, is beyond doubt. 
International rivers could become a source of welfare, but 
it could also become a source of conflict. My Government, 
therefore, is of the opinion that there could be general 
guiding rules which would regulate the uses of such rivers, 
especially in cases where the riparian States do not have 
agreement or treaties for this purpose.

It is my firm belief, Mr. Chairman, that it would be 
a considerable contribution to the international community, 
especially to the Afro-Asian countries, if the Committee 
could agree to a set of basic or general guiding rules as I 
mentioned above, which guarantee a universal application 
without regard of time and place. It seems to me that this is 
the only possible way for the Committee to give contribution 
in dealing with the matter, particularly in view of the limited 
time available to us during this session.

The drafting of such basic guiding rules should, of 
course, take into account the basic tenets contained in the 
draft articles presented by members of the Committee.

In this respect, Mr. Chairman, 1 wish to submit the 
opinion of my Government that the basic guiding rules 
should be formulated on the basis of the following 
principles :

(a) The rules should be just and equitable.



INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The Law relating to International Sale of Goods was 
originally included in the programme of work of this 
Committee under Article 3(c) of its Statutes at the suggestion 
of the Government of India. A Study concerning the Rules 
of Conflict of Laws relating to International Sales and 
Purchases was prepared by the Secretariat and was placed 
before the Committee at its fourth session held in Tokyo in 
1961. The matter was considered by a Sub-Committee at the 
Tokyo Session which recommended collection of further 
material. It was not possible to make much progress on this 
subject for some time in view of the fact that there were a 
number of references by Member Governments under Article 
3(b) of the Committee’s Statutes which needed urgent 
consideration. During the discussions at the second session 
of the UNC1TRAL, the representatives of India and Ghana 
suggested that the Asian-African Legal Consultative 
Committee should be requested to revive its consideration of 
the subject of International Sale of Goods and that it should 
be taken up for discussion at the eleventh session of the 
Committee. The subject was accordingly placed on the 
agenda of the eleventh session of this Committee and a 
Brief was prepared by the Committee’s Secretariat dealing 
with all the topics which were generally discussed at the 
second session of the UNCITRAL. The Committee 
considered the subject in the plenary and after noting the 
views and comments made by various delegations as well as 
the Secretary-General of the Hague Conference, the Secretary 
of the UNCITRAL and the representative of the UN Econo
mic Commission for Africa, the Committee decided to 
constitute a Sub-Committee for giving further consideration 
to the subject. The Sub-Committee held three meetings
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during the Accra Session in which, apart from the members 
of the Committee, Observers from other governments and 
international organisations also participated. The Sub
Committee decided to concentrate its attention on two 
points : namely, (i) increase familiarity of the members of
the Committee with the work done by UNCITRAL and other 
organisations, and (ii) make recommendations regarding the 
manner in which the subject may be discussed in the 
Committee on a regular basis. The Sub-Committee submit
ted an Interim Report on the 29th of January 1970, which 
was followed by a fuller Report.

The subject was taken up for further consideration at 
the twelfth session of the Committee held in Colombo during 
January 1971. After discussions in the plenary, the 
Committee requested its Standing Sub-Committee* to give 
detailed consideration to the subject. The Sub-Committee 
dealt with six questions : (i) the desirability of adoption of
standard or model contracts in respect of commodities of 
special interest to the buyers and sellers of Asian-African 
region ; (ii) the suitability of Articles 1 to 17 of the ULIS 
for the countries of Asian-African region ; (iii) consideration 
of the preliminary draft of Unifc m Law on Prescription 
(Limitations) in the field of International Sale of Goods 
prepared by the Working Group of UNCITRAL ; (iv) Inter
national Legislation on Shipping; (v) Negotiable Instru
ments ; and (vi) International Commercial Arbitration, and 
presented its Report at the plenary meeting held on the 
27th of January 1971. The Secretary-General of the 
UNIDROIT (Mr. Mario Matteucci) and the Secretary of 
the UNCITRAL (Prof. John Honnold) participated in the 
discussions both in the plenary and the Sub-Committee.

RECORD OF DISCUSSIONS 
HELD AT THE TWELFTH SESSION

SEVENTH MEETING HELD ON MONDAY 
THE 25th JANUARY 1971 AT 11.00 A. M.

Hon. T.S. Fernando, Q.C. (President)
IN THE CHAIR

PRESIDENT :
This morning we arc scheduled to take up the question 

of the International Sale of Goods. I call upon the Leader 
of the Pakistani Delegation to introduce the subject. The 
distinguished Attorney-General of Pakistan is Chairman of 
the Standing Committee on this subject.

PAKISTAN ;
Mr. President, distinguished Members and Observers :

I do not propose to make any statement but I will only 
confine myself to giving a summary of the suggestions made 
by this Committee.

It will be recalled that the subject of International Sale 
of Goods was taken up by this Committee at its Accra 
Session in January 1970 and a Standing Sub-Committee was 
appointed. After taking into consideration the statements 
made by a number of Members and Observers as well as by 
the Secretary of UNCITRAL and the Secretary-General of 
the Hague Conference on Private International law, the Sub
Committee made its report and recommendations, which 
appear in the Brief prepared by the Secretariat at pages 5 
to 14.

The Sub-Committee concentrated, among others, on the 
following subjects :

1. Relations between unification of conflict rules and 
unification of substantive rules on International 
Sale of Goods.

•Composed of Ceylon, Ghana, India, Iraq, Japan, Nigeria, Pakistan 
and the U.A.R,
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2. Other subjects considered by UNCITRAL Working 
Group.

3. Relations between the Convention proposed by the 
Working Group on Prescription and the Uniform 
Law on International Sale of Goods.

4. The manner in which the uniform law whether of 
substantive rules or of conflict rules or combination 
thereof should be embodied in the final text 
namely, whether in the form of a convention or a 
code, or in the same or some other form.

5. Encouragement of conclusion and adoption of 
standard contracts or general conditions of sale 
specially in the regions of Asia and Africa.

6. (Lastly,) promotion of uniform interpretation of 
convention or code.

These were the six subjects.
In the course of deliberations in the Sub-Committee the 

Secretary of UNCITRAL had posed the question whether 
the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee would 
consider the desirability of holding frequent conferences to 
encourage the conclusion and adoption of standard or model 
contracts particularly in relation to specific commodities 
of interest to the buyers and sellers in the region. He had 
pointed out that the United Nations Economic Commission 
for Europe which had brought together sellers and buyers for 
specific commodities, namely, plant and machinery, had 
adopted a standard or model contract relating thereto. 
After some discussion in the Sub-Committee it was felt that 
each government would have to consider the desirability of 
promoting contracts in conjunction with the trading 
organizations and interests concerned and that the matter 
should be reviewed by the Committee itself which was to 
meet in Colombo in January 1971.

As a result of these deliberations and recommendations

0f the Sub-Committee, on the 24th October 1970, the 
Secretary-General of our Committee addressed letters to 
member governments and to the various Afro-Asian 
Chambers to inquire whether they would favour the idea of 
adopting a standard or model contract in respect of commodi
ties which may be of special interest to the buyers and sellers 
of the Asian-African region. The governments and most of 
the chambers have notified to the Secretary-General that the 
matter is receiving their attention.

In the meantime, reactions have been received from the 
Chambers of some of the countries and from the Government 
of Jordan which I would like to place before you. The 
Chamber of Commerce in Colombo in their letter to the 
Secretary-General have expressed the following views :—

“The position with regard to imports is that the govern
ment is the principal importer as much of the imports 
now handled by the private sector will soon be taken 
over by a State Trading Corporation which is being 
formed. It was not known what will be left in the way 
of imports to the private sector.
With regard to exports the position is as follows :
(1) Tea : Although this commodity accounts for the

bulk of our export earnings, trading is 
carried out without a contract form and the 
opinion amongst lea exporters is that the 
position is very satisfactory. In a few cases 
parties use a simple contract form.

(2) Rubber : Over half the rubber production is sold
under bilateral pacts to socialist countries 
The rest of the rubber is sold by the private 
trade under contract of the Rubber Traders 
Association of London, New York and 
Japan respectively. A new International 
Standard Contract Form is now under 
discussion bv rubber interests.
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(3) Coconut Products : They have expressed the
opinion that a contract form of London Oil 
and Tallow Traders’ Association is used.

Then there was a communication from Singapore Inter
national Chamber of Commerce and I quote from there :

“The notion of model contracts which can be 'revised 
or modified to suit the needs of parties’ is at first 
sight attractive. It is, however, essentia! that they 
should be as simple and as flexible as possible and also 
that they should not be made essential whether by law 
or by administrative practice in all transactions. If form 
is a vital ingredient for contracts it might well create 
problems rather than avoid them and may cause un
necessary delay.
Some of our members take the line that standard 
contracts arc not really necessary with old customers in 
established markets but might be useful when dealing 
with new men in new places. Others have suggested 
that in the case of general merchandise, it is necessary 
to spell out terms and conditions of sale in quite 
different wavs for different articles.
Thus any standard contract should be limited to basic 
requirements, including provisions for the contingency 
of changes of the value of the currency in which the 
transaction is being conducted. It might be more use
ful to produce a list of contingencies and conditions 
any of which might be included in particular contracts 
according to circumstances rather than to try and 
produce the proforma of a standard document.
As to the second question—to what commodities 
should standard contracts be applied—it may be 
mentioned that for primary products exported from 
Singapore, such as rubber, standard contracts and 
procedures have long been established by the trade 
and there appears to be no demand for any change. In
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major commodity markets with established trade 
associations, the latter are in the best position to 
standardise and regulate contracts.”

So far as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Singapore, is 
concerned, they replied as follows :

“With regard to your enquiries in the penultimate 
paragraph of your letter, we generally are not very 
concerned with the adoption of model or standard 
contracts for commodities except that of timber and 
rubber.
Furthermore, standard contracts have been compiled 
for international trade in natural rubber and a contract 
is also being finalised for trade in technically specified 
rubber.”

Lastly, I should like to refer to the letter received from 
the Federation of Jordan Chamber of Commerce. I quote :

“It is felt here that the adoption of the general 
conditions of sale or model contracts would be most 
appropriate in respecr of c; mmodities which may be of 
special interest to the buyers and sellers of my country 
as well as the Afro-Asian region. Being successfully 
experimented in Europe these general conditions of sale 
and model contracts are fir oured fortheii applicability, 
flexibility and potential conformity ti ! wal laws and 
regulations of every country within (he Asian-African 
region.
With regard to the commodities it is felt that all raw 
materials, intermediary equipment and machinery 
used in industrialization and development programmes 
in the Afro-Asian region are of special interest to the 
buyers and sellers of the region.
I hope that your Committee vv ili succeed in concluding 
and defending the most proper methods and commodi
ties to the buyers and sellers of the region through
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concerned U.N. agencies and commissions and regional 
conferences.”
As regards the Government of Jordan, they notified as 

follows :
“I have the pleasure to intimate to your cstecmable 
person that the Jordan Government are in accordance 
and would favour the idea (paragraphs 5, 6 of your 
aforementioned letter) of adopting standard or model 
contracts in international sale of goods."
These are some of the communications which I thought 

I should place before the Committee. Now, I should like to 
add and recall that the report of the Working Group was 
placed before the third session of the UNCITRAL held in 
New York from 6th to 301h April 1970. The Commission 
decided that the Working Group should proceed to consider 
Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods systemati
cally, chapter by chapter giving priority to Articles 1 to 17 
The Working Group was due to meet for its second session 
from 7th to 18th December 1970 Perhaps, in the course 
of the day we will hear a detailed, statement from our 
distinguished rapporteur. Dr. Jagota. about the results of the 
deliberations of this working group. In these circumstances, 
the Secretary-General in his report rightly suggested—and 
I endorse the said suggestion that the following matters 
may be taken up for discussion in the session of this 
Committee :

1. To consider whether it would be desirable to adopt 
general or model contracts, specifically in relation to commo
dities which are of special interest to the buyers and sellers in 
the Asian-African region.

2. To consider the text of Articles I to 17 of the 
Convention on Uniform Law on International Sale, of 1964, 
with a view to determining as to how far these provisions 
should be acceptable to tire countries of the Asian-African 
region.

3. To consider the questionnaire and preliminary draft 
on the uniform law of prescription, limitations in the field of 
International Sale of Goods, prepared by the Working 
Group appointed by the UNCITRAL.

In addition to these three topics, I would also commend 
to the delegates, while indicating their approach to the three 
questions mentioned therein, and to the procedure that will 
be adopted, to give the benefit of their views on the follow ing 
other subjects :

1. International Payments ;
2. Shipping ;
3. Bills of Lading ; and
4. Arbitration.

PRESIDENT :
Distinguished delegates have now listened to the 

introduction of this subject by the Leader of the Delegation 
of Pakistan. I will now throw open the discussion to the 
Committee and invite any one who wishes to speak to kindly 
indicate to me now'.

CEYLON :
Mr. President, the Law relating to International 

Sale of Goods is of particular interest to the Ceylon Dele
gation and I would, therefore, like to supplement, and, 
perhaps, elaborate on some of the material which had been 
placed before this Committee by the distinguished delegate 
of Pakistan.

Foreign trade, gentlemen, plays a very vital role in our 
economy. While this is true of most developing countries, 
Ceylon’s dependence on foreign trade is particularly marked, 
with exports amounting to about a fifth of our national 
income, and imports more than a fourth. We thus depend 
on our earnings from our exports to pay for both the capital 
goods needed for our programme of industrial development, 
and also for essential foodstuffs and consumer goods.



This has meant a search for new customers for our products 
and particularly since 1956, a changing pattern of trade has 
emerged. There has been a slow but definite reduction in 
the percentage of our total exports destined for Common
wealth countries, and a similar reduction in imports from 
these countries. This has been balanced by a corresponding 
increase in the percentage of our exports destined for and 
ijnports derived from other foreign countries. In particular, 
there has been increased trade with the socialist countries. 
Prior to 1950. trade with socialist countries accounted 
for less than I per cent of our total export and import 
trade.

Today, the People's Republic of China purchases 
approximately half of our total exports of rubber. In the 
case of coconut products, about a fifth of our exports go to 
the U.S.S.R. which is the third largest buyer of this 
commodity from us. In 1969 the U.S.S.R. was the largest 
single buyer of our coconut oil, taking nearly a third, the 
next was the People’s Republic of China with one-fourth.

The tendency towards diversification of our trade is 
expected to increase. We need in the immediate future to 
increase substantially our earnings from exports in order to 
maintain the import requirements of our economy necessary 
to maintain a reasonable rale of economic growth while

moving towards our goal of self-reliance. For this 
purpose it is necessary lor us to enter into new markets 
in the continent of Europe and in Asia. Wc must also look 
to the countries of Africa and Latin America. A few 
months ago our Government established ;ts flrst diplomatic 
mission ir East Africa, in Kenya, and we hope to forge closer 
lies with the independent Stales of this region.

At the same time our Government is conscious of the 
need to turn to new products. It hopes to create new export 
oriented industries in Ceylon based on our natural resources, 
for instance, our fisheries and our timber. Certain locally 
manufactured goods are already exported by us, for example, 
shirts, shoes, and batteries. With the establishment of an oil 
refinery there is scope for the development of an export trade 
in petroleum products. Our nationalized passenger trans
port service plans to manufacture and export motor spares. 
These new exports are. as yet, only on a small scale, but they 
indicate a significant departure from the hitherto practically 
exclusive reliance on our traditional primary agricultural 
products ot tea, rubber and coconut.

This change in our trading pattern has important 
consequences so far as our interest in the Law relating to the 
Intei national Sale ot Goods is coneerned. So long as we 
followed the traditional pattern of colonial country, largely 
confining our trade to the nations of the Commonwealth 
whose domestic laws arc based on the English legal system, 
few problems arise. Our own commercial laws are English 
in origin ; our Sale of Goods Ordinance is based on the 
I nglish Sale of Goods Aet of 1898 ; our lawyers are trained 
111 English law in the past often at the Inns of Court in 
London. The decisions of the English courts arc cited 
Practically every day in our courts, and are readily available 
ln our Liw libraries. Once, however, we have increased
dCRlinoL' nxfU ii ■. i d a t~ ______ __ n . • ■ ■ ■
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internal laws and practices we arc not conversant, the value 
of the adopting of a uniform law on international sales, and 
of internationally accepted standard or model contracts, 
becomes apparent. We, therefore, strongly commend the 
attention given to these questions by the Asian-African Legal 
Consultative Committee.

The work that has already been done on this subject by 
UNIDROIT. by UNCITRAL. by this Committee and by 
other bodies has been set out in considerable detail m the 
brief prepared by the Secretariat and need not be reiterated 
here. We now have before us a recommendation that at its 
twelfth session the Committee concentrate on certain 
specified questions. We agree that the time for general 
discussion should now be considered past, and we fully 
endorse this recommendation which is aimed at ensuring that 
we get down to work speedily.

The first topic which the Secretary of our Committee 
has suggested lor discussion at this session is whclhci it 
would be desirable to adopt standard or model contracts 
specifically in relation to commodities which aie ol special 
interest to the buyers and sellers of the Atro-Asian region. 
This, in turn, is the result of a suggestion ot the Secretary 
of the United Nations Commission on International Trade 
Law', that this Committee should consider whether it is 
desirable that the United Nations should sponsor and 
convene regional conferences on the pattern of those 
convened by the United Nations Economic Commission for 
Europe for the purpose of drafting such model contracts.

This suggestion was made at the Committee’s last 
session at Accra, some preliminary discussion on it took 
place, and the conclusion of the Sub-Committee was that each 
country would have to consider the desirability ol such a 
step and that the matter should be reviewed by the 
Committee at its next session. We have now had time to 
give thought to this proposal ourselves and we look forward

with interest to hearing the view's of the other members of the 
Committee.

So far as our country is concerned, there is no uniform 
practice at present in the use of model contracts in relation 
to international sales transactions concerning Ceylon, and 
their use or non-use seems to be a result both of the historical 
development of trade in question, and the needs of the trade. 
In one very important area of trade, namely, the tea trade, 
model contracts are not used, nor is their introduction 
considered important. The trade rests on the personal 
confidence and understanding between buyer and seller. In 
other areas, such as the sale of rubber, coconut products and 
cocoa, model contracts are extensively used in trade with 
crclain countries. These are the countries which historically 
have been the traditional markets for these commodities and 
the model contracts would no doubt have embodied what was 
originally the custom of the trade. These model contracts 
are on the whole considered satisfactory, but are not with
out some unsatisfactory features. They have been drafted 
by Trade Associations of Overseas Buyers, who have natur
ally been more concerned in protecting the interests of the 
members of their Associations than those of the sellers, and 
there is a feeling that they are somewhat more favourable 
to the buyer than seller. For instance, they invariably lay 
down that arbitration in case of disputes is to be governed by 
the rules of the buyers’ trade association, and that the arbitr
ators must also be members of that trade association. There 
is, therefore, perhaps room for the drafting of modified con- 
racts in this sphere. Increased sales of these commodities 
have recently been made in non-traditional market where 
these standard contracts arc not in use. In these cases, indi
vidual contracts have had to be negotiated and drafted, and 
these have sometimes proved to be less than perfect. In this 
area, there is, therefore, felt to be a real need for drafting of 
model general conditions of sale which may, if necessary, be 
adopted with modifications for individual transactions.
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It is felt that many advantages and no disadvantages can 
accrue from the existence of model contracts and general 
conditions of sale drafted under the auspices of the United 
"Nations after all interested parties have been consulted. It 
has often been found that sellers of commodity produce from 
Ceylon arc economically in a weak bargaining position lie- 
cause of the imperative necessity to dispose ot theii goods, 
with the result that they arc compelled to accept what may 
appear on the surface to boa model contract but is, in reality, 
a contract of adhesion or a “take it or leave it” contract. The 
possibility of recourse to a model contract or set of standard 
sales conditions, drafted in consultation w'ith the trade 
interests of the purchasing country, may lessen the incidence 
of this phenomenon. Further, one could expect such model 
contracts to be clear and well drafted, to be in accordance 
with the needs of modern trade, and to incorporate the best 
features of all legal systems. The use ol detailed and well 
drafted contracts can also reduce one of the sources ol uncert
ainty in an international sale transaction, namely, the law or 
laws governing the various aspects ot the transaction. It
there has been no explicit selection of a law, the conflict ol
laws and rules of the different countries concerned in the 
transaction might indicate different systems as applicable. 
Even if there has been an explicit choice, difficulty is experi
enced in proving and applying one national system of law in 
the forum of a different country. Well drafted model cont
racts. however, tend in a large measure to be self-regulating 
and to provide within themselves the solutions to possible 
disputes.

In his speech at the session of the Committee held on 
23 rd January 1970. the Secretary of UNCI 1RAL referred to 
the wider dissemination of standard contracts as a hopclul 
avenue towards unification of international sales law. This- 
is indeed so. It is probably true to say that the most far- 
reaching and drastic steps towards the creation of a uni
fied world sales law can only be taken by means of an inter-

national conference drafting and adopting such a law. Rut 
experience has shown that the drafting of a complete rode of 
an abstract level, and the securing of its ratification is a diffi
cult feat. The Hague Convention of 1964 on International Sales 
was the result of over 30 years of deliberation, but the rules 
contained therein are still the subject of scrutiny not merely 
in relation to language and details, but even in relation to 
basic concepts.

Most of the value of uniform contracts is lost if they 
arc not uniformly and impartially interpreted. Trade interests 
in Ceylon are generally in favour of arbitration in the solu
tion of international trade disputes, and it is important that 
there should exist machinery for speedy and impartial arbitra
tion. For this reason, it is to be welcomed that another of 
the topics to which UNCITRAL is giving attention is Inter
national Commercial Arbitration.

The second topic suggested for consideration is the text 
of Articles 1 to 17 of the Uniform Law of International Sales. 
There has already been a full general discussion on the Uni
form Law at the last session of the Committee, and I do not 
think it desirable that we take up the time of today’s plenary 
meeting in further debate of a general nature. In principle, 
Ceylon would welcome the formulation and adoption of a 
uniform law governing international sales which would take 
into account the needs of modern commerce. I believe there is 
a general consensus on this. There also appears to be a general 
consensus that the Uniform Law of the Flague Convention of 
1964, by reason of the fact that the developing countries and 
less privileged countries played no part in its drafting, requires 
careful examination to sec whether it is in all respects suitable 
for the needs of the nations of our region. Quite apart from 
this, improvements can be made on a technical and legal level. 
While keeping in mind the need to scrutinize the Uniform Law 
1,1 this manner, we feel that we must also remember that (his
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acceptance of a uniform law confined to this topic than to a 
comprehensive code on international sales where the possibi
lities o| divergencies of opinion and of prolonged debate are
so much greater. Though the legal complexities that arise 
in di alling a uniform law on prescription are considerable, they 
should certainly not prove insurmountable. The question
naire prepared by the Working Group has drawn attention to 
certain aspects of the draft law. These are the length of the 
prescriptive period, the point of time from which prescription 
should start to run, and whether the length of the prescriptive 
period should be capable of variation by agree
ment between the parties. The report of the Working Group
and of the Third Session of UNCITRAL focus attention on
certain further problems. These are all matters requiring 
detailed technical discussion and can best be dealt with

In conclusion, I would like to say that in this short 
statement I have endeavoured to avoid general discussion on 
matters which have already been the subject of full debate at 
the Accra Session of the Committee. I have also avoided 
embarking upon analysis and comment on individual provi
sions of draft laws which, I feel, are more properly subjects 
or consideration in Sub-Committee. I have attempted to 

explain the importance attached by us to this topic of the law 
relating to the International Sale of Goods and to indicate our 
basic general position on these aspects which are to receive 
special attention at the Sub-Committee stage. I trust that 
desp'te limitations of time, we will be able to achieve con
siderable progress on this important subject by (he close of 
the present session.

Mr. President, the topic “International Sale of Goods’
°" our ;i!Nncla an item for discussion, whilst we note 

hat :t is also the subject of careful study by the International 
Undo Law Commission of the United Nations.



realize that the purpose ol the said commission is 10 maw up 
rules that would eliminate all legal obstacles which would 
hinder the free flow of goods between member countries.

Our delegation believes that it will be extremely difficult 
to draw up a unified formula which could govern the provi
sions of uniform rules concerning economic contracts and 
agreements, as it is quite clear that there are differences in the 
economic systems of the various countries.

With regard to the State of Kuwait, our economic policy 
is founded on a system of rather complete freedom. In other 
words, customs duties are more nominal than real and the 
import system is not inter-related with barter agreements.
The transfers of the value of imported goods are freely done
in foreign currency, and arc not subject to any restrictions. 
Thus, a Kuwaiti importer would have much more benefit 
under the present system than he would under any of the 
standard economic contracts suggested. For these reasons, 
we do not find ourselves in a position, from the economic 
point of view, to support such a project, for the time being at 
least. Thank you.

JAPAN :
Mr. President, I should like to thank the Chairman of 

the Sub-Committee for the information he has given me in the 
Brief of Documents presented to the last Session at Accra. Our 
able Secretary has pointed out that there aie great similarities 
in the legal systems of contracts on the sale of goods in every 
country of the world. The necessity for unification of the 
law on contracts on the sale of goods arises not primarily 
from the existence of any major conceptual differences between 
the legal systems of every country, but from the existence of 
minor differences referred to at pages 94 and 95 of the Briet 
of Documents. I concur with this view that, in view of the
rapid development of world trade, the necessity fora unific
ation of the law and the legal systems concerning contracts, 

;ially on the International Sale ot Goods, is increasingly

felt by every nation. It is surely welcome, but it concerns the 
unification of the substantive laws which would require a great 
deal of time. So we must be patient and do our best to work 
towards that purpose. That is the general position of my 
delegation.

As to the manner in which the present Sub-Committee 
should take up this matter, as the previous speaker has 
pointed out, the Introductory Note of the Brief of Documents 
suggests three items for discussion, namely,

(1) the advisability of adopting a uniform or standard 
contract in regard to specific commodities, which is of the 
greatest interest to sellers and buyers ;

(2) to discuss Articles ! to 17 of the Uniform Law 
Convention of 1964 ;

(3) to examine the preliminary draft on Uniform Law 
of Prescription concerning the Sale of Goods, and the ques
tionnaire prepared by the Working Group of UNCITRAL.

On the first suggestion, we have no objection. I think 
the time is ripe for us to discuss and examine the advisabi
lity of establishing contracts for a certain limited number of 
commodities which are of common interest to the Asian and 
African nations. But on the remaining two items, I hesitate 
to say O. K., because so far as I know, at UNCITRAL there 
are two working groups, one of which, the Working Group 
on the International Sale of Goods, has drafted a new 
text of Articles 1 to 17 at its second meeting of December 
last. We have not yet distributed that text. There is also 
the question of Uniform Law of Prescription. The draft 
preliminary Articles and the questionnaire relevant to them 
have already been sent to our member governments and to 
interested international organizations. UNCITRAL is con
sidering our reply on that. Under these circumstances, I 
think it is a little premature for our Sub-Committee to take 
UP these two problems at this stage because we are required 
t° express our views to UNCITRAL and what we must do at
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this moment is that each member of our Committee who arc 
members of UNCITRAL should express actively its own 
views so that the views expressed by the Afro-Asian nations 
would be reflected in the work of UNCITRAL. I suppose 
our Committee could usefully take up these two items and 
exchange views, so that the thinking of the Asian-African 
Legal Consultative Committee could then be crystallized.

PRESIDENT :
Thank you, Sir. Your views will be given very serious 

consideration by all the delegates. May I now invite the 
Delegate of India to express his views.

INDIA :
I would have preferred to indicate the progress of 

UNCITRAL on the various items for our consideration in the 
Sub-Committee, but since some fundamental questions have 
been raised and as a result of comments made, I thought tha 
it might be desirable to say a few words right here in this Com
mittee for the consideration of our Committee as a whole.

The first point I like to make is that we have to remind 
ourselves of the manner in which this subject has come up
before this Committee and the role it has to play in regard
to the consideration of this subject.

I think the distinguished delegates are aware of the 
manner and the purpose for which this subject was suggested 
to be introduced in the items for consideration by this Com
mittee. Since we are a consultative body of representatives 
or members representing governments, we should discuss 
matters which are of current interest in the world in the 
field of international law. That is why under our Statutes 
we always consider matters that are being discussed by the 
International Law Commission just to exchange views and 
t0 see how these views might help each other and our 
Governments particularly to take up positions or express 
themselves in international forums.
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Apart from the Internationa] Law Commission, several 
developments have taken place in the world where codifica
tion or development of international law is being done. It 
is done not only by the International Law Commission, but 
by special commissions also established for the purpose. 
Sometimes committees are established such as the Committee 
on Friendly Relations established between 1964-1969-1970; 
there is the Committee on Sea-bed which deals with the sub
ject of sea-bed items and the law relating to the sea-bed; and 
there is the Committee on Outer Space which deals with the 
legal aspects of outer space. But, when two or three years 
ago with the massive development in trade, the diversification 
in the direction of trade, and particularly as a result of 
economic growth of various countries it was considered desir
able to consider the process of harmonising or unifying the 
substantive rules on international trade so that the rules so 
unified would be rules which would promote international 
trade in its proper sense, there was competition as to who 
should handle it. Ultimately it was decided that this mattei 
should not be considered by the International Law Commis
sion but by a separate commission.

That is why we have this Commission on Internationa 
Trade Law. When this development took place and some 
Asian African countries also had to be represented on it, at 
that time it was considered, as a result of the exchange of 
views particularly by Ghana and India, that we should take 
the initiative in proposing that this subject should be taken 
up by the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee also 
for the reason that primarily all members of the Asian-Afri
can Committee arc not members of UNCITRAL. Therefore 
before the Asian-African Committee members of UNCITRAL 
expressed views, not only of their Governments, they must 
also have an exchange of views from this region so that gener- 
u*ly the point of view of the developing countries would be 
known to them and to their representatives. It was against 
'bis background that this subject came up. In other words
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also in this process not only inform ourselves of the develop
ments but also contribute in a proper manner to the develop
ment of the unification of the law.

Well, this is the broad manner of approach or the 
philosophy of this idea. I thought then we would take up 
the position of a rather liberal exchange of ideas and interests 
than that of an immediate national interest of our country. 
That is why 1 felt prompted to speak after listening to the 
very carefully thought of views expressed by the distin
guished Delegates of Kuwait and Japan.

regard to new pruducts in which we trade, the extent of

These questions are related to international payments inter

Now, these subjects that have been indicated by the 
Secretariat can be divided into two parts : (i) standard cont
racts or model contracts and (ii) the developments in UNCI
TRAL and our views relating thereto. In fact, their formula
tion is the same, in as much as the formulation of a standard 
contract or model contract was considered to be the method 
of unification of law relating to trade in specific commodities. 
In other words, whereas the adoption of a uniform law of in
ternational sales is bound to be time-consuming and the trade 
Would not wait until that law is adopted, we particularly in 
the region-I am not aware of others in Africa and Asia-those



who were parts of the former British Empire, have a system 
of uniform law limited to International Sales of Goods.

They were all regulated by our local laws relating to 
the sale of goods as well as by the application of principles of 
international law. Therefore, we have, in a way, a common 
tradition. Nevertheless, the adoption of a uniform law, 
particularly resulting from the diversification of our trade, 
would be necessary. Now, that will take a long time, and 
pending that it was considered desirable for the countries 
concerned, with reference to special trade interests, to list 
out the commodities of special interest in the region, and in 
regard to those commodities, to examine the needs for a model 
contract with reference to each particular commodity. As 
was clearly pointed out a little while ago by the distinguished 
Delegate of Ceylon, in regard to some commodities, there 
is no model contract since they never felt the need for 
it. In regard to others, there had been a need for this, 
and for the reasons that had been indicated therein. We may, 
therefore, adopt in the region, on the pattern adopted in other 
regions, standard contracts formulated or adopted as the 
guiding concepts. They are not adherent contracts. They 
are not considered to be "take it or leave it contracts, but 
a process of unification in respect of special commodities. 
Taken in that light, this was also a particular mode or proce
dure or manner, of unification or harmonization of the law. 
That is why, last year, Professor Honnold, the Sécrétai y of 
the UNCITRAL, was emphasizing that, if uniform law would 
take so long as 10 to 15 years first to be adopted and then to 
be put in treaty from and another 10 to 15 years for countries 
to become parties thereof, obviously it would be too long a 
period for any country to wait. It can have two kinds of 
influence. One it can inspire or influence the formulation 
of model contracts because the basic principles, the basic 
rights and the obligations of buyers and sellers can be embo
died in model contracts. At the same time, pending it, let

______ ^n„olAn mnHpl mntrnrK witll regard to
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special commodities. That is why he was emphasizing that 
this move should also take place simultaneously with the 
adoption of uniform law. If this is so, we may also consider 
the question of these items as part of a whole and develop 
it in such a way that whereas one is ideal, the other is 
practical.

So far as the first question of model contracts is con
cerned, we brought this questionnaire and the reference from 
the Secretary-General towards the end of October. We have 
sent it to the trading organizations which are dealing with it. 
By the time we came here, the replies were still coming and 
they have not yet been consolidated. But by and large, our 
responses would also be positive. Now, I think the Commi
ttee should, and our countries should, also devise a procedure. 
Whether it should be under the sponosorship of the Commi
ttee or under the sponsorship of the United Nations is a 
matter for further consideration. We can come to it a little 
later. But in this process one or two things will have to be 
decided before we move in this direction, namely, whether 
we will examine our trade in the two regions separately-that 
is, separately under Asia and separately under Africa-or should 
we combine it to say, trade within the region of Asia and 
Africa ? The proposal is to have it within the region of Asia 
and Africa. If this is so, obviously then the United Nations 
would come in too, and also those regional organizations of 
the United Nations in this field which are also promoting 
this, because the UNCITRAL is also working through these 
special commissions. That is to say, the ECAFE as well as 
the Economic Commission for Africa will also have to be 
associated with this. In other words, last year in Accra,we had 
a representative of the ECA who had indicated that, broadly, 
these States were rather slow in responding to this question
naire and to this request, and that he had received only four 
replies, while two of them had indicated positive responses, the 
others had indicated that thematterwas under consideration. 
®ut a similar effort is being made by ECAFE. If we are to go



in this direction, obviously, \vc win nave niai vm an, 
responses or reactions of ECAFE as well as the ECA. The 
second thing that will have to be done is this, and I think 
this should be done by the Secretariat : First, list all commo
dities sent by all member countries of Asia and Africa, parti
cularly those that have a special interest in trade m the 
region of Asia and Africa. Then, list those commodities in 
which they would be interested in having a model contract: 
and if so, in what manner ? In other words, those which are

to supply to the Secretariat a copy or inose pmuw.ai 
trade contracts. So that, first of all, there is a compilation 
of commodities of interest to Asia and Africa; secondly of 
such of these commodities on which there are model contracts, 
and thirdly, where there are no model contracts and where 
the countries have already expressed the view that there 
should be no model contracts. After this information has



and also by the Ambassador of Spain saying that we have to 
forget about the procedure that we have adopted and that we 
must establish a small Drafting Committee which should take 
time and which would spend two or three months on this, 
and that by the next session they must come up with the 
uniform law ; and then we can take it or leave it or discuss 
it ; that it is no use taking up a long time on the Convention 
as such, on which there were basic difference of opinion. 
Now. that also took time. Ultimately the consensus was, let 
us proceed systematically bit by bit and that is why they said, 
let us take up the scope of Uniform Law, the relation between 
Uniform Law and Private International Law, and the general 
provisions, namely, Articles 1 to 17 of the Uniform Law on 
International Sales.

Now, that is why it was considered that this Working 
Group should now be empowered to look at the ULIS and see 
whether this could be adopted as such, and if not, in what 
form it should be adopted as substantive Uniform Law on 
Intenational Sale of Goods. The Working Group met again 
under this new system from December 7 to 18 and I must say 
that they have now not only changed their own views of 
January 1970 but have also changed the views expressed by a 
number of working groups and drafting groups in the third 
session of UNCITRAL. That is way I thought that rather 
than leave them alone, as the distinguished Delegate of Japan 
has advised us today, to crystallise their own thinking 
and then take it up. it would probably be desirable in the 
view of our delegation if we also at least see the issues 
and the direction in which these matters are being now 
discussed, because these are matters which are still to be 
finalised.

They have kept it open and the procedure they adopted 
both at the third session as well as now is : let us elicit the 
views of governments with regard to the issues involved ; 
whenever there is an alternative, what is the general response 
of countries with regard to their trade experience or the pro

blems that they had faced. That is why I find that the new 
draft of which we have the text here, and have it circulated 
at the Sub-Committee by the Secretariat for the information 
of everybody. They have gone through articles 1 to 17 and 
made a number of basic changes, and I would only list one or 
two to acquaint the delegates with the basic problems that we 
will have to consider under this second item.

The first big change that they have made is on the 
question that has troubled them and also in a way which con
sumed most of the time in Accra, namely, what is the idea of 
Uniform Law that we are developing and what will be its 
relation to the rules of Private International Law. If 
distinguished Delegates remember, the last time we had two 
experts-two representatives of two systems-onc was Professor 
Honnold representing the United Nations and representing 
the philosophy of UNCITRAL that the Private International 
Law rules which we follow in India and Ceylon and other 
countries are not satisfactory. They only point out to the 
proper law. But the proper law’s complexities both pro
cedural and substantive arc again too much in the hands of 
experts and this does not promote trade. And that is why 
our emphasis should be in building up and not the indication 
of proper law. that is, not only unifying rules of Private Inter
national Law but substantive law itself.

Now, the approach taken in the ULIS of 1964 was that 
the ULIS will be substantive law and whoever becomes the 
parties thereto will apply this law. Therefore, to the extent 
that this law applies, private rules of International Law will 
not apply. On the other hand, we had last year also a repres
entative of The Hague Conference who was an upholder of the 
principle of unification of Private International Law for which 
there was a Convention in 1955, and therefore the conflict was 
there that you cannot just shut your eyes to Private Interna
tional Law because whatever progress you are making towards 
Uniform Law will take 20 to 30 years to become acceptable. 
That is why some combination will have to be done. That
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is, in the combination there are at least 12 or 13, or more 
than 13, various proposals. Ultimately, the working group 
on sales law has changed this scheme on this subject and 
have even interchanged the position of articles 1 and 2 of 
ULIS. What they have now provided is that the approach 
to uniform law will be conventional. It will be a convention. 
Uniform Law will apply to all sales among countries which 
are contracting parties to the convention, an approach which 
was taken by way of reservation by the United Kingdom 
while acceding to ULIS in 1964.

Secondly, they have said that where rules of Private 
Internationa] Law lead to application of the law of the con
tracting State and wheie that contracting state has changed, 
ULIS and Uniform Law will apply to that contract.

Finally, they have given the freedom to parties to cho
ose ULIS as the proper law of contract, so that the manner 
in which they have now proceeded philosophically is that it 
is basically a law of consent. It is, I think, a matter of con
sent by the parties to the contract or it is a matter of the 
application of Private International Law. Obviously this is 
a reverse approach on what was the original approach to 
ULIS. ULIS had approached by calling it as the substantive 
law and therefore Private International Law will not have any 
place in this and those who want to restrict it to parties to 
the Convention will have to enter a reservation as the U K. 
has done. Now what was the reservation under the 1964 
law" has now become the rule so that the application will 
depend upon contract or consent, and that is why this basic 
change will have to be examined by us as to whether this 
direction is all right, because the main point will be whether 
we would like to go to a universalization of the law or allow 
the law to be pragmatic. There have been basic changes 
in regard to the scope of the law. They have excluded 
domestic sales from the application of uniform law. There 
have been changes in the definition ol international sale of 
goods.
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In the ULIS, there were four or five elements of defini
tion. There was the question of the place of business in the 
territories of different contracting parties. There was the 
question of carriage of goods from one country to the other. 
There was the question of delivery of goods in a place other 
than where the contract was concluded. There was the 
question of co-ordination of contract-that both the offer and 
acceptance should be in different countries. All these ele
ments have been removed. Only one element has been put in 
now, namely the place of business. Whether that would be 
adequate has also to be considered.

They have then changed the basic place of trade customs 
and usages in Article 9. Formerly, it was considered that 
trade has been going on from time immemorial and every
thing is not in written form, and these usages in themselves 
have enormous value. Therefore, not only the expressed 
terms of the contract or the implied terms of the contract but 
even the applicable trade usages themselves should be taken 
into account when interpreting a contract and the rights and 
obligations of buyers and sellers. But it has been given a new 
place now by considering it to be an implied part of the con
tract. And then the question was, what should be the usage 
which should be considered to be implied in a contract ? Its 
drafting is such that there are some areas which, in the light 
of our own experiences with specific commodities, we may be 
interested in looking into.

There was a difference of opinion as to whether, essenti
ally, a contract for the sale of goods must be in writing. The 
Soviet Union insisted that under their law and under the 
general conditions of delivery there is a kind of uniform law 
that they have developed among the socialist slates—in the 
Soviet Union and in the States of Eastern Europe—that this is 
an essential requirement and that a contract which is not in 
writing is void. On the other hand, there was emphasis from 
other countries such as the United Kingdom that trade transa
ctions today arc done so much orally or over the telephone or



dismiss this suit if it is after the period of limitation. But it 
is not the rule in Europe and other countries.

Then the question of period of limitation— should it be 
three years or five years ? There was an even distribution on 
this. Next the question, when should these three or five years 
commence ? On the question of period itself, whether three 
or five, the other question that was posed was—and there 
were differences of opinion on this too —if it is three years, 
could it be extended to five years by agreement of the parties; 
and if it is five years could it be reduced to three years by 
agreement of the parties ?

Then, there was the question of the period of limitation 
when there is a guarantee with regard to the performance of 
the subject-matter of the contract, particularly if it is machi
nery, the operation of which is over a period of years and the 
defects of which will not be visible until after, say five years, 
and there is a guarantee of five years or seven years. Then, 
should the period of limitation be after the period of guaran
tee, or, should it be co-related in some other form ? There 
were differences of opionion on this too. Finally, the question 
of suspension of the period of limitation and the effects of 
acknowledgement of date, and so forth.

by telex messages, that it is not necessary that a contract 
must first be reduced to writing.

Finally, there was the residual question of what should 
be the method of interpretation where there is no clear provi
sion in the Uniform Law relating to any particular question 
that is involved. That is in Article 17, and there are also 
various proposals that have been made which we could 
discuss in the Sub-Committee.

Coming to the second segment of the progress that took 
place in UNCITRAL, which is our point No. 3 raised in the 
Secretary’s Paper, namely, Time-Limits and Limitations, a 
sub-committee met in August 1970 in Geneva. The question 
that had been raised divided almost equally : there were 10 in 
favour, 10 against, and 9 abstaining out of 29. Rather than 
take decisions on this majority or minority, why do we not 
elicit the views of the governments to find out their reactions 
to this in the light of their law as well as their experience. The 
major questions that had arisen were with regard to limitation 
laws, it all depends on the basic differences of philosphy of law. 
First what is considered to be prescription or limitation ? 
There are various types of limitations of period. But we 
were talking only of extinctive proscription, a prescription 
which extinguishes the right. Even on this, there weie

only extinguishes the right or only 
It only makes the right unenforce-

differences whether it 
extinguishes the remedy, 
able.

hether a rule of limita- 
whether a court is

The second basic difference was w
tion is merely a procedural question, or
bound to dismiss a suit or an application or an action if i 
is not within the period of limitation. We are familiar in 
India. I believe in other countries of the former 
Empire, the law is the same-that it is a mandatory iu 
n nor have to be pleaded or set up as a

British 
and 

defence by a 
has to

These are the various matters on which the Working 
Group thought that in spite of variations, it was possible to 
advance and to develop a Uniform Law, and in fact, of all 
the things UNCITRAL has done so far, this has been a piece 
of their achievements. They have already drafted, after cir
culating a questionnaire and after getting the responses from 
governments—the questionnaire was also drafted by them-on 
a temporary basis, or on an informal basis, a draft Covcntion 
of 25 Articles indicating these various options within parent
hesis. So, we thought that the various options that are avail
able, in the light of our own legal systems and in the light of 
our own experiences, it would be useful or desirable for the 
Committee to consider. The report of that Committee has
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not yet been circulated, but the questionnaire has been circu
lated and this must be with our governments too, and our 
governments must have either applied for them or must be 
considering them. At the same time, the draft Convention 
prepared by them has also been circulated. We have copies of 
this which we could consider in the Sub-Committee.

Apart from these three subjects, the question to be 
considered would be whether we would have sufficient interest 
in the Committee in extending our work to newer fields 
which are also being discussed or examined by UNCITRAL, 
particularly International Payments which is a very technical 
field. The interest in UNCITRAL also was not as substantial 
as in the field of International Sale of Goods. More work 
was done in International Sale of Goods than in International 
Payments. Nevertheless, the progress made during 1970 in the 
field of Internationa! Payments is fantastic. They had prepared 
a questionnaire which was circulated among the various bank
ing institutions and the governments all over the world, and 
in December. 1970, in New York, I was shown almost 600 
pages of about 80 responses to that questionnaire from all 
over the world. I thought if our Committee could, if not at 
this time, or even if the Secretariat could get copies of those 
responses to the questionnaire, that will be the best source or 
mine of information about the banking practices relating to 
the mode of payment for these transactions and the issues or 
other problems arising therefrom. Because these are highly 
technical matters, w'e have to proceed inductively. Various 
banking systems and various approaches are already indicated 
in these responses. The UNCITRAL is examining the desir
ability of developing a new' system of international cheques 
or balance of exchange for payments but this will be confined 
only to International Sales of Goods. It will also be optional. 
But the manner in which it should be developed or advanced 
will be facilitated ifw'e approach the matter inductively, look
ing at these responses from the large number of people who
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a question which we cannot discuss now. We could, probably 
request the Secretariat to get in touch with UNCITRAL and 
receive this and prepare some kind of basic paper for the 
consideration of our Committee next year.

On the question of International Commercial Arbitra 
tion, I think this is a subject in which our Committee and 
our region as a whole can make a substantial contribution 
It is a subject which has been most extensively studied in our 
countries. It is a subject on which ECAFE has already pre 
pared model rules on arbitration. It is a subject on which 
India, particularly, has done a lot of studies and I am sure 
that as a matter of settlement of disputes the procedure fo 
conciliation and arbitration should be promoted as they 
would reduce and mitigate the difficulties that are inherent.

Now, as a result of the imposition of the kind of model 
contract and the kind of arbitration clause to which ou 
attention was invited by the distiguished Delegate of Ceylon 
I personally feel that this is a subject which we should, even 
if we do not do it now for want of lime, take up actively at 
our next Session. I might only mention that the next session 
of our Committee w'ould not be too late, inasmuch as even 
in UNCITRAL the progress in this regard has only been to 
appoint a Rapporteur, Professor Nestor of Rumania. He is 
Preparing a comprehensive report on the arbitration systems 
or arbitral provisions and practices all over the world. He 

ad indicated the approach to this in a preliminary report in 
Pril 1970, but a comprehensive report will be submitted 

only in 1972. Thesefore, we would have our own time to look 
|nto our own systems. I suggest that after this has been done 

e Committee may transmit the records of all the factual 
aja of our countries to Professor Nestor for his use in pre

paring his comprehensive report on arbitration which he will 
sut>mii sometime in 1972.



of shortage of time we could not meet at length and the
committee made a report that they had adopted only a short 
report which was submitted and the report was pnmar'l
procedual questions, again, because herein there was a
of misunderstanding as to how this subject should be handled 
both by UNCTAD and UNCITRAL. That 
ing has been removed by both organizations That is y, 
about the middle of February the UNCTAD Working > P
on Shipping will be meeting which will be attended als by 
the Chairman of the Working Group on Shipping of UN 
TRAL. And, thereafter, in March, the or ing 
on Shipping of UNCITRAL will be meeting and the e
session of UNCITRAL which was to be held in Geneva in
March or April this year will deal with this aspect ot shipping.

The main controversy had been that UNCITRAL should 
not start legislating on a subject on which the commercial 
and economic aspects are not fully analysed as these will be 

analysed by UNCTAD.
Now UNCTAD is making a world-wide survey on this 

problem and has taken up the question of the Bills of Lading 
and Charter Parties. To begin with, the manner ,n which 
they propose to complete the study will be discussed by 
in February. All I wish to emphasize at this stage .....^
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« will not have anything to contribute in «nr study 
of the subject at this session. There is nothing to discuss 
about. Nothing more has happened than what hashappened 
last year on this subject. We will have to wait until nex 
year But, nevertheless, I think will be useful to reque . 
the Secretarial to keep themselves informed if possible 
send an observer or a representative to attend these work n
group meetings, to collect data and also include , m t
Brief for our next session, so that at the next session
are worthwhile conclusions orr worthwhile studies prepa
by the two working groups, we could examine it.

I am sorry for the time I have taken. I only wanted to
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indicate that these are matters of interest to developing count 
ries. These arc the developments that are taking place in 
UNCITRAL and it would be useful for our Committee to 
continue to acquaint themselves with these issues. If possible 
we may exchange information about our own laws, our trade 
practices, and our interests in the matter. If nothing else 
happens, this information will be extremely useful for UNCI 
TRAL particularly through the members of the Asian-African 
countries who are also represented on UNCITRAL because 
many of our countries arc not represented on UNCITRAL 
In both ways it will be useful. It will be useful to the Comm 
ttee as well as to the UNCITRAL. I am sure this process 
will be useful for the cause of the development of the Law of 
International Trade.

PRESIDENT :
Thank you, Dr. Jagota. You have made a very valuable 

contribution and certain helpful suggestions and we are grate 
ful for your elucidation of the progress made so far on th 
subject.

I have been informed by the Secretariat and Delegates 
will be glad to know that the responses to our questionnaire 
on this subject have been greater than the responses to the 
questionnaire of the Economic Commission for Africa on th 
subject as also to the questionnaire sent out by ECAFE.

REPUBLIC OF KOREA :
Mr. President, distinguished Delegates. On substantive 

blatters involved in the Law of International Sale of Goods, 
*by Delegation would concur on the points made by the dis- 
llnguished delegate of India, Dr. Jagota. I should, however,

to address myself to one or two procedural aspects of 
^e subject.

In regarri to the question of continuing the discussion 
"n this subject by oui' Committee, my delegation is in favour 

doing so for the reason that not all Asian and African
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Therefore, my last point is to say that this Committee 
should intensify and strengthen its consultation and collabor
ation with both ECAFE and ECA. Thank you.
NIGERIA :

Mr. President : My delegation in particular, and I am 
sure all of us, are grateful for the very wise and lucid state
ment made by the Hon’ble Attorney-General of Pakistan, the 
Leader of the Pakistani Delegation, and Dr. Jagota of India, 
who are the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of our Sub
Committee on the International Sale of Goods, for the very 
able way in which they have brought us upto-date not only 
regarding the work of that Sub-Committee, but also on the 
work of UNCITRAL itself.

Be that as it may, I think it is very important to have 
delegations express their views on the very important issue 
of whether or not this Committee should continue its work 
on the problems relating to the International Sale of Goods 
and related subjects in the province of international law. 
My delegation is in support of this Committee continuing its 
work for two or three main reasons.

First of all, we well know the pioneer work of the Inter
national Institute for the Unification of Private Law and the 
Hague Conference on Private International Law which was 
recently brought into focus by the acceptance of the uniform 
rules drafted and the conventions concluded by these two 
bodies. Because we of the developing countries hold the 
view that the international law and conventions relating 
to trade in regard to which all our countries depend for the 
necessary foreign exchange for development, we should have 
a part in formulating the rules.

Secondly, the European States, which were dominating 
a number of these institutions, did not find themselves in a 
position to advance the work of these two bodies by ratifying 
the various rules of law formulated and bringing them into 
force.



It has now become a big question of particular impoil- 
ancc to the States Africa and Asia who also have an advant
age in this respect in that, as we are entering into the field of 
private international law for the first time, we are in a posi
tion. not only of protecting our interests bul also of influenc
ing the development of the law in this field. That is why my 
delegation is very anxious that we continue our work which 
we have already begun so well.

Thirdly, the question of what is to be submitted to the 
Sub-Committee that is to be set up after the general debate, 
we will leave that to the Committee after other delegations 
have made their contributions. The work already done by 
UNCITRAL is, no doubt, of considerable assistance to us. 
Nigeria is a member of TJNC1TRAL, although, for certain 
reasons, we have not been able to participate in its work as 
we hope to do as from now bn.

I think it might be wise for the Sub-Committee to 
review at least the work already done on the International 
Sale of Goods on the various answers to the questions con
tained in the questionnaire submitted. If we can do that.
1 think that alone is sufficient justification tor putting the 
item on the agenda. It we could do that in detail, the other 
items on private law which we have and which have been put 
in our Brief, we can decide to do them in the future.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE UNIFIC
ATION OF PRIVATE LAW (UNIDROIT) :

Mr. President : I had not the privilege of attending
your Accra Conference last year. So. 1 could not give to 
the Committee the explanation concerning the principles 
which presided over the Unilorm Law on the Sale ot Goods 
when the Commission undertook its work concerning this 
subject. But I had sent to the Honorary Secretary-General 
a short statement to be distributed to the members of this 
Committee, and 1 will not repeat what I had written in that 
paper. I shall confine myself to giving you some information

on the present stale of the two conventions.
One is on the Obligation of Parties and Transfer of Risks, 

and the second on the Formation of the Contract of Sales. 
Firstly, I shall limit myself to giving you some information ; 
secondly. I shall make some general observations concerning 
some criticisms which have been made on the Conventions. 
In the first instance, 1 wish to inform the Committee that the 
two Conventions which have been ratified so far by the 
United Kingdom and Belgium are in the course of ratification 
by France, Italy, and Germany. In France and Italy, they 
are before Parliament, and in Germany, they have to be 
examined by the Cabinet. So, it is probable that before the 
end of this year, the Conventions having been ratified by the 
five countries will become effective. Now, I think, that this 
is a circumstance which should be kept in mind because the 
first rule in international law is to avoid overlapping and 
interference. We should not forget that we should not 
discuss on a draft the two Conventions of which have already 
been signed by ten countries and which will be ratified in the 
very near future by five countries.

Now, in proceeding to the analysis of these Conventions, 
I think we should consider the goal. In my opinion, there 
are three solutions. The first one is to utilize the work of 
the revision of the Conventions which is being made by 
UNCITRAL and which, as the distinguished Delegate of 
India has informed us today, has been carried out in the 
first 17 Articles, and which will be continued in the future. 
This work of revision by UNCITRAL should be utilized in a 
second stage for a general revision of the Conventions when 
they will be effective with the participation not only by coun
tries which are parties to the Convention, but also of coun
tries which are outside the Convention. In my opinion, this 
would be the best solution because it is not wise to have two 
separate Conventions. If we aim at a uniform law of sales, 
we should not have two uniform laws. Otherwise, it would be 
better to keep the present legislation. The first solution now
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is, therefore, to continue the work of analysis of the Con
vention, to try to improve the Convention, and once this 
work is finished, the results of this work may be utilized for a 
revision of the Convention as foreseen by the Convention. I 
must mention that there is a provision in the Convention 
which provides for periodical revisions.

The second solution will be to utilize this material which 
will result from a discussion of UNCITRAL for a model law 
which could be circulated to the Governments and which 
should be adopted unilaterally by the countries which would 
be satisfied with il. I think this solution should be recom
mended because in my opinion - I have now 45 years’ experi
ence in this work of ratification - this system of international 
agreements and conventions is not the best system. It is a 
little obsolete. The conventions take a very long time. The 
general discussions and decisions take lime, and sometimes, 
owing to the delay, the original draft, instead of becoming 
better, becomes worse, and the result of the convention is 
worse than the original draft. Further, many countries adopt 
reservations which make the Convention much less effective. 
And finally, the convention is a rigid form of agreement which 
cannot be modified by revocation or withdrawal. I think it 
is much better to have a model law which each country could 
adopt with some partial modification, but without modifying 
the bulk or the central provisions of that law.

The third solution w'hich, in my opinion, would be a 
worse solution is to have a second conference for the adoption 
of the second Convention. I have already said that in my 
opinion it would be reasonable because unification in trade 
law would have a law universal in character. It is not purely 
original, and it would be nonsense to have a uniform law for 
a group of countries and a uniform law for other countries. 
Therefore, I hope that when the work of UNCITRAL is 
completed, it will be utilized for a general revision of the 
Conventions in a diplomatic conference which could be 
convened by the United Nations under its snonsorshin.
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Now, after these informal considerations, I should like 
to submit to you some remarks concerning the attitude of 
Governments, especially of developing countries with regard 
to these Conventions.

First of all, I do not think that we must expect too 
much from these Conventions. I remember that when in the 
Sixth Committee of the General Assembly of the United 
Nations some years ago the establishment of UNCITRAL 
was discussed and decided, some delegates, especially from 
some of the developing countries, had the very strong hope 
that by the adoption of uniform rules on the contract of 
sales and other trade contracts, the international trade of 
especially the developed countries would have great advantage 
from an economic point of view.

I spoke very frankly to these distinguished delegates 
and 1 said to them the real difficulties in international trade 
are not of a legal character; they arc more of an economic 
and financial character. The real difficulty lies in the diffi
culty of payment, in the difficulty of credits, in customs 
duties, and all the obstacles which are raised by protectional 
systems of Governments. So, 1 do not think that the sale of 
goods as governed by uniform law, will provide a minimum 
advantage from an economic point of view' to developed 
countries. It is a very good goal which should be achieved. 
But we should not expect too much from this work.

The second observation which was made by certain 
Governments —the same views were repeated here now-was to 
the effect that the Conventions on the sale of goods were the 
product of a European club and that they did not take into 
account the interests of developing countries. This is not 
entirely true. But there is some truth in this, and I quite 
agree that a revision of the old Conventions should be under
taken. But I think we should distinguish between two cate
gories of contracts. There are the trade contracts like the 
Sale of goods that are freelv neunfinleH nnH chn..i.i^ a n
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the provisions of the Convention are non-mandatory. The
refore, the parties, if they find it inconvenient, can reject or 
disregard the contract, and apply all the provisions. The 
autonomy of the will of the parties is completely respected. 
But there are other categories of contracts in which really it 
is possible and it is frequent that the party which is economic
ally stronger can impose its will on the party economically 
weaker. These are contracts which I would call contracts 
of adhesion. A typical case is contract of carriage. A con
tract of carriage is not negotiated generally. There is a bill 
of lading which is prepared both by the owner and the carrier, 
and only subscribed to by the user. In this case, it is pos
sible and it has so happened very often that the party econo
mically weaker has been submitted to the will of the party 
economically stronger. Take for instance the Convention of 
Brussels of 1926 on the Bill of Lading and Maritime Trans
portation which contains provisions which are absolutely 
absurd in our times. Suffice it to mention that the provisions 
by which a carrier has no liabilities is exempted from any 
liabilities for damages of goods when the damages arise from 
a fault in the boat. It is, in my opinion, a thing which could 
be conceivable in the old times when the boats were sailing 
boats, but not today, when the rudder and other perfected 
instruments are used.

It is obvious that this kind of provision which exempts 
totally the responsibility for the liability of countries which 
have armaments and who have an objective, goes against the 
interests of another country to use the boats of the stronger 
countries.

J think that when yon consider' international contracts, 
you should distinguish betwen those which are freely negotiated 
and whose provisions are non-mandatory from other conven
tions or contracts in which the will of one party prevails on 
the will of the other party. On the other hand, the Conven
tion on the Uniform Law on the Sale of Goods was finished i n 
the year 1938, and it was sent to all the countries which were

members of the League of Nations, and those Governments 
had the possibility of making observations on the words that 
were used.

The first conference was convened in 1951. To this 
conference were invited all European countries, a certain 
number of countries of South America and from Asia. India. 
Pakistan, Iran, and Japan; and from Africa, Nigeria and 
U.A.R., which were the only two countries from Africa which 
were members of the Institute. The Institute could not 
address invitations to non-member governments. That is why 
the Convention was not open to all countries. It is to be 
hoped that at the next conference all the countries which are 
members of the United Nations will take part in this work.

It is not my task now to examine the Convention from 
a technical point of view. Some particular provisions have 
been quoted at the Accra meeting. I read it in the minutes. 
They seem to be particularly in favour of the seller and 
against the interests of the buyer. But if you consider these 
articles you will see that they foresee some measures, some 
precautions, not only in the interest of one party but in the 
interest ot both parlies. For instance, in the case of sale by 
instalments, a party which has a just reason to fear that the 
other party will not perform the contract, is authorised to 
suspend the performance of his obligations in the contract. 
This is a right given both to the buyer and the seller. Prac
tically speaking, 1 am wondering whether any reasonable 
buyer or seller, who has a fear that the other party would be 
insolvent, would still continue to perform his obligations in 
the contract. In any case, I will not continue this analysis 
because the draft Conventions are now under examination by 
the UNCITRAL. I regret that Professor Honnold is not 
Present. The distinguished Delegate of India has given us 
very important information on the work of the plenary 
meeting of the UNCITRAL as well as of the Working Group 
°n Sale of Goods.



It is extremely interesting and useful that the Asian- 
African Legal Consultative Committee continues its work of 
supervision of the revision of the Convention which has been 
carried on by the UNCITRAL and its Working Groups. I do 
not think this work will be finished in a very short time ; it 
will take some years. In the meantime, the Convention will 
become effective. So we must consider that in the near 
future, there would be the possibility of a diplomatic con
ference, in which the work of the UNCITRAL may be 
utilized.

Secondly, in examining this draft, you should not 
think—and I can witness it because I have attended all this 
work which has taken more than 35 years—and it is not true 
to say that the work has been made solely in the interest of 
the economically strong countries, not considering the 
position of the economically weak countries. Even in 
Europe, in the western countries, there are developing and 
developed countries. There are countries who were develop
ing countries 10 years ago and who are developed countries 
today. So, you must remember that the original draft was 
prepared by lawyers in a purely private capacity without any 
instructions from governments, and, therefore, they had tried 
to include provisions which govern the interests of both the 
buyer and the seller.

I will not lose this opportunity, Mr. President, to stress 
the possibility of further developments of unification in 
private law relations. When the problem of international 
rivers was discussed, I indicated to you some drafts which 
had been delivered by our organization to the Economic 
Commission for Europe, concerning navigation in inter
national rivers, on the subject of carriage, which may have 
special interest for your countries. T refer to the Convention 
on International Carriage by Road which has been adopted 
10 years ago by the Economic Commission for Europe. Now, 
communications by road are developing very strongly 
between eastern and western countries. I read some days
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ago that a big highway, an international road, going from 
Europe and reafching Pakistan, has been finished or is going 
to be finished, and it will be a very important way of commu
nicating between the two continents. This road will cross 
territories of many countries. Therefore, it will be necessary 
to have uniform regulations for this carriage.

Another matter which may be of some interest is the 
use of pipelines over public roads. Pipelines are also crossing 
territories of different countries, and it has not yet been 
established whether a pipeline is a form of transportation 
similar to carriage or whether it is another form of legal 
relationship. -

I wish to indicate to you these subjects because they 
could be discussed by you and submitted to the Economic 
Commission for Asia and Africa for realization. It is 
obvious that my organization is at the service of your 
Committee, and we should be glad to supply to you with 
any documents and any study that we have already done. 
I hope that in any future work we are undertaking, the 
AALCC will be represented.

PRESIDENT :

I thank you. I am sure all the members of this 
Committee will be grateful to you for your remarks and we 
thank you for offering the services of the International 
Institute for the Unification of Private Law in the work of 
deve/oping the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee’s 
studies.

IRAQ :
Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates, as we have been 

informed by the important statements of distinguished 
speakers, I would like to state that the Law of International 
Sale of Goods is a very important subject for the developing 
countries, specially the Asian-African countries. Developing 
countries are producing the raw materials and importing the
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manufactured goods. The distinguished delegates arc aware 
of the fact that in the history of developed States, they have 
always imposed prices on whatever goods that were 
imported from developing countries and then they exported 
the finished goods on a very much higher price. There is no 
doubt that the difference is very high between the low price 
of the raw materials and the high price of the manufactured 
goods. This subject of high prices of manufactured materials 
and low-prices of raw materials has been discussed in the 
UNCTAD in New Delhi in 1968. I do not want to go into 
its details. But we want this Committee to take note of that 
fact because it is of great importance to all of us.

International oil cartels are imposing low prices on the 
oil produced in our areas and they also impose rules and 
regulations on international sale of oil. So, this industry will 
continue as an exclusive trade for them. Any of the 
developing countries which wants to enter the oil market will 
not find it very easy to do so because of the restrictions 
imposed by the oil cartels.

Anyway, in Iraq we are trying our best to intervene in 
international oil markets, but we are facing many difficulties. 
I think the same thing is happening in the case or other 
minerals as well as materials such as cotton and other things. 
We arc suffering from the monopoly of the developed 
countries on the international trade.

International Sale of Goods had been discussed at the 
last session of the Committee which took place at Accra and 
I would like to thank the Chairman of the Sub-Committee 
and his Rapporteur for the report which was presented to us. 
Also, I would like to thank the Secretary-General of the 
Committee for the detailed brief which has been offered to 
us. Concerning the answer of my Government to the letters 
which were sent by the Secretary-General of this Committee 
on the 14th of October, we have referred this matter to the 
authorities concerned in Iraq and we hope that they will go

into the subject in detail and will inform the Secretariat 
about their reply.

My delegation has no objection to the adoption of a 
standard or model contract in respect of some commodities 
which may be of special interest to buyers and sellers of 
the Asian-African region, subject to the condition that this 
model would be revised or modified to suit the needs of the 
parties concerned. I w'ould like to mention here that now
adays Iraqi trade is government controlled. Most of the 
imports are undertaken by the Government. One example is 
the purchase of tea from Ceylon which is done by a govern
ment agent. These contracts, as they w'ere before, are not 
private contracts any more. It is a kind of administrative 
contract. We cannot say that these contracts are absolutely 
private contracts because the government is participating in 
international trade.

We would like to note that the International Sale of 
Goods is of prime importance and involves so many 
difficulties of a technical nature. So, we suggest that this 
subject be studied and discussed seriously and in detail in 
the Sub-Committee. I would like also to mention that we 
consider this subject to be a technical subject which concerns 
the trade in the area, namely, Asia and Africa. So, Asia 
and Africa should participate in the discussions in putting 
their views forward. Although it is a legal subject, it has a 
commercial aspect also.

PRESIDENT :
May I have the attention of delegates to the Brief of 

Documents, Volume 3. The Standing Sub-Committee on 
this subject consists of representatives from 7 countries, 
namely, Ceylon, Ghana, India, Japan, Nigeria, Pakistan and 
the U.A.R. Any other country that wishes to come into this 
Standing Sub-Committee should indicate it now. [Iraq was 
co-opted on the Standing Sub-CommilteeJ.
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indicate a lack of interest in this work.
I understand that the subject of unification of inter

national trade law that is the work of the new United 
Nations Commission—UNCITRAL—was introduced fully 
and well at the plenary on Monday. As you know, the 
General Assembly of the United Nations in its Resolution 
setting up this Commission guarantees the full and fair 
representation of all regions in its membership and members 
from Asia and Africa have taken an active and constructive 
role in its work. Thus, on Monday you were able to hear 
about it from active participants in the work of the 
Commission, such as Dr. Jagota, who have made an 
invaluable contribution to the work of the Committee.

The Sub-Committee, under the Chairmanship of 
Mr. Pirzada met both yesterday morning and yesterday after
noon. As you may have noted from examining the report 
of the Sub-Committee which you have just approved, the 
Sub-Committee has laid out concrete and practical plans for 
collaboration. Between this Committee and the on-going 
work of the Secretariat of the UNCITRAL, the goal of this 
collaboration is a vital one which is to ensure that the faets 
about commercial practice in this great region and the needs 
and interests of this region will be fully taken into account 
in the work of UNCITRAL. For instance, I wish to 
commend to your special attention, in the report which you 
have just approved, the work that the Secretariat of this 
Committee has already done and will now carry forward, 
to learn whether the existing model contracts take account of 
the commodities that are important to your regions, and 
whether they are fair to the commerce of the regions. 
A concrete plan, mentioned in the report, is the assistance 
your Secretariat will provide in gathering the existing 
contracts in use and in analysing their provisions. 
This progress was made possible, in large part, because of 
the exceedingly thorough investigations and advance 
planning by the two lawyers in the Ceylon Delegation,
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Miss Wickremasinghe and Mr. Basnayake who laid the 
necessary basis for the work of the Committee.

Your Committee also did, in my opinion, useful work on 
the other matters currently before the United Nations Commis
sion that is, the review ofthe Uniform Law on International 
Sale of Goods ; the preparation of a Uniform Law on 
Prescription in the field of Sale of Goods ; the work, proceed
ing very rapidly and well, towards Uniform Rules to so v 
the divergencies existing with respect to bills of exchange an 
cheques used in international settlements ; the work of specia
importance to this region on international shipping legislation;
review of the rules on the responsibility of ocean carriers 
loss or damage to cargo ; and finally, the work to faeil. ale 
the use of arbitration in international commercial dispu .

in closing, let me say how highly the United Nations 
Commission on International Trade Law and
regard this opportunity for collaboration, 
collaboration will continue. Thank you.

PRESIDENT :
Are there any distinguished Delegates who wish to make 

a statement or any other comment on the Law of In er- 
national Sale of Goods ? (Pause)

I will assume that no Delegate wishes to speak further 
on the subject. Before I pass on from this subject, may L 
on behalf of you all, thank Professor Honnold for coming 
here taking great trouble to himself which is only a recogm- 
^ of the importance that UNCITRAL attaches ro our 
work, and it is certainly a satisfaction for all of us to learn 
that this United Nations Commission is quite ready to assist 
our work in any wa, that we desire. Thank you, Professor 
Honnold, on behalf of all of us.

REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE 
APPOINTED AT THE TWELFTH SESSION

Chairman : Mr. S.S. Pirzada (Pakistan)
Rapporteur : Dr. S.P. Jagota (India)
Joint Rapporteur : Mr. S.S. Basnayake (Ceylon).

The Committee having discussed the Law relating to 
the International Sale of Goods in plenary session, referred 
the subject for further consideration to a Sub-Committee, 
whose composition it was decided should be the same as that 
appointed at the Accra Session, with the addition of Iraq. 
The Sub-Committee met on the 26th of January 1971. Those 
present were representatives of Pakistan, India, Ghana, 
United Arab Republic, Japan, Nigeria, Ceylon and Iraq, and 
the Secretary of the Committee, Mr. B. Sen.

Mr. M. Malteucci, Secretary-General of the Institute 
for the Unification of Private Law, and Mr. J. Honnold, the 
Secretary of the United Nations Commission for Inter
national Trade Law, were present as observers.

Mr. Pirzada, the Delegate of Pakistan, presided.
It will he remembered that Dr. Jagota was appointed 

rapporteur of the Sub-Committee at the Accra Session. 
At this meeting Mr. S.S. Basnayake of Ceylon was appointed 
joint rapporteur. The Chairman first welcomed those 
present, and then invited Mr. J. Honnold to make a statement 
nn the topic of model contracts.

L Model Contracts
Mr. Honnold said that this topic had been discussed at 

two sessions of UNCITRAL. The first step taken had been 
circulate to Governments the model contracts drafted for 

tbe European region by ECE'and to ask for their comments.
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were plants and;overcu uj .j

durable goods, sawn softwood, citrus fruit, a 
’ . . . ___ rpcnonse. mainly

Subjects covered
machinery, durable mainly
wheat. There had not been a very gr f to
because these contracts were primari y 
governments but to commercial circles. Therea ter, un Se auspices of EGA, certain of these coutrjc s such 
those relating to plant and machinery, and timberhad been 
sent to governments in Africa, and there now appeared to be
sufficient support to justify the holding of a confemn
discuss model contracts for these items in relation to Afr.c .

Some discussion then took place as to the procedure 
to be followed in discussing the topic and the Chairman t en 
formulated the flowing quittons for couriderat,on b, .be 

Sub-Committee
(„ is the Sub-Committee in favour of working on .be 

topic of model contracts ?
(2) If so, in respect of what commodities should the 

subject be discussed, and what agencies should be 
approached in this connection ?

(3) Should there only be comment on existing contracts.
or should new contracts be drafted after consult,ng 
the interests concerned ?

(4) Should the Committee recommend the convening of 
a Conference after the necessary preparation and in 
co-ordination with U.N. Agencies ?

In regard to the first question, it was the view that 
work should proceed on the topic of model contrac , 
meaning by that term not contracts of adhesion, but standar 
contracts with general terms which could be modified y 

the parties.

In regard to the second question, the following com 
modities were suitable as a starting po.nt for such mod 
contracts t-Rubber, Timber, Rice, Textiles, Machinery, 0.1,

and Coconut Products, and it was further agreed that the 
member Goverments and their Chambers be approached to 
indicate other commodities.

In regard to the third question, it was decided that 
work could proceed both in commenting on existing contracts, 
and drafting new ones where necessary. It was agreed that 
preparatory work should be undertaken before convening a 
conference. It was decided, that the Secretariat should 
endeavour to collect all the model contracts in use in regard 
to the topics under consideration, and Mr. Honnold agreed 
to supply copies of all ECE contracts already drafted. The 
next step would be an analysis and comment on these 
contracts pointing out their common features and any parti
cular problems they presented. This was to be prepared by 
the Secretariat. Thereafter this analysis and comment 
would be circulated to Governments, commercial agencies 
and other interested parties for their comment. A meeting 
of the inter-sessional Sub-Committee may be held during the 
year to consider the material and the comments and to make 
recommendations for the Committee. Thereafter, it was 
agreed that if a conferene was to be convened it would be a 
meeting of legal and commercial experts in the field of study 
under the chairmanship of an official of an international 
organization, and with the co-operation of UNCITRAL, 
ECA, ECAFE and such other organizations as might be 
considered necessary.

2 Articles 1 to 17 of ULIS

Thereafter the Sub-Committee considered the second 
topic for consideration, namely, the suitability of Articles 1-17 
°f the Hague Convention of 1964 relating to a Uniform Law 
of International Sales. Mr. Honnold was invited to give an 
account of the work done by the Working Group of UNCI- 
tral at its last session in December on these 17 articles. 
^r- Honnold said that certain changes of a basic nature had 
keen suggested by the Working Group. In the first place, all
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sales which are commonly called consumer sales had been 
removed from the operation of the Uniform Law by amend
ing Article 5. This was to give consumers the Prot^ct‘on 0 
regulatory laws of the national systems which had been 
enacted for the protection of consumers, toon^y, Articles 
and 2 which deal with the general sphere of appheation 
the Uniform Law had been ehanged. Under the new draft 
the element which delimited the international character o a 
Ïe was the fact that the places of business of the. parties to 
the contract were in different contracting States. The appbca- 
bility of the law was also widened by applying the Uniform 
Law where the rules of Private International Law led to t 
application of the law of a contracting State.

On this aspect, the comment was made that while the
proviens pattern of the Uniform Law had been to presume
wide acceptance of the Uniform Law but to permit reser a- 
tions to limit its application the new pattern was to start w 
a narrow application as between the contracting; State 
and to widen the scope through the application of the rules 
of Private International Law. as well as t c c mic 
parties and even by a suggested new declaration by a State 
that it would apply the Uniform Law to all Internationa 
sales coming betore its courts.

The question was also discussed as to whether as amen
ded the definition of an international sale would catch up 
what were in reality domestic sales.

3. Prescription
Mr Honnold was thereupon invited to make a statement 

on the draft law on prescription in galion to the Inter
national Sale of Goods prepared by UNCITRAL. 
that the draft law was an attempt to meet various problems 
in this field, and in particular two problems F.rstly there 
was extreme divergence as to the length of the period 
prescription. Secondly, some systems of Uw r^arded 
rules of prescription as rules of procedure, and applied them

to all cases coming before them. Others regarded them as 
rules of substantive law. Further, the effect of prescription 
on obligation wms drastic. For these reasons he attached 
great importance to the project. The text would be consi
dered at the next session, but would not be finalised till 1972.

He also stated that the proposal was to finalise the text 
on prescription independently of that on International Sale 
of Goods, save that the definition of what constituted an 
International Sale of Goods would be the same in both texts. 
The Secretariat had now prepared a commentary explaining 
the provisions of the text, which would soon be officially 
published. It was agreed that the text should be studied in 
connection with the commentary, and that the Secretariat 
should obtain and circulate the commentary. It was also 
agreed that this question should be further considered at the 
inter-sessional meeting of the Sub-Committee.

4. Negotiable Instruments
The Chairman then requested Mr. Honnold to make a 

statement on the work done by UNCITRAL in relation to 
negotiable instruments. Mr. Honnold said that under the 
auspices of UNCITRAL there had been assembled a body of 
international experts from such institutions as the 1. M. F., 
the World Bank, the I.C.C., UNIDROIT, and U. S. Federal 
Reserve System to consider the formulation of a uniform law 
to govern cheques and bills of exchange used in making inter
national payments. A questionnaire had been prepared and 
circulated and a large number of replies had been received 
from interested institutions. These had now been analysed 
by the Secretariat, and a working paper was being prepared 
suggesting lines for further work. Particular attention was 
being paid to the two topics of forged endorsements, and the 
formalities attending protest and notice upon non-payment 
where there are basic divergencies between different legal 
Systems.

It was agreed that the Secretariat of the Committee
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should obtain from the Secretariat of UNCITRAL the res
ponses sent from governments and institutions of the Afro- 
Asian region. These should then be analysed and circulated 
among members for further study. This subject also could 
then be considered at the inter-sessional meeting.
5. International Shipping Legislation

The Chairman then suggested the topic of International 
Shipping Legislation for discussion. Mr. Honnold said that 
collaboration was under way among international organisa
tions on various projects, including the responsibility of 
the carrier in various fields. With respect to the responsi
bility of carriers for the cargo, UNCITRAL was co-operating 
with UNCTAD which was investigating the economic factors 
which had a bearing on the carriers’ responsibility. It was 
also observed that some of the existing shipping laws had 
been drafted in the first quarter of this century by bodies only 
representing shipowners, and was unfairly weighted in 
favour of the shipowners in the context of today. It was 
agreed that this was a sphere of great interest to developing 
countries, and that the Committee should study the questions 
involved.

6. International Arbitration
The Chairman then suggested (hat the topic of Inter

national Arbitration should be discussed. A number of pro
blems that were experienced by members in this field was 
mentioned. Among them was the problem that States or 
Slate controlled institutions were entering the field of comm
erce, and (hat there was room for the plea of sovereign imm
unity to be raised as a bar to arbitration or to the enforce
ment of the award through a decree of the court. Again.it 
had to be decided whether the award was only to contain the 
bare decision, or to give reasons for the decision, and in 
either case to decide on the possible grounds for attacking 
the award. Sometimes arbitration in a foreign country was 
specified in a contract, and this proved to be a practical

impossibility because foreign exchange w'ould not be released 
to a party to bear the expenses of conducting such arbitration

Mr. Honnold gave a short account of the work of 
UNCITRAL in this sphere, and said that Prof. Nestor of 
Rumania had been appointed a Special Rapporteur for the 
subject, who is expected to submit his report by the end of 
1971.

It was suggested that it might be possible to draft 
model set of arbitration rules, which parties to a contract 
would be free to adopt.

It was agreed that the Secretariat should first ascertain 
what research had been carried out in our own region in this 
field. Thereafter a questionnaire could be drafted to collect 
the views of the members on the problems involved.

Prof. Honnold supplied members of the Sub-Committee 
certain documents relating to the work of UNCITRAL.



ANNEXURE

TEXT OF ARTICLES 1-17 OF ULIS 
INCLUDING MODIFICATIONS RECOM
MENDED BY THE WORKING GROUP

Article 1
1. The present Law shall apply to contracts of sale of 

goods entered into by parties whose places of business are in 
different States :

(a) when the States arc both Contracting States ; or
(b) when the rules of private international law lead to

... the application of the law of a Contracting State.

2. The present Law shall also apply where it has been 
chosen as the law of the contract by the parties.

Article 2
For the purpose of the present Law :
(a) The parties shall be considered not to have their 

places of business in different States if, at the time 
of the conclusion of the contract, one of the parties 
neither knew nor had reason to know that the place 
of business of the other party was in a different 
State ;

(b) where a party has places of business in more than 
one State, his place of business shall be his princi
pal place of business unless another place of busi
ness has a closer relationship to the contract and 
its performance, having regard to the circumstances 
known to or contemplated by the parties at the 
time of the conclusion of the contract.
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where a party does not have a place of business, 
reference shall be made to his habitual residence ;

(d) neither the nationality of the parties nor the. civil 
or commercial character of the parties or the con
tract shall be taken into consideration ;

(e) a Contracting Slate means a State which is parly to
the Convention dated..........relating to.......and has
adopted the present Law without any reservation 
(declaration) that would preclude its application 
to the contract ;

(f) any two or more States shall not be considered to 
be “different States” if a valid declaration to that 
effect made under Article (2) of the Convention
dated..........relating to.......... is in force in respect
of them.

Article 3
The parties may exclude the application of the present 

law or derogate from or vary the effect of any of its pro
visions.

Article 4
(Deleted)

Article 5
1. The present Law shall not apply to sales ;
(a) of goods of a kind and in a quantity ordinarily 

bought by an individual for personal, family, 
household or similar use, unless the seller knew that 
the goods were bought for a different use ;

(b) by auction ;
(c) on execution or otherwise by authority of law.

2. Neither shall the present Law apply to sales :
(a) of stocks, shares, investment securities, negotiable

instruments or money ;
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(b) of any ship, vessel or aircraft (which is registered 
or is required to be registered) ;

(c) of electricity.

Article 6
1. The present Law shall not apply to contracts 

where the obligations of the parties are substantially other 
than the delivery of and payment for goods.

2. Contracts for the supply of goods to be manu
factured or produced shall be considered to be sales within 
the meaning of the present L aw, unless the party who orders 
the goods undertakes to supply an essential and substantial 
part of the materials necessary for such manufacture or pro
duction.

Article 7
(D eleted)

Article 8 
(Deleted)

Article 9
1. The parties shall be bound by any usage which they 

have expressly or impliedly made applicable to their contract 
and by practice which they have established between them
selves.

2. The usages which the parlies shall be considered as 
having impliedly made applicable to their contract shall 
include any usage of which the parties are aware and which 
in international trade is widely known to, and regularly 
observed by parties to contracts of the type involved, or any 
usage of which the parties should be aware because it is 
widely known in international trade and which is regularly 
observed by parties to contracts of the type involved.

3. In the event of conflict with the present law, such 
usages shall prevail unless otherwise agreed by the parties.

4. Where expressions, provisions or forms of contract 
commonly used in commercial practice are employed, they 
shall be interpreted according to the meaning widely accepted 
and regularly given to them in the trade concerned unless 
otherwise agreed by the parties.

(For the purposes of the present Law, a breach of 
contract shall be regarded as fundamental wherever the party 
in breach knew, or ought to have known, at the time of the 
conclusion of the contract, that a reasonable person in the 
same situation as the other party would not have entered into 
the contract if he had foreseen the breach and its effects.)

Where under the present law an act is required to be 
performed “promptly”, it shall be performed within as short 

period as is practicable in the circumstances.

(A contract of sale need not be evidenced by writing 
and shall not be subject to any other requirements as to form. 
In particular, it may be proved by means of witnesses.)



Article 17
In interpreting and applying the provisions of this Law, 

regard shall be had to its international character and to the 
need to promote uniformity in its interpretation and 
application.

THE HAGUE CONVENTION ON THE 
UNIFORM LAW ON INTERNATIONAL 

SALE OF GOODS, 1964.

Note prepared by the Secretariat of the Committee

1. Introduction
2. Historical Background
3. Ratification of or Accession to the Hague Con

ventions of 1964
4. Consideration by the UNCITRAL
5. The Hague Convention on the Uniform Law on 

International Sale of Goods, 1964 (ULIS) :
fi) Incorporation into National Municipal Legis

lation
(ii) Application with reservations :

(a) Article II.
(b) Article III.
(c) Article IV. . .
(d) Article V. ,

(iii) Application to ‘International Sale of Goods’
Ov) Application as Chosen Law
(v) Application subject to mandatory provisions
(vi) Application with exclusion of Conflict Rules

(vii) Exclusion of ULIS by contract 
(viii) Commercial usages and practices

fix) Terms used in the ULIS 
fx) Form of Contract 

fxi) Delivery 
(xii) Performance 
(xiii) Conformity of goods 
(xiv) Inspection



the original

The project to unify the Law on the Internat,onal Sa
of Goods goes back to a recommendation made by Er 
Rabel in 19^5 to the Council of the newly formed Inter- 
R ' for the Unification of Private Law

from Sweden, France 
and the United Kingdom representing the four

The Uniform Law has been the outcome of research in 
,he statutes judicial decisions, legal and business literature 

Zr J forms of practical,, all the countries. 1, w s 
m to use the best facilities of legal technique and U 

“te, the most adequate solutions. The Uniform Law ,s no! 
the result of adoption of an eclectic procedure borrowed ft ^

the uniform rules so fashioner*
whether international legal relations

to which they apply have elements which connect them to 
one of the signatory countries.

general aspects of the law of international sales, i. e. the 
contractual obligations of the buyer and seller arising out of 
a contract. It is not meant to be an exhaustive exposition 
of law covering all the rights, obligations, duties and other 
factors that may arise in an international transaction of sale. 
The Institute is in (he process of preparing drafts of several 
uniform laws related to international sale of goods which are 
intended to be complementary for the progressive unification 
of law in all matters relating to the international sale of 
corporeal movables.

Law on the Formation of International Contracts on the Sale 
of Goods (Corporeal Movables) has been finalised. Uniform 
provisions in this field arc not only useful but essential to the 
ULIS. The ULIS is further complemented by the draft Uni
form Law on the Protection of the Bona-fide Purchaser of 
Goods, which deals with matters which, in the continental 
legal systems at least, belong without doubt to the law of 
personal property.1 Other complementary drafts are Uniform 
Laws on Agency in Private Law Matters of an International 
Character, and the Contract of Commission on the Inter
national Sale or Purchase of Goods. The Institute has also 
prepared a preliminary draft of a Uniform Law governing 
the Substantive Validity of Contracts of International Sale 
of Goods. The unification of the law on international sales 
would be incomplete if the consequential relations were not 
also regulated by uniform laws.

to sales contracts, delivery of the goods, their conformity 
with the contract payment of the price, excuse for non-
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performance, remedies for breach, risk ot loss ^
ULIS was aimed at as an elaboration ot a Un.form U 
which will supersede all national laws.

The Uniform Law on Sale of Goods, comprising 
101 Articles, demarcates its field of application under 
Articles 1 to « ; Articles 9 to 17 contain general promu,'is , 
Articles 18-32 deal with the obligations of hyd1er a 

isards the date and plane of delivery ; Articles 33-49 set out

‘lack of
and non-fixation of such lack
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rethe obligations of the seller as regards conformity of the 
goods sold, and contain special provisions ddining
conformity”, ascertainment 
and the remedies available for the buyer, 
provide for the remaining obligations of the su c •
56-70 deal with the obligations of the buyer and Art eles, 7 
95 set out provisions common to the obligations o e 
and he buyer, including rules concerning avoidance and 
dama es The remaining sis articles relate to the passmg o, 
risk. The Convention of 15 Articles contains ceitam 
reservations which a contracting State may adopt.

Five ratifications are required to put the Convention 
into effect. Article X of the Convention sets no time limit f 

ratifications.

Articles 50-55

itroduced in the final text as 
Conference held inNo radical change was int 

ndoDted by the Hague Diplomatictrough the contents were simplified .nd. -re

flexible the most significant change being P
oTapphcation of the Uniform Law, the Conference accepting

the reservation' whereby any Contracting State may declare 
nt it will anply the Uniform Law only if each of the parties 
the contract of sale has his place of business or his habitua 

évidence in the territory of a different “Contracting State
. nilvmav insert the word “contracting before

the word “State" in Article 1(1) of the Uniform Law, The

2. Article III of the Convention.

eventual use of this reservation is likely to limit to consider
able extent the sphere of application of the Uniform Law.

With a view to ensuring the widest possible success to 
its action towards unification, the Diplomatic Conference 
adopted two Recommendations, which have been annexed 
to the Final Act. Under Recommendation I each Contracing 
State is requested to assist UNIDROIT in compiling each 
year a list of the judicial and arbitral decisions of major 
importance made in such State, relating to the interpretation 
and application of the two Uniform Laws in the field of 
International Sale of Goods. Under Recommendation 11, 
tJNIDROIT is invited in the event of the Convention 
relating to Uniform Law on the International Sale of 
Goods coming into force by May 1, 1968, to establish a 
Committee composed of representatives of the Governments 
of. the interested States to review the operation of the 
Uniform Law and to prepare recommendations for any 
Conference that may be subsequently convened for a revision 
of the said law. However if the said Convention fails to 
come into force on the due date, the Committee should take 
up the task of considering what further action should be 
taken to promote the unification of law on the International 
Sale of Goods.

The Conference, which was attended by several States 
who had either ratified the Hague Convention of June 15, 
1955 on the Law Applicable to International Sales of Goods 
or were about to do so, agreed that States which were parties 
1° the Hague Convention may restrict application of the 
Uniform Law where the Hague Convention’s choice of law 
tule points at that law (the Article IV reservation to the 
Convention).

The Conference also adopted a territorial limitation for 
lhc Uniform Law as a reservation in Article III. The 
Uniform Law should apply only if the buyer and seller are 
ln a State which has ratified the convention, i.e., a
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body o
Conflict of Laws (Article 2) 
Convention. A State may ratify

that the Uniform Law will

“Contracting State”. And a provision was inserted into the
f the Uniform Law forbidding all recours

under Article V of the 
the Convention with the

be made applicable only 
provision tnat me U1I11U11“ ”, _irtue of the Uniform
if the parties to the contract have by virtue or t
Law” chosen that law as the law of the contract.

The generality and the lack of specificity of the ULIS 
.rn impjh»,, burden.™ druflcr. of m»rn..»n-1»'- 
contracts as well as those tribunals that aie ca t P 
interpret such contracts. The ULIS defines only a few of its

** concepts, and
“ iefP!“0Sb'°e!cS)6a„“ ."hc'spec’ial problem of sales performed 
bv delivery of transportation, insurance and banki g
documents,y does no, elaborate ott, "T^nd pl^Tf 
contractual allocations of risks upon the time pi
delivery and the buyer’s obligation to pay the price by its 
failure to relate delivery to risk in a more meaningful way

The ULIS is at best a basic foundation and design which 
needs to be filled out by a super-structure ^ the retention of 
national law applicable under the rules of Pr,va* '* 
national law as subsidiary to it, filling m its gaps. The ULIS 
“a, be further elaborated to include a great many mor 
Tules dealing with those specific problems of Internationa 

mot upp not dealt with uniformly by national lasales law that are not dealt 
or by usage.
2. Historical Background

On April 2K, 1930 the Governing Council of the 
Institute for the Unification of Private International Law
(UNIDROIT) passed a resolution to appoint a om
for the purpose of preparing a draft Uniform Law on the

3 President, and A. Bagge, H. Capitant M. Fehr, H.C-

' Gintendge, J. Hamel, and E. Rabel as Members.

International Sale of Goods (Corporeal Movables). The Com
mittee so formed, comprising experts of different juridical 
systems, met eleven times from 1930 to 1943 for the task of 
preparing a first draft of a proposed draft and a preliminary 
draft of two annexes (a draft law on Sales with a reservation 
on property and a report on letters of trust). The Governing 
Council which unanimously adopted the draft in October 
1934, forwarded it to the Council of the League of Nations 
together with a Report adopted by the Committee. The 
Governing Council also resolved in October 1934 to under
take a study with a view to unifying the norms relating to the 
conclusion of international contracts between absent parties. 
The Secretariat of the Institute, therefore, drew up a preli
minary report followed by a questionnaire upon which a 
Working Committee based its work. By October 1936, the 
Committee established the final text of the preliminary Draft 
Uniform Law on International Contracts made by Corres
pondence, to be submitted to the Governing Council 
together with the Draft Uniform Law on Agency.

In accordance with a resolution of the Council of the 
League of Nations adopted on January 11, 1935, the draft on 
Sale of Goods was submitted to the Governments for their 
observations thereon. The Governing Council of the Institute 
set up in April 1937 a small Committee4 and entrusted it with 
the task of revising the draft in accordance with the observa
tions of the Governments. This Committee met in Paris in 
April 1938 for the elaboration of a new edition of the draft 
and the Report. The new revised edition submitted to the 
Governing Council was adopted on May 29, 1939.

When the Institute resumed its activity at the end of 
World War II, the Governing Council resolved in 1950 to 
forward the 1939 revised draft to the Government of the 
Netherlands, which convened a Diplomatic Conference in 
1951. The 1951 Conference to which 20 governments had

A . C. Gutteridge, J. Hamel, and E. Rabel as Members.
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sent delegates appointed a Special Commission with the task 
of revising the 1939 draft in the light of the remarks submit
ted by the governments and by the organisations concerned.

Following a resolution of the Governing Council 
adopted in 1952, the text of the Preliminary Draft on Inter
national Contracts made by Correspondence was also for
warded to the Special Commission appointed by the 19ol 
Conference for considering the draft Uniform Law governing 
International Sale of Goods. It was left to the Commission 
to decide whether the two uniform provisions should be 
referred together.

The Special Commission appointed a Sub-Committee 
entrusted with the task of examining these uniform provisions 
and in 1954, resolved that the formation of contracts should 
form the object of a separate study, apart from the draft 
Uniform Law on the Sale of Goods. On the basis of this 
resolution, the Governing Council of the UNIDROIT decided 
that the above-mentioned uniform provisions should be 
revised in order to form the object ol an independent inter
national instrument. At the same time, the Council decided 
to widen the scope of such unification in order to include 
therein other legal principles relating to the formation of
contracts, beyond the special case of the contracts made by
correspondence.

The Working Committee set up by the Council, conside
ring the obstacles in the way of unification of the rules on the 
formation of contracts in general, deemed it opportune to 
limit at present the scope of the efforts at unification to the 
formation of special contracts which mainly interest inter
national trade, in the first place to the formation of contracts 
governed by the draft Uniform Law on the International Sale 
of Goods (Corporeal Movables) which had been submitted to 
the Diplomatic Conference in 1951. In 1958. the Governing 
Council of UNIDROIT examined and approved the new draft 
which was subsequently forwarded to the Government of the

Netherlands, which sent it to the Governments concerned for 
their remarks thereon.

The text of the revised draft of 1956 on the Sale of 
Goods, along with a report was also transmitted to the 
Government of Netherlands and forwarded to various 
Governments and organisations for theirobservations thereon.

In 1962 the Special Commission amended the revised 
draft on Sale of Goods in the light of the observations recei
ved. The Government of the Netherlands convened a 
Diplomatic Conference at the Hague in April 1964 in order 
to examine the study and adopt the draft Convention relating 
to a Uniform Law on International Sale of Goods based on 
the draft of the UNIDROIT as revised by the said Special 
Commission, as well as the draft Convention relating to a 
Uniform Law on the Formation of Contracts for the Inter
national Sales of Goods (Corporeal Movables) prepared by a 
Working Committee of UNIDROIT. A note analysing the 
remarks made by the Governments on the second draft Uni
form Law was also prepared for the benefit of the Conference.

The Conference, in which governments of 28 States5 
were represented and governments of four States6 and six 
International Organisations7 sent Observers, opened on April 
2, 1964 and completed its work on April 25, with the Final 
Act signed by 27 delegates. Various Committees were set up

5. Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Colombia, Denmark, Federal Republic 
of Germany, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, 
Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, San 
Marino, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Arab Rep
ublic, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
United Slates of America, Vatican City, Yugoslavia.

6. Argentina, Mexico, South Africa, Venezuela.
7. Council of Europe, European Economic Community, the Hague 

Conference on Private International Law, International Chamber 
of Commerce, International Institute for the Unification of Private 
Law, and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Deve
lopment.



by the Conference to study the two draft Uniform Laws and 
the draft Conventions.

On December 31,1964 the Convention on Sales was 
signed by Greece, the Netherlands, San Marino and the United 
Kingdom, whereas the Convention on the Formation of Con
tracts of Sale was signed by Greece, the Netherlands and San 
Marino.
3. Ratification of or Accession to, the Hague Conventions 

of 1964
As of March 1969 the Convention on Sale, of Goods 

1964 had been ratified by Belgium,8 the United Kingdom and

8. In depositingTon 12 December 1968, its instrument of ratification, 
Belgium made the following declaration : In accordance with the
provisions of Article V of the Convention, the Kingdom of 
Belgium will apply the Uniform Law only to contracts in which 
the parties thereof have, by virtue of Article 4 of the Uniform Law 
chosen that Law as the law of the contract. In accordance with 
Article IV of the Convention, the Kingdom of Belgium will apply 
the Uniform Law only if the Hague Convention of 15 June 1955 
on the Law Applicable to the International Sale of Goods leads to 
the application of the Uniform Law. The latter notification shall
become operative when the Kingdom of Belgium withdraws the 
declaration made in in accordance with Article V of the Con
vention.

9. In depositing, on 31 August 1967, its instrument of ratification, the 
United Kingdom made the following declaration :
(a) In accordance with the provisions of Article III of the Con

vention, the United Kingdom will apply the Uniform Law 
only if each of the parties to the contract of sale has his place 
of business, or, if he has no place of business, his habitual
residence in the territory of a different contracting State, the
United Kingdom will in consequence insert the word contr
acting” before the word “States” where the latter word first 
occurs in paragraph 1 of Article I of the Uniform Law.

(b) In accordance with the provisions of Article V of the Conve
ntion, the United Kingdom will apply the Uniform Law only 
to contracts in which the parties thereto have, by virtue ot 
Article IV of the Uniform Law, chosen that Law as the law of 
the contract.
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San Marino10, and the Convention on Formation of Contracts 
by the United Kingdom and San Marino.11

The position of the other States is as follows :

(a) States which have expressed the intention to ratify, or
accede to, both the Conventions :
Australia. Colombia. Federal Republic of Germany, 
France, Italy, Luxembourg, Mexico and Netherlands.

(b) States in which the question of whether to ratify or
accede is under consideration :
Denmark, Ireland, Korea, Norway, Rumania, Sweden, 
and Switzerland.

(c) States which do not intend to ratify or accede :
Austria, Jordan, Laos, Maldivc Islands, South Africa, 
and United States of America.

10. In depositing, on 24 May 1968, its instrument of ratification, San
Marino made the following declaration : In accordance with the
provisions of Article III of the Convention relating to a Uniform 
Law on the International Sale of Goods, the Republic of San Mari
no will apply the Uniform Law only if the parties to the contract of 
sale have their place of business or, if they have no place of busi
ness, their habitual residence, in the territory of different contrac
ting States. The Republic of San Marino will in consequence 
insert the word “contracting” before the word “States” where the 
latter word first occurs in paragraph 1 of Article 1 of the Uniform 
Law.

11. In depositing, on 24 May 1968, its instrument of ratification, San 
Marino made the following declaration : In accordance with the 
provisions of Article III of the Convention relating to a Uniform 
Law on the Formation of Contracts for the International Sale of 
Goods, the Republic of San Marino will apply the Uniform Law 
only if the parties to the contract of sale have their place of busi
ness or, if they have no place of business, their habitual residence, 
in the territory of different contracting States. The Republic of 
San Marino will in consequence insert the word “contracting” 
before the word “States” where the latter word first occurs in 
paragraph 1 of Article 1 of the Uniform Law.



instrument coula De arawn up. I lie view was also expressed 
that any action by the Commission, other than recommend
ing to States that they accede, would slow down the present 
trend towards ratification or accession. The Observer of 
UNIDROIT expressed the opinion that, in general, the objec
tions to the provisions of the Conventions had already been 
considered at the 1964 Diplomatic Conference and rejected.

In the view of other representatives, the Hague Con
ventions of 1964 did not correspond to present needs and 
realities and, in the interest of unification, it would be desir
able to review the Conventions at an early date. Represent-
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atives sharing this view' pointed out that the 1964 Hague 
Conference, at which the Conventions w'ere adopted, had 
been attended by only twenty-eight States and that none 
of the developing countries had been represented.

Representatives of the developing countries were of the 
opinion that the Hague Conventions of 1964 had not taken 
their interests into account. Other repesentatives also consi
dered that it was essential that the legal systems and the 
interests of countries not represented at the Hague Confer
ence of 1964 should from now on be taken into account.

Some representatives expressed the view that the Con
ventions embodied certain legal concepts of an artificial 
character which it would be difficult for some States to accept. 
Moreover, many provisions were aimed at facilitating trade 
between countries within the same region rather than between 
countries in different continents. Therefore, it would hardly 
serve a useful purpose for the Commission to recommend 
to States that they accede to the Conventions.

The Observer of UNIDROIT stated th at, in his view', 
the legal position with regard to revision of the Hague Con
ventions of 1964 was that such revision could be undertaken 
only by the Slates which had drawn up these Conventions 
and that while States which had not signed the Conventions 
could conclude a separate agreement, they had no power to 
amend the Conventions. In his opinion, UNIDROIT could 
take action only if the Conventions themselves authorized it 
to do so.

Mr. H. Scheffer, who was Secretary-General of the 1964 
Hague Diplomatic Conference on the Unification of Law 
governing the International Sale of Goods, in a statement on 
behalf of the Netherlands Government, made at the invitation 
°f Committee I, stated that the Netherlands Government 
being responsible for the 1964 Conference and bound by 
certain obligations laid down in the final clauses of the Hague 
•Conventions of 1964, would always be ready to lend its
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further assistance in this field if requested by the United 
Nations or other organizations.

Some representatives referred to paragraph 2 of Recom
mendation II annexed to the Final Act of the Hague Diploma
tic Conference on the Unification of Law governing the Inter
national Sale of Goods, in which the Conference recomm
ended that UNIDROIT should establish a committee com
posed of representatives of the governments of the interested 
States which should consider what further action should be 
taken to promote the unification of law on the international 
sale of goods. One representative also drew attention to 
Article XIV of the Hague Convention of 1964 relating to a 
Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods which pro
vided that after the Convention had been in force for three 
years, any Contracting State might request the convening 
of a conference for the purpose of revision; that States invited 
to the conference, other than contracting States, should have 
the status of observers unless the contracting Stales decided 
otherwise by a majority vote, and that observers should have 
all rights of participation except voting rights.

Other representatives took the view that a new conven
tion acceptable to all States, or at least to a majority of them, 
should be drawn up and be opened for accession by all States 
which participated in international trade. These represent
atives were of the opinion that, to this end, the Commission 
should set up a body to prepare a new world-wide convention 
which took account of the interests of all countries, and that 
the United Nations should subsequently convene an inter
national conference for the purpose of adopting such a con
vention.

In proposing that the unification of the law of the inter
national sale of goods could only be achieved by a new 
convention, one representative suggested that the new 
convention should use, as preparatory documents, the 
records of the discussions in United Nations bodies on
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the normalization of trade relations and the elimination of 
colonialism as well as the principles of the Hague Conven 
tions of 1964, the Standard Contracts of the Economic 
Commission for Europe and the General Conditions drawn 
up by the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance.12

5. The Hague Convention on Uniform Law on International 
Sale of Goods. 1964 (ULIS)

(i) Incorporation into national municipal legislation
The Convention on ULIS provides under Article I there

of that Contracting Parties should incorporate the Uniform 
Law into its own Legislation either in one of the authentic 
texts or in a translation into its own language or languages 
The ULIS would accordingly acquire the character of dome
stic law in the country of incorporation. The U.K. has 
already enacted the ULIS in its legislation.13 This has the 
merit of ensuring that an identical text would be found in the 
legislation of all the Contracting States. However, it was 
rigid and might complicate matters as it did not allow for the 
flexibility of a model law as to adaptations of a drafting of 
systematic character, and did not take into consideration 
the traditions of drafting legal texts in a country. For inst
ance, the Czechoslovakian International Code, which was 
based on the ULIS, would be made ineffective.

Article XI of the Convention provides that “Each State 
shall apply the provisions incorporated into its legislation 
in pursuance of the Convention to contracts of sale to which 
the ULIS applies and which are concluded on or after the 
date of entry into force of the Convention in respect of that 
State".

(*>) Application with reservations
To facilitate the acceptance of ULIS by the States

'2. UNCITRAL U. N. DOC. A/CN. 9/1. 16, pp. 8-10.
13. The Uniform Law on International Sale of Goods Act, 1967,
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certain limitations and reservations were added to the Con
vention which a State could adopt at the time of ratifying 
the Convention, thus limiting the application of ULIS in 
accordance with the reservation. One of the most severely 
criticised parts of the ULIS is the scope of their application. 
Article 1 of the ULIS defines the international character of the 
transaction that attracts the law. A controversial feature of 
these laws is that they are declared to be applicable to tran
sactions involving different States-lhus enlarging the ambit 
of the application even to cases where different countries arc 
involved though they may not have adhered to the ULIS 
Convention. Efforts to limit the scope of these laws to 
transactions between “different contracting States” failed at 
the Conference.M The derogations arc provided for in Arti
cles II, III and IV and V of the Convention on ULIS, where- 
under the States adhering may derogate from the ULIS. 
Article II of the Convention provides that two States, for the 
purpose of application of the ULIS, may not be considered 
as different States because such States apply to sales legal 
rules which are the same as or closely related to those of each 
other, whether or not one of them had adopted the Conven
tion. Article III of the ULIS provides that a Contracting 
State may derogate from the Articles of the ULIS by declar
ing that it will apply the ULIS only if each of the parties to 
a contract has his place of business or habitual residence in 
the territory of a different Contracting State and may there
fore, read ‘states’ in Article 1 of the ULIS as Contracting 
“States”.14 15 Under Article IV of the Convention if a State has 
previously adhered to a convention on conflict of laws in the 
same of field, such State may declare that U LIS will apply 
only if the convention on conflict of laws “itself requires the 
application of the Uniform Law”. Article V of the Conven
tion introduces an optional clause which enables a State

14. XIII, A.J.C.L. (1964) 451, Documents, John Honnold.
15. Reservation under Article lit was inserted on the German motion 

lor territorial limitation for the application of ULIS.

adopting ULIS to declare that it will apply the Uniform Law 
only where the parties to a contract have thereunder chosen 
the Uniform Law as the law of the contract. Article VIII is 
designed to take care of the differing practices of States in 
regard to specific performance and is not to enforce on any 
State any remedy inconsistent with its normal practice.
(a) Article II

Article II of the Convention appears to be for the 
benefit of countries whose legal systems are founded on a 
common school of legal jurisprudence so that even if some 
countries adhered to ULIS and others did not, the existing 
unifoimity of laws between such countries would not be 
disturbed. It was an important contribution towards 
regional hai monizalion and unification of law within the 
framework of world-wide unification.
(b) Article III

Article III restricts the application of the ULIS only 
to contracting Slates. However, this rule should be made for 
general application, and not as a reservation, only for if it 
was permissible to apply the ULIS to non-contracting States, 
a situation might arise where it was applied to nationals of a 
country which did not wish to adhere to the Convention.

Article 111 would be effective in restricting the 
application of the ULIS to contracting States only if it is 
adopted by the State of the forum. If the forum is in a State 
which has not adopted this reservation, then inspite of the 
reservation having been adopted by the other State, the 
ULIS would apply to the suit of the parly of the latter State.
(c) Article IV

Article IV of the Convention was necessitated by the 
p9Ct that several of the participating States : Belgium,

ranee, and the Scandinavian countries, had ratified the 1955 
ague Convention on the Law Applicable to International 

6 °f Goods (ULIS). From the wording of the Article, it



seems to follow that States which subsequently ratified the 
ULIS cannot take advantage of the reservation thereunder.

This reservation, however, even if operative, would not
prevent courts in countries where the Convention on ULIS
was ratified without any of the reservations (this is a 
possibility which must be kept in view) from applying the 
ULIS to international sales, including sales with a paity in 
a country which had subscribed to the reservation under 
Article V of the Convention. (It appears that in this sphere 
a more realistic approach combined with knowledge about 
rules on assumption of jurisdiction is required).

The reservation under Article IV may give rise to 
problems and if it is adopted, complicated and dubious 
questions of conflict of laws would arise.16 Should both 
reservations under Articles III and IV be exercised, the effects 
of ULIS Convention would be entirely different in one or 
another Contracting State.17 The implementation and 
effectiveness of the ULIS would depend solely on the will ot 
the Contracting States.

(d) Article V
Article V of the Convention which was not included in 

the draft submitted to the Diplomatic Conference of 1964 
at the Hague, ensures that the parties to a contract 
will enjoy the same freedom of contract as they would 
have if the ULIS did not exist. This appears to be 
inconsistent with the very purpose of the Convention which 
sought to establish rules governing international sale o 
goods. It has been pointed out18 that this Article reduces 
significantly the advantages that might be gained from the
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15A KH Naddi^n": “The Conflicts Problems in the Uniform Law 
on lie International Sale of Goods”, in AJCL-Vol. XIV (1965) 

p. 236.
16. Norway, UNCITRAL, U.N. Doc. A/CN. 9/11.
17. Austria, UNCITRAL, U.N. Doc. A/CN. 9/11.
18. Spain, UNCITRAL, U.N. DOC. A/CN. 9/11. Add 1.

entry of the Convention into force, as well as it unduly 
complicates the application of the Convention. Moreover, 
the exercise of this reservation could seriously affect attempts 
to solve problems arising in connection with the international 
sale of goods. It could be detrimental to the nationals ol 
other countries who may enter into a contract without 
knowing the existence of such a reservation. Where a 
country exercises the reservation, it appears possible that 
there may be divergencies in the settlement of disputes 
related to the application of the Convention and involving 
nationals of other countries who have not made the reserva
tion, depending in which country the forum is situate. For 
instance, if contracting parties have not expressly referred to 
ULIS in their contract belonging to countries A and B, and 
country A, but not country B, has adopted this reservation, 
the ULIS will apply to their contract if the dispute is brought 
before a Court in country B, but not if the court is situated 
in country A. The Article seems to reflect a desire to adhere 
to the Convention but at the same time to exclude the 
application of the provisions of the entire Convention, a 
principle neither logical nor reasonable.

Article V reduces considerably the value of the ULIS 
since the reservation makes il possible for any State lo 
become a party to the Convention without having to make 
even slightest change in its own law. as required by Article I 
of the Convention.19 (I, in effect, renders tlie IJLIS similar 
to general conditions of sale and deprives it of the character 
of substantive law. If all the contracting States were to 
adopt this reservation, the practical utility of ULIS will be 
completely destroyed, as it would apply only as general 
conditions of sale if contracted to by the parties.

Further,26 the Article appears to be contradictory to
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19- Austria, UNCITRAL U.N. Doc. A/CN. 9/11, p. 5.
20- Ghana, Summary of Comments, UNCITRAL U.N. Doc. A/CN. 

9/L. 16/Add. 5. p. 6.



contracting States shall apply the provisions of ULIS to 
contracts of sale. It is not clear that if the reservation under 
Article V is adopted, the provisions of Article V or Article XI

The inclusion of the reservation under Article V of the 
Convention, though legally absurd, seems to have been made 
with a view to get as many ratifications to the Convention 
as was possible and for reasons of a political and economic 
nature. The practical consideration22 which motivated its 
inclusion was to permit a cautious and progressive unifica
tion of the law on international sale of goods. A mercantile 
countrv which adopted the ULIS might not necessarily be

Further, a transitional period was particularly desirable 
because the LJLIS incorporated certain legal concepts with 
whirh either the civil law countries or the common law

The reservation in Article V of the Convention (which 
provided for application of the ULIS only if the contracting 
parties chose ULIS as the law of their contract) read with 
Articles 1, 3 and 4 of the ULIS appeared to be contradictory. 
Articles 1 and 4 of the ULIS enumerate the cases where the 
ULIS “shall apply” and Article 3 of the ULIS permitted 
the parties to exclude the application of ULIS either entirely 
or partially. Therefore, unless the parties availed themselves
of the right given to them under Article 3 of the ULIS, the

The ULIS is essentially applicable to international sales

having an unusual limitation ; it applies only to international 
and not to domestic transactions. Under Article 1 of the 
ULIS, two elements are essential. First, the parties must be 
international in character, like having their place of business 
or place of habitual residence in different countries, and 
second, the transaction must also be international in 
character, i.e. either (1) if the goods are to be carried from 
one country to another or (2) if the acts constituting offer and 
acceptance take place in more than one country ; or (3) if 
the goods are to be delivered in a country other than the one 
where the acts constituting the offer and acceptance take 
place.

The application of the law docs not depend on the 
nationality of the parties.2' but on the international character 
of the transaction. The concept of nationality, which prior 
to the First World War seemed to dominate most inter
national relations, gave way to the concept of domicile which 
has in turn been replaced by other concepts such as those 
of residence and place of business (Gutzwiller). However, 
there may)be transactions which, though not satisfying the 
conditions laid down in Article 1 of the ULIS, should come 
within the purview of the ULIS. It is not clear2' whether it 
was necessary to expressly state in a contract of sale that the 
goods are to be sent to another country or whether it was 
sufficient that the seller understood that the goods were to be 
sent out of the country. The ULIS does not clarify whether 
it is necessary for both parties to a contract to know that the 
goods are to be carried from one country to another. If 
prior knowledge was necessary, a burden would be imposed 
on the buyer. If it was not necessary, the seller might lose 
the protection of his own municipal law merely by believing 
the transaction to be a domestic instead of an international sale * 2
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24. Vide Article 1(3) of the ULIS.
2S- Japan, UNCITRAL U.N. Doc. A/CN. 9/1. 16/Add. 5. p. II 

Norway, UNCITRAL U.N. Doc. A/CN. 9 11. p. 23.
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of goods. Several trading companies follow the practice of
buying goods on “f.o.b.” basis and selling them on “c.i.t. 
basis at the same place to their buyers abroad.

In addition to the above difficulties of interpretation, 
the ULIS does not take into consideration the fact that the 
buyer’s obligation, i.e. the payment of the sale price 
realised on an international level, and that legal problems, 
different from internal relations, are connected with it.

The definition of “international sal' of goods” needs 
to be re-examined in order to provide maximum legal 
certainty in the field of international trade. A comprehensive 
and a more exhaustive definition would contribute great y o 
easily determining the true “international” character of sale 
transactions possessing the objective criterion (nationality of 
the parties) and the objective criterion (domicile or
residence).

The expression “place of business” has different con
notations in different countries. The ULIS does not define 
this term in detail but apparently presumes enterprising 
activity of the party. Nor does ULIS elucidate the term 
“habitual residence” which appears to be a modern replace
ment for “domicile”. There is no definition of either ‘ goods 
or “sales”, probably intentionally, though the expression 
“goods” is stated in Article 5(1) not to apply to sales (a) ot 
stocks and shares (b) of ships (c) of electricity (d) by 
authority of the law or on execution or distress, and appears 
to be narrower than “goods” defined in the English Sale of 
Goods Act, 1893 or the Indian Sale of Goods Act, 19 .
The exact position of implements, industrial growing crops
and things attached to land to be removed before or under a 
contractor sale seems left in doubt.» The ULIS appl.es 
subject to mandatory rules governing sale by instalments in

26~ L.A.Ellweod : “The Hague Uniform Laws Governing the Inter
' national Sale of Goods” in Some Comparative ***“'** *' L° 

Relating to Sale of Goods {ICLQ Supplementary Pub. 9. 1964).
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the domestic law.27 It is not clear whether the mandatory 
rules of ‘lex fori’ or of the law of the country of a contracting 
party is referred to.

A limited meaning has been given to ‘sales’ under 
Article 6 as to include goods to be manufactured or produced 
unless the party who orders the goods undertakes to supply 
“an essential and substantial part of the materials” -a phrase 
not defined—necessary for such manufacture or production. 
In addition to the difficulty of determining the borderline 
between the essential and non-essential part of the necessary 
materials, the violation by the buyer of his obligation with 
regard to hoarding the materials would affect the position of 
parties concerning deficiencies in the goods produced.28 It 
could be limited to cases in which all the materials necessary 
for the production of goods were to be supplied by the seller.

The ULIS applies regardless of the commercial or the 
civil character of the parties or of the contracts.2” This 
distinction is unknown in the common law countries and has 
been superseded in other countries whose law is of the 
Roman tradition (Switzerland, Italy) but prevails in all the 
legal systems based on the Napoleonic Code.

International sales of a civil character are more rare 
in comparison with international commercial transactions. 
These terms have not been defined in the body of the ULIS, 
and it is wondered whether the ULIS is meant to be applied 
to all international sales, e.g. in the case of a trader purchas
ing abroad merchandise for his own use to be transported to 
his country. In practice,30 if not in theory, the sale is 
considered as commercial when it is made by a man engaged
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other hand, it was not possible to exclude the application of
conflict rules ent irely as there were matters (e.g. prescription) 
which were not dealt with in the ULIS and which it was not 
possible to settle in conformity with the general principles of 
the ULIS. In such cases recourse would have to be had to 
conflict rules.38

The practical advantage of the exclusion of conflict 
rules is that the courts of a country where the 1964 Conv
ention on ULIS is in force need only know the law applicable 
to sales for two types of cases, leaving aside exceptional 
law applying to non-international sales and the law establi
shed by the ULIS.30 This is a step in the direction of recon
struction of jus commune as a reaction to excessive nationaliz
ation. This principle, however, stipulates the absolute 
application of lex fori, regardless of the character or the legal 
situation which is to be the subject of regulation. It makes
the scope of the ULIS too extensive and broad, which is not
suitable for the regulation of international trade relations.

The rules for the application of the ULIS have a wide
reach and may apply to cases even where the State may not 
have adopted the ULIS. The principle embodied in Article
2 of the ULIS would, in certain cases, have the unfortunate 
effect of the ULIS being applied to cover cases which have 
little or no connexion with the State of the forum, or of
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of assets10 or for other reasons40 41 and file a case before a court 
of a country which had adopted the ULIS, which had no 
material connection with the contract, the courts in a country 
which ratifies the Convention relating to the ULIS must 
apply the provisions of Uniform Law to all international 
sales as defined in the ULIS. This would be the case even 
when no clash exists between the law of the buyer and that of 
the seller or when the conflict rules on both sides refer to the 
same law. Such application of the ULIS in such situation 
might be contrary to the intention of the parties and defeat 
their expectations. It may be noted that the 1951 draft of 
the ULIS had no provision forbidding recourse to conflict 
rules,42 but the provision was included in the 1956 draft43 and 
the 1964 draft.

This is the result from the combined effect of Article I 
which states that parties and the transactions have the necess
ary international ingredient if they involve “different States’’ 
(without regard to whether cither State had adopted the 
ULIS) and Article 2, which excludes the application of the 
rules of private international law for the purposes of the 
application of the Uniform Law unless the contract provides 
otherwise.

Even in the event of the ULIS being adopted by every 
country in the world, the need for conflict rules would not be 
excluded. The reason for this is two-fold : first, the ULIS 
does not regulate all questions in the sales-law field, and 
second, the possibility of national courts giving different

40. Presence of assets is a basis for in personae judgment over non
residents. c. g. in Germany, Austria, Sweden and Denmark. 
Forum arrcsii jurisdiction is available in Belgium, Scotland and 
many other countries.

41. Under Article 14 of French Civil Code, a Frenchman even though 
not residing in France, may always sue foreigners, resident or non
resident.

42. Text in UNIDROIT Year book 1948, P. 102.
43. Text in ICLQ Vol. VII (1958), P. 3.



readings to questions expressly regulated in the ULIS. 
Article 17 of the ULIS stales that ‘ questions not expressly 
regulated by the Uniform Law shall be settled in conformity 
with the general principles on which the Uniform Law is 
based”. The supposedly existing “general principles” which 
have nowhere been clarified on which the ULIS is based would 
be subject to different interpretations by different courts. On 
their search for such “general principles” different courts of 
different legal systems would develop them differently. In 
the end, the rules of private international law would still have 
to be resorted to. Such rules, in any event, must be avail
able when application of the ULIS is not limited to the cases 
where both parties are in a ratifying State, unless ULIS 
includes the principle of lex fori to regulate such issues.44

In defence of the ULIS approach to the conflict problem, 
it is asserted that the special quality of unified substantive 
rules justifies larger international application of such rules 
than would be given to rules of a single country. It is felt 
that Article 3 of the ULIS—tacit exclusion—will take care of 
possible application by a court of a contracting country of 
the ULIS to an international contract without relation to the 
legal system of the forum (when jurisdiction was obtained 
because of presence of assets or of the nationality of one of 
the parties).

The territorial reservation of Article III of the Con
vention, if used, might lead to a situation where the courts 
would apply the ULIS to contracts between parties in member 
States, and apply the old conflict rules to all other contracts. 
It is felt that this double system might produce undue com
plications.45

44. K. H. Nadelmann in AJCL Vo). XIV (1965) P. 236. op. cit.
45. Zweigcrt and Drohnig, “Einheitlihes Kaiifuesetz and Internationales 

Privât Redit” in 29 Rabels Zeitschrift (1965), P. 146.
Kollewijn, “Les Conventions Relatives ‘A La Lois Uniforme Sur La 
Nenico Internationale Le Droit Internationale Prive” in 12 
Nederlands Tijdschrift Voor International Redit (1965), 217.

Another effect that Article 2 of the ULIS might have 
is that States who have acceded to the 1955 ULIS will find 
themselves obliged to make the reservation in Article IV of 
the Convention. If reservations, either under Article III or 
IV of the Convention, arc made, it is felt46 that some com
plicated and dubious questions of law conflicts would arise, 
questions the extent of which cannot at present be fully estim
ated, but which will emerge because of the system established 
by the ULIS. The direction on choice of law that ULIS 
gives to the courts of a contracting State is inconsistent with 
the rules of 1955 ULIS.

(vii) Exclusion of ULIS by contract
The application of the ULIS has not been made com

pulsory and the parties are, under Article 3 of the ULIS, free 
to exclude its application either entirely or partially, expressly 
or by implication.17

Article 3 of the ULIS,48 therefore, appears to give the 
parties to a contract complete freedom to exclude the applic
ation of the ULIS even where both parties are nationals of 
States which have adhered to the Convention. This was 
inconsistent with the very purpose of the Convention which 
sought to establish rules governing international sale of goods 
and might destroy the uniformity sought by the Convention. 
The facultative or optional character of the ULIS was based 
on the jus privatum, principle of autonomy of will.49 A 
legal vacuum and uncertainty might be created as it might be 
dilncult for the parties to a contract to know exactly what 
law would apply to the contract itself. Merc silence might 
automatically preclude the application of the ULIS. The 
principle may be used in such a way that the parties do not
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46. Norway, UNCITRAL UN. Doc. A/CN. 9/11, P. 22.
47. Article 3 of the ULIS.
48. Read with Article V of the Convention.
49. It was featured in the Rome Drafts of 19 39 and 1959.
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know what their position is under the contract. The word 
‘implied” opened the way to uncertainties and litigation.50

With minor exceptions an international contract of sale 
is to be governed by no law except the 101 Articles of the 
ULIS plus the terms of the contract itself. However, the 
provision that the application of the ULIS may be excluded 
by contract has the effect of enabling the parties to write 
their own conflict rules, or choose an applicable law or 
exclude particular provisions of the ULIS. Unless it is done 
expressly, it will be difficult to ascertain the intention of the 
parties, the generality of the provisions of the ULIS making 
t almost impossible to know whether contractual clause that 

contradicts an article of the ULIS in some particular respect 
is meant to exclude the article entirely or only to make a 
single exception to it. As a practical matter it may be 
difficult to exclude the ULIS, particularly if it is more benefi
cial to one party. As it is in practice, it is very often 
difficult for the parties to international sales contract to agree 
on an applicable law, or make a departure from a standard 
legal norm and factors like national pride against acceptance 
of a foreign law, and the haste of principals not anticipating 
difficulties against their lawyers’ advice to sign the contract 
which may give rise to further difficulties. The ULIS 
establishes the non-mandatory nature of the ULIS and 
Article 3 permits the parties to exclude its application to 
their contract with the possible result that the will of the 
stronger party to the contract will prevail. Accordingly, it 
would be simple for the party whose position makes it 
possible for him to designate another law as the governing 
law to defeat the application of the ULIS.

The advantage of the ULIS as the governing law of the 
contract, if Article 3 of the ULIS is not resorted to, will be
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felt by a contracting party whose position is not such as to 
enable him to designate another law' as the governing law. 
This would arise in cases where such party is likely to be a 
plaintiff and not the defendant and the action is likely to be 
brought in a foreign court, thus avoiding the some time 
formidable problem of proving another law in that forum.51 
The designation of the ULIS as a standard governing law will 
circumvent the problem of different contracts calling for 
different laws.

The application of a standard uniform law would thus 
obviate the necessity of and referring to a foreign law with 
its practical difficulties of familiarising with it resulting in 
saving of time in negotiating contracts and the legal expenses 
involved.

The provisions of Article 3 of the ULIS are contradic
tory also in the fact that it enables the party to partially 
apply the ULIS, thereby splitting of the Statute, as well as to 
silently select the ULIS.

It was suggested52 that Article V of the Convention and 
Article 3 of the ULIS should be replaced by the text of 
Article 6 of the 1963 Draft which prescribed that where the 
parties exclude the application of the ULIS, they must 
indicate the municipal law to be applied lo their contract.53

51.

52.

53.

50. Japan and Observer of The Hague Conference on Private Inter
national Law, UNCITRAL U. N. Doc. A/CN. 9/1. 16. Add. 5,
p. no.

H. J. DAW. "Some comments from the Practitioners Point of 
View” in XIV AJCL (1965) P. 242.
Spain, Argentina, UAR, UNCITRAL U. N. Doc. A/CN. 9/L. 16 
Add. 5, P. 7.
Text of Article 6 of the 1963 draft is as follows : "The parties 
may entirely exclude the application of this law provided that they 
indicate the municipal law to be applied to their contract. Such 
indication must be an express term of the contract or arise by 
necessary implication from its provisions.
The parties may derogate in part from the provisions of this law 
provided that they agree on alternative provisions either by ex
pressly setting them out or b> stating exactly as to what specific 
rules other than those of this law they intend to refer”.
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(Yiii) Commercial usages and practices
The ULIS is limited in its application by the commercial 

usages and practices applied to the contract expressly or 
impliedly or which reasonable persons usually consider to be 
applicable to the contract, which shall prevail over the UL , 
Such commercial usages and practices are to be interpreter 
according to the meaning usually given to them in the trade
concerned.54

This is an acknowledgement of the continuing value and 
importance of commercial custom as a source of commercial
law from the outset and during its development, and ot the
oreat influence in this connection of prevailing commercial
practices, standard contracts, forms of contract and com
mercial terms.55 The so-called interpretative usages are also 
accepted and are considered to prevail over the ULIS, unless 
otherwise agreed by the parties to a contract.

Though usages are very important in international trade 
in certain commodities, that concept was less precise than 
legal rules and could give rise to uncertainties.-'5 Different 
usages might be developed in the same country for the same 
goods. Further, the application of usage might benefit the 
stronger and older-established party who would be likely to 
be more familiar with the complicated questions involve . 
It may result in the imposition of unfair usages or inequitable 
practices.57 Moreover, even usages unknown to the parties 
would prevail over the ULIS.

The word “usage” was to be found not only in Article 
9 but also in Articles 8,25, 42 and 61 of the ULIS and was

very abstract and ambiguous being nowhere defined.

54 Article 9 of the ULIS.
55; ECE General Conditions of Sale ; CMEA General Cond.t.on* ot

Goods Delivery-Incoterms etc. ., c
56. Czechoslovakia-UNCITARL U. N. Doc. A/CN. 9/L. 16/Ad . -

57. Mexico-UNCITRAL U. N. Doc. A/CN. 9/L. 16/Add. L P- iy-

The interpretation and application of usage would con
sequently give rise to considerable difficulties. It was not 
clear58 whether the usage meant was the usage of the world 
or in a particular region or in a particular country. To com
plicate matters further, Article 8 of the ULIS expressly states 
that the ULIS was not concerned with any disputes which 
may arise concerning the validity of any usage. It might be 
desirable to define “usage” more precisely.59

(ix) Terms used in the ULIS
The ULIS in its practical application raises questions 

which are not very answerable in all cases. It contains 
various terms and phrases which are vague and uncertain and 
which have not been clearly defined. Some of these terms 
like “fundamental breach”, “promptly”, “within a reason
able time”, etc., occur in more than one place in the ULIS. 
What in a given case could be termed as a “fundamental 
breach”? Would a delay to permit the seller to deliver 
replacement goods cause the buyer either “unreasonable 
inconvenience” or “unreasonable expense”? What would be 
“unreasonable length” of additional time? Neither is Article 
17 of much assistance in providing the answers to these 
questions, because it brings us back to the important ques
tion. What are the “general principles” on which the ULIS 
is based00? It seems doubtful whether it will be permissible to 
rely also on other principles in cases where adequate guidance 
is not provided by the “general principles” on which the 
ULIS ‘ ‘is based”.51 Though in international trade there has

58. Japan, Ibid. P. 18.
59. Section 1-705 (2) of the U. S. A. Uniform Commercial Code 

defines “usage”.
60- Article 17-Questions concerning matters governed by the present 

law which are not expressly settled therein shall be settled in con
formity witl. the general principles on which the present law is 
based.

61- Norway, UNCITRAL, U. N. Doc. A/CN. 9/11, P.
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Delivery presupposes a bilateral act which consists of the 
seller’s supplying the goods and the buyer’s acceptors them
and the seller by his action alone cannot effect delivery u
less he has the cooperation of the buyer an as suc cou 
not be included in the obligation of the seller only. Howeve 
it should be made clear in the ULIS that the seller is required 
to take whatever action was necessary to make sure ra 
goods were placed at the disposal of the buyer. ' Moreove 
the term “handing over” was vague and the definition
delivery an over-simplification.

It is felt70 that the concept of delivery, more in accord
ance with the Anglo-Saxon concept than civil law concept, 
was not clearly defined in Article 19 and should be so worded 
as to include in delivery all acts which the seller was o. ige 
to perform for the goods to be handed over to Inc buyer, 
the other hand, the view was expressed,' that the French 
definition in Article 19 ( 1) was clear and could only mean 
placing the goods at the buyer’s disposal and the lorm o 
delivery would have to be in accordance with the terms o 
tfie contract. However, the concept of delivery' - W* 
defined more precisely72 and delivery made as to be a res 
of the joint action of seller and the buyer and would be
effected as transfer of possession. Where the buyer fads to
take delivery of the goods in accordance with the contra*. , 
such failure could amount to a fundamental bieach of

Spain, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/17, p. 24.
UAR, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/L. 16/Add. 5, p. 23.

Mexico, UNCITRAL, UN Dec. A/CN. 9/17, p. 25.
UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/L. 16/Add. 5, pp, 23-24 (Tunisia) 
Under German law of sale, the seller is released from his liability 
to deliver the goods in all those cases where the impossibility 
delivering the goods is not due to any fault on h.s part.Ori the h 
hand, the common law rule is that a man is strictly bound b>

contract.
72. U. K., UNCITRAL, p- 24, op. cit.

67.
68.

69.
70.
71.
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contract and the seller has the ri, 
avoided and claim damages73 in 
sions of the ULIS.74

ght to declare the contract 
accordance with the provi-

Undcr the provisions of the ULIS, the handing over of 
goods to the carrier (Article 19 (2) ULIS) would not in effect 
bring about delivery as transfer of possession to the buyer, 
firstly, because the carrier does not accept the goods on be
half of the buyer, and secondly, because when the good have 
already been despatched, the seller is granted the right, in 
certain circumstances, to prevent the delivery of the goods to 
the buyer (Article 73 (2) of the ULIS).75 If the seller had 
already despatched the goods before the difficult economic 
situation of Ihe buyer under Article 73 (2) had become appa
rent, it was not possible for the seller to suspend the perfor
mance of his obligations if under Article 19 (2) he had 
already effected delivery by handing the goods to the carrier.

In the case of goods not clearly appropriated to the 
performance of the contract, it was not clear70 what kind of 
documents the seller was supposed to send. There are some 
divergences between Article 19 (2) and certain international 
transport conceptions77 and conventions, e. g. the General 
Convention of 1956 on the Contract for the International 
Carriage of Goods by Road, ect. concerning the seller’s 
right of disposal during transit.73 If the seller was to exer
cise his right under these conventions, he would be commi
tting a breach of contract. The contradiction between the 
terms can, in practice, only produce unpleasant conse
quences.

73- See Articles 65 to 68 of the ULIS.
74. Articles 82, and 84 to 87 of the ULIS.
7s- Spain, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/11/Add. 1., p. 31.
76- Japan, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/L. 16/Add. 5.
77- Tunisia, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/L. 16/Add. 5.
78- Austria, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9! 17, p. 25.
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Furthermore, the wording of Article 19 =»uld raise
hand-

applied to the first carrier

mportant to the 
distinguishes between cases whcie

difficulties as it was not clear whether the express,on 
ng over the goods to the carrier 
r to the sea carrier.7J

Delivery according to the terms of the contract “ 
regards place, date, quality and quantity « "'f 1”''TL ,s

ë performance of the contract. The ULIS
the failure to deliver at the

time stated in the contract constitutes a fundamental breach 
of the contract and other contract where n does not. Fad
L ie deliver, according to the terms of the contract ent,
les the buyer to declare the contract avoided or reqtnre the 

performance of the contract by the seller."' The buyer may 
also claim damages as provided ,n Article 82 or m
Articles 84 to 87 of the ULIS.83

The general rule as regards expenses of delivery under 
the ULISM is that expenses of delivery shall be borne by 
seller and those after delivery by the buyer.

The ULIS recognises the practice of responsible prese 
a a dates83 the obligation of the parties to 

cation and ,aking ddi.cry and in
sphere, the preserver of the goods has

preserve the goods in case of delay 
handing over. In this :

mtcrnadonal Chamber of CommerccUNCI-
' TRAL UN Doc. A/CN. 9/L. 10/Add. 5, p. *4.

80. Articles 20 to 33. of the ULIS.

81. Article 24 ol the ULIS.
82 Damages where contract is not avoided.

pdnciples of GcmranD'v, the seller is in default as regards date of 

delivery only if the buyer has previously sent a serums reque 
performance of the contract 

g4. Article 90 of the ULIS.
85. Articles 91-95 of the ULIS

the right of retention until he is reimbursed of the expenses 
thereby incurred.

Article 26 of the ULIS lays down rules concerning 
claims of performance or avoidance of the contract, when 
there is delay of delivery but does not provide rules 
concerning claims for damages. This88 has been considered 
a lacuna in the ULIS. Further, the opinion is that the buyer 
should be under an obligation to notify also if he intends to 
claim damages on account of delay or when the goods have 
been delivered at a wrong place though only after delivery 
has taken place.

(xii) Performance
The ULIS regards as performance only the delivery of 

goods which conforms with the contract.87 Late delivery is 
thus performance, but deficient or faulty performance is not. 
The regulation of the breach of contract and of passing of 
risk is fully in conformity with this basic provision.

If performance takes place through handing over the 
goods to a carrier, the seller may have despatched or delivery 
postponed until he receives payment, except if the buyer is 
not bound to pay before examining the goods.88

(xiii) Conformity of goods
The goods delivered must ’‘conform with the contract”. 

Conformity of goods, therefore, is an element of delivery 
under the ULIS. The expectations of the parties about the 
quality of the goods are real and central to the transaction. 
The provisions of the Uniform Law dealing with conformity 
°f the goods are more consistent with the Anglo-Saxon 
Principles, and are reasonably clear. It provides a workable 
structure. The concept of ‘conformity’ covers not only

86- Norway, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/17, p. 25. 
87 ■ Article 19(1) of the ULIS.
S8- Article 72 of the ULIS.
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place, dale, hour, terms, qualities, quantities and the like but 
also provides protection against hidden defects. This in turn 
leads to the question of degree : does the lack of conformity
amount to fundamental breach of the contract or not ? The 
remedies provided depend on the answer to this question.1’9

Under Article 33 which enumerates lack of conformity, 
the seller has a general obligation to supply goods which 
“possess the qualities and characteristics expressly or 
impliedly contemplated by the contract.” Furthermore, 
according to the more specific provisions of the said Aiticle
the goods must :

(1) “possess the qualities necessary for their ordinaiy 
and commercial use” ;

(2) “possess the qualities for some particular purpose 
expressly or impliedly contemplated by the 
contract” ;

(3) have “the qualities of sample or model’, d there 
has been one.

The aim was basically to distinguish between sales o! 
definite and specific goods (species) and sale of unascertained 
goods {genne in obligatione deduction) and to show how 
specification of the goods could take place.

The ULIS contains no restriction on disclaims ol 
warranties by the seller but provides instead that the parties 
are free partially to exclude its application. The buyer wio 
feels that his rights have not been respected has on y - 
warranty against the cases of lack of conformity enumerated 
in Article 33 and no other warranty against real or alltgcc 
lack of conformity,9U

Against the possibility of minor delects being claimed,

89 L.A. Ellwood : “The Hague Uniform Laws governing the In
national Sale of Goods”, Some Comparative Aspects oj the La
Relating to Sale of Goods", (ICLQ Supp. Pubn, No. 9, 1964).

90. Mexico, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/11/Add. 1. p. 21.
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Article 33 provides that no defect "shall be taken into 
consideration where it is not material.” But doubts can arise 
as to what should be regarded as “not material” and the 
scope of this expression might be reasonably broadened to 
the detriment of the buyer’s right91 under the provision of 
Article 9. Usages might also operate, in some situations, to 
excuse minor defects of goods, in particular, the obligation 
as to fitness for a contemplated purpose and the obligation as 
to merchantable quality are more broad-based.92 93

A merit02 of the ULIS is that by introducing the notion 
of “conformity of the goods”, it has created a special 
category for the delivery of deficient, different and faulty 
goods, giving a specific list of the cases.0,1 In case of such 
performance, the seller shall not have fulfilled his obligation 
to deliver the goods. Certain rights which can be enforced 
against him, aim to obtain performance and are wholly 
independent of the consideration of the conduct of the party 
in breach. The notion of conformity, though positive, has 
been worked out negatively by the statement in Article 33 
of six criteria of lack of conformity. These criteria are 
different from, and probably narrower, than the English sale.

Under Article 35 of the ULIS, conformity of goods has 
been linked with the transfer of risk in the goods. Conformity 
of the goods is to be determined by their condition at the time 
when risk passes or would have passed. If the seller or a 
person for whose conduct he is responsible does any act after 
the risk has passed or would have passed, the seller is liable for 
the consequences if the lack of conformity is due to such an

91. Japan, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/7618, Supp. 18.
92. L.A. Elwood : “The Hague Convention on the Uniform Law

governing Iniernational Sale of Goods" in “Some Comparative 
Aspects of the Law Relating to Sale of Goods", 38, (ICLQ Supp. 
9, 1964).

93. Hungary, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/11 Add. 3, p. 17.
94■ Article 33 of the ULIS.
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Remedies of the buyer based on lack of conformity98 
exclude any other legal action.99 In other words, the contents 
of the contract will be determined and the service rendered 
will be ascertained by way of interpretation ; a party cannot 
claim that he has construed the contract differently from the 
court.

The remedies for lack of conformity provided to the 
buyer under the ULIS are100 that the buyer, where he has given 
due notice to the seller of the failure of the goods to conform 
w'ith the contract, may101 require performance of the contract 
by the seller ; declare the contract avoided ; and reduce the 
price. He may also claim damages as provided in Articles 
82 and 83102 or in Articles 84 to 87.103
(xiv) Inspection

Article 38 of the ULIS places upon the buyer the duty 
to examine the goods “promptly”, in the case of carriage of 
goods, “at the place of destination.” An exception to this 
general rule is that if the goods are rc-dcspatched by the 
buyer “without transhipment”, examination by the buyer 
may be deferred until the goods arrive at the new destination. 
The methods of examination are governed either by agree
ment of the parties, or, in the absence of w'hich. by the law or 
usage of the place where the examination is to be effected.101

Articles 41 to 49 ULIS.
Article 34 of the ULIS : “In cases to which Article 33 relates, the 
rights conferred on the buyer by the present law exclude all other 
remedies based on lack of conformity of the goods.”
Article 41 of the ULIS; See Article 24 for remedies for non
delivery.
As provided in Articles 42 to 46.

102. Damages where the contract is not avoided.
103. Damages where the contract is avoided. See “Avoidance of 

Contract.”
104. 1955 ULIS, Article 4 provided for the law of the place of 

inspection.

100

101.



In the case of transhipment, it is felt105 that difficulties 
may arise where the goods are shipped in containers. 
Furthermore, the word ‘‘promptly” could create difficulties, 
doubts and uncertainties especially when read in conjunction 
with the position to the effect that goods should be examined 
by the buyer “at the place of destination -e.g. where the 
buyer was a trading company which was the middleman 
between the manufacturer or where the buyer was one of the 
middlemen in a chain of contracts. The same might be true 
in the case of such buyers concerning the requirement of 
“without transhipment” if the goods were to be pul on rail 
or automobile from ship.106

(xv) Time Limits

The ULIS does not provide for any time limits, except 
any defect immediately after its discovery but within a period 
of two years from the dale of delivery at the latest, shall be 
notified to the seller, and action shall be brought within a 
period of one year from the date of notification.107 The 
expiration of these periods entails loss of right. However, it 
docs not clearly ensure from the wording whether the period 
of limitation of one year provided could only be interrupted 
by legal action. It is felt106 that these provisions tire 
over-stringent and the period too short. Enough time is 
not provided for the parties to negotiate. The ULIS forces 
the buyer to institute legal proceedings as soon as within one 
year in order that he may retain the rights which have been 
grunted to him by the law. The fact that the preparations 
for legal actions in the courts of a foreign Stale may be 
rather time-consuming has not apparently been taken into
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105. Norway, UNCITRAL, UN Doc, A/CN. 9/11 p. 24.
106. Japan UNCITRAL, UN, Doc. A/CN. 9/L. 16/Add. 5, p. 27.
107. Articles 39 and 49 of the ULIS.
108. Hungary, UNCITRAL, U.N. Doc. A/CN. 9/11/Add. 3.
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consideration.100 Il is suggested109 110 that either period is 
prolonged or the condition that legal proceedings have to be 
instituted in this connection may be left out and the enjoy 
ment of the buyer’s right be made dependent on the 
condition that he has given notification of his claim within 
the prescribed time limit, in which case the period of one 
year might be maintained.

(xri) Handing over of documents

Articles 51 and 52 of the ULIS provide for the handing 
over ol documents, but deal only partially with a practice 
which is not regulated by the ULIS. Conditions of 
commercial sale (Sale F.O.B., Sale C.I.F. etc. etc.) have not 
been included in the ULIS.

(xvii) Trade Terms

The ULIS contains no provision which expressed 
specific international terms of trade, such as F.O.B., C.I.F. 
etc. although the general provisions of Article 9 on trade 
usage would permit the parties to show “the meaning usually 
given to them in the trade concerned” as does the American 
Unilorm Commercial Code and other common law countries. 
But it appears that most continental laws do not define these 
trade terms.

A contract drafted under the I H.1S cannot safely include 
trade terms without incorporating some set of definitions 
such as the /niorerms of the International C hamber of Com 
merce etc. The position under the ULIS is not clear es pec t 
ally in a case under Article 19 where no place for delivery 
has been agreed upon, at what point are goods to be handed 
over "to the carrier for transmission to the buyer.”

(xviii) Price and Payment

Article 57 of the ULIS provides that where a contract

109. Norway, U.N. Doc. A/CN. 9/11.
HO. Ibid.
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has been concluded but does not state a price or make 
provision for the determination of the price, the buyer shall 
be bound to pay the price generally charged by the seller at 
the time of the conclusion of the contract. The price fixed 
according to weight will be determined, in case of doubt, by 
the net weight. The buyer is required to pay the price at the 
seller’s place of business or at his habitual residence, and in 
the case of price to be paid against handing over of the 
goods or documents, at the place where such handing over 
takes place111 on the date agreed by the contract or fixed by 
usage.112 113 Article 57 appears to be an attempt to incorporate 
the concept of the legally binding content and effect of a 
declaration. The buyer is obliged under the ULIS to pay 
the price generally charged by the seller at the time of the 
conclusion of the contract even if the price is much higher 
than the normal price for such goods. The price generally 
charged by the seller would apply even if it was unknown to 
the buyer and it could not be assumed from the circumstances 
that it was known to him. Further, the ULIS leaves unres
olved cases where the purchase price has not been agreed to 
expressly or tacitly. The normal commercial practice is that 
the price means the usual price generally agreed on for 
similar goods at the same place. In the light of prevailing 
commercial practice, the rule under the ULIS is open to 
criticism as thereunder no effective contract of sale would 
have come into being in such cases.112 Failure of the buyer 
to pay the purchase price may amount to a fundamental 
breach of contract and attract ipso facto avoidance of the 
contract.114 The buyer further has to take steps to make 
provisions for or guaranteeing payment of price, such as the 
acceptance of a bill of exchange, the opening of a document-

111. Article 59 of the ULIS.
112. Article 60 of the ULIS.
113. Austria-UNC 1TRAL UN Doc. A/CN. 9/11, p. K.
114. Article 62 of the ULIS.
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ary credit or the giving of banker’s fee.115 The provisions of 
Article 69 have not taken into account the many disputes 
which could arise between buyers and sellers about docu
mentary credits, as for example, disputes over contracts pro
viding for a letter of credit without specifying its precise 
contents, the time of opening the credit or (he amount 
involved.116

(xix) Breach of Contract

The ULIS is original in its regulation of the breach of 
contract. It establishes two categories for such cases within 
every type of breach of contract according to whether or not 
their existence makes it possible to avoid the contract and the 
gravity of the breach.

The ULIS provides that generally where there is a 
“fundamental breach” of the contract, the contract can be 
ipso facto avoided. What may amount to a fundamental 
breach under Article 62 is failure to pay the price at the date 
fixed ; under Articles 26 and 30, the failure to deliver the 
goods at the date or at the place of performance fixed; ui^der 
Article 27, the failure to deliver the goods at the date fixed 
with the option to the buyer that he may require performance 
by the seller or declare the contract avoided. Silence on the 
part of the buyer in these circumstances has the effect of the 
contract being ipso facto avoided. Failure to perform their 
obligations within the additional period also amounts to 
fundamental breach of contract.

Apart from the drawback that it is left to the subjective 
judgment of the parties to determine whether there has been 
a “fundamental breach of contract” and at the same what 
might constitute fundamental breach in one country but not 
m another, there arc no guide-rules for determining what and 
when breach of contract is fundamental. The subjective



estimation might in practice give rise to difficulties resulting 
from a natural tendency to exaggerate the importance of any 
breach, no matter how trivial.117

The solutions for contract avoidance may also unneces
sarily lead to increase in the number of avoided contracts.11" 
Further, the ULIS is inconsistent in that it does not provide 
for ipsa facto avoidance if the goods have been handed over 
by the carrier at a place other than that fixed.119 120 In the case 
of defective performance, there is no ipso facto avoidance. 
Though this is understandable as far as the inter-connection 
between the changes in the market prices and delay are con
cerned, but it may primarily be delerimental to the deve
loping countries and to the weaker parlies in general.12"

One of the most important questions ol the breuen el 
contract is the consideration of the circumstances of non
performance. It establishes exemptions relieving the party in 
default of his liability for damages.

On a breach of a contract due to non-conformity of the 
goods, the buyer under Article 46 may keen the non-confor
ming goods and “reduce the price in the same proportion as
the value of the goods at the time of the conclusion ol the
contract has been diminished because ol their lack ol con
formity with the contract.

This raises the question of whether in the circumstances 
a buyer is justified in rejecting the goods and refusing to pay 
anything. The ULIS makes a major departure from the 
traditional common law doctrine of strict performance of a 
contract for the sale of goods. Under Article 43, the buyer 
has the unqualified right to “declare the contract avoided”
and reject the goods only if a “fundamental” breach ol the

117. U. A. R.-UNCITRAL, UN Doe. A./CN. 9/11 Add. 3, p. 26.
US. Hungarv-UNCTTRAL, UN Doc. A./CN. 9/11 Add. 3, p. 17.

119. Article 32 of the ULIS.
120. Hungarv-UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/11/Add. 3, p. 17.
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contract is involved. Under Article 10, a breach is “funda
mental” when “the party in breach knew or ought to have 
known at the time of the conclusion of the contract, that a 
reasonable person in the same situation as the other party 
would not have entered into the contract if he had foreseen 
the breach and its effects.” What ”a party knew or ought 
to have known” is “what should have been known by a 
reasonable person in the same situation” under Article 13.

Further, Article 44 which is based on the German 
concept of Nachfrist provides that after a breach that is not 
“fundamental” the seller retains, even after the delivery date 
has passed “the right ..to deliver other goods which arc in
conformity with the contract ..... provided that the exercise
of this right does not cause the buyer oil her unreasonable 
inconvenience or unreasonable expense.” The buyer is 
permitted to “fix an additional period of lime of reasonable 
length for the further delivery or for the remedying of the 
defect; and if the seller has not performed within this period, 
the buyer may avoid all obligations under the contract.

Article 62 of the ULIS provides that where the failure 
of the buyer to pay the (purchase) price at the date fixed 
amounts to a fundamental breach of the contract, the seller 
may either require the buyer to pay the price or declare the 
contract avoided. The seller shall inform the buyer of his 
decision within a reasonable time, otherwise the contract 
shall be ipsa facto avoided. Where such failure to pay is not 
a fundamental breach, the seller may grant to the buyer an 
additional period of time and if the buyer fails to pay at the 
end of such period, the seller may cither require payment or 
provided he does so “promptly”, declare the contract 
avoided. This Article does not make clear what would be 
the position relating to delivery of goods. If the goods have 
been delivered, and the contract is ipso facto avoided in the 
C|rcumstances mentioned, it might create difficulties; it might 
be sufficient that the seller has the right to declare the 
contract avoided where delivery has not taken place: the
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If the seller has already despatched the goods before 
such situation of the buyer becomes evident he may prevent 
the handing over of the goods to the buyer if the latter holds 
a document which entitles him to obtain them. This principle 
is a precautionary measure dictated by a concern to give the 
party threatened by a disturbance in other contracting party’s 
economic situation an opportunity to take the necessary 
steps to avoid the unfortunate consequences of such a situa
tion. Many national laws permitted stoppage in transitu, but 
this possibility was confined to cases where the competent 
authority had adjudged a party bankrupt or insolvent.

This provision, in that it regulates the obligations of the 
carrier also, conflicts with the provisions of municipal and 
international law concerning the carriage of goods. It also 
places an unreasonable burden on the carrier.126 Further, ques
tions may arise when goods are transhipped, whether a carrier 
or warehouse is the agent of the seller or of the buyer, and 
whether, therefore, the goods remain in transit or have, from 
the seller’s point of view, come to rest.127 The rights and 
duties of the bailee that may arise are also not certain.

It is feared128 that this provision leaves it to the party 
concerned to evaluate both the economic situation of the other 
party and the extent of obligations which will not be perform
ed. This is likely to leave the weaker party at the mercy of 
the stronger one, particularly in the context of the developing 
countries. The seller would be entitled to decide unilaterally 
[or under Article 73 (1) either party] that the other party was 
in a precarious economic position and would then be entitled 
to stop the delivery of the goods in transitu. The subjective 
satisfaction of the party would be sufficient.

However, if the seller availed himself of the Article and 
stopped the goods in transitu and the buyer challenged the

126. Austria, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/11, p. 9.
127. H. Berman : op. cit,
128. UAR, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/11/Add. 3.

action of the seller, it would be for the Courts to decide 
whether the seller’s decision had been warranted.129 But this 
would amount to putting the cart before the horse since this 
provision could be misused by a contracting party wishing to 
extricate himself from his obligations, or actuated by malice 
would only have to make such a claim in order to deprive 
the other party, even if only for a certain period, of the 
benefit which he hopes to derive from the contract. For a
devefopmg country, that benefit might represent a vital 
need.130

(d) Effects of avoidance of contract

If a contract has been avoided, both contracting parties 
are released from their obligations under the contract, sub
ject to any damages that may be due. If the party has per 
formed the contract partly or wholly, they are entitled to 
claim restitution.131 However, if it is not possible for the 
buyer to return the goods in the condition in which he 
received them, he cannot declare the contract avoided 132 
In certain circumstances1” he may declare the contract 
avoided even if the goods have perished or deteriorated.

In case of avoidance of contract, the party declaring
the contract avoided may claim damages131 according to the 
provisions of the ULIS relating thereto.136 Damages" are to 
be calculated on the basis of the difference between the price 
fixed by (he contract and the current price on the date on 

hich the contract is avoided.136 When there is
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no such price

129.
130.

U.K.,U.S.A, Italy, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/L. 16/Add. 3. 
UAR, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/11, Add. 3, p. 24.

131 ■ Article 78 of the ULIS.
Article 79 (1) of the ULIS.
Article 79 (2) of the ULIS.
Article 77 of the ULIS.
Article 84 of the ULIS.
Article 84 (1) of ULIS,

132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
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the current price to be taken into account shall be that 
“prevailing in the market in which the transaction took

place.137
It may be pointed out”* that in the present state of 

international trade, there is no single current price. It is, 
however, difficult to ascertain the place where the transac
tion” (the significance of which is also not clear) took place : 
whether it is the place where the preliminary negotiations took 
place, or the place where the contract was concluded, or 
where the contract was executed. Difficulties may arise in 
determining the place of “transaction” since it is rare for an 
international sale to be concluded or executed in a single 
place It has been suggested133 that it might be simpler to 
take the current price prevailing in the place where the seller 
has his place of business (or residence) and to judge the price 
to decide in cases where it would be inappropriate to apply 
the price.

The relevant date to determine the price is, under the 
Article, the date on which the contract was avoided This 
might encourage the party avoiding the contract by declara
tion to engage in speculations. There is less chance ,f the 
relevant date is made the date ol delivery.

(xxi) Passing of risk
Under the Uniform Law passing of risk has been made 

concomitant with the delivery of goods, which has to be 
effected in accordance with the provisions of the contract an 
the Uniform Law.1'11 141 142 Where the sale is of goods in transit by 
sea, the risk is transferred to the buyer when the goods are 
handed over to the carrier.143 This does not apply where the

137. Article 84 (2) of the ULIS.
138. UAR, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/11/Add. 3, p. 2 .

139. UAR, Ibid.
140. Austria, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9,11, p. 10.
141. Article 97 of ULIS.
142. Article 99 (1) ol the ULIS.
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seller knew or ought to have known that the goods had been 
lost or had deteriorated. Once the risk has passed, the 
buyer’s liability is to pay the price notwithstanding any loss 
or deterioration of the goods, unless it is due to the act of 
seller.143 The concept of‘risk’ is not defined and judging 
from Article 96 of the ULIS, it refers only to the buyer’s 
obligation to pay the price notwithstanding the loss or 
deterioration of the goods.114 The basic idea under ULIS is 
simple: the seller carries the risk so long as he had the duty 
to preserve the thing and the buyer is not required to free him 
of that duty. If the buyer is late in taking delivery, the 
transfer of risks will run from the day his lateness started.145 
However, where the goods are unascertained goods, passing 
of risk is suspended until goods have been manifestly appro
priated to the contract, and the buyer has been notified that 
that has been done, i.e., when the seller has done146 “all acts 
necessary to enable the buyer to take delivery.” Taking 
delivery is defined by Article 65. In other words, the passing 
of risk is effected by ‘ supply”. A provision concerning 
expenses does not of itself affect the passing of risk.117

These provisions of the ULIS, in addition, permit the 
parties to arrange for the risk to assume in a manner other 
than that provided in the ULIS.145

Under Article 97 of the ULIS, risk of loss generally does 
not pass until conforming goods are delivered to the buyer or 
carrier. This is also the general rule of the American Uni 
form Commercial Code, Sections 2-509, but some European

t43. Article 96 of the ULIS.
]44. Article 96 of the ULIS.
*45. L. A. Hllwood: ‘‘The Uniform Law...’’ in Some Comparative 

Aspects of the Law Relating to Sale of Goods. (ICLQ Supp. 9, 1964), 
P. 39

l46. Article 98 (2) of the ULIS.
J47- Article 101 of the ULIS.

Mexico, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/11. Add. 1, p. 22.



laws110 provide that, subject to exceptions, risk of loss passes 
when the contract is entered into. On the problem of passing 
of risk turn several questions equally important in interna
tional trade, who must provide insurance, salvage damaged 
goods and press a claim against the insurer.

The ULIS does not employ the concept of property—(as 
is the case with most common law countries)—but uses instead 
the concept of ‘delivery’. Article 97 provides that risk passes 
to the buyer ‘’where delivery of the goods is effected.” Article 
19 defines “delivery” as “the handing over of the goods which 
conform to the contract.”

But for a typical commercial sale which involves ship
ment by an independent carrier, this simple basic rule is most 
inadequate. Article 19 of the ULIS briefly provides “that 
where the contract of sale involves carriage of the goods and 
no other place of delivery has been agreed upon, delivery 
shall be effected by handing over the goods to the carrier for 
transmission to the buyer.” This rule holds even if the seller 
reserves control over the goods through a negotiable bill of 
lading.

Further,160 where the parties agree to accept well- 
known delivery clauses (e.g. Incoterms) no problems would 
arise. Where, however, this was not the case, the ULIS did 
not provide a clear solution to the problem, for instance, in 
cases where goods were delivered to a carrier or in the case 
of subsequent transhipment. It would be difficult to solve 
the problems arising in such cases in the light of “general 
principles” on which ULIS is based, as provided in Article 
17 thereof.

Article 98 (1) (which provides for passing of risk when 
the handing over could have been made in accordance 
the contract in a case where delay in delivery is owing to the

149. Such as Article 185 of the Swiss Code des Obligations.

150. ICC, UNCITRAL, UN Doc. A/CN. 9/L. 16/Add. 5. p. 33.
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breach of an obligation of the buyer) could produce unfair 
consequences. For instance, if the handing over of the goods 
is delayed owing to the non-performance of accessory obliga
tions of the buyer which he was unable to perform owing to
circumstances pertaining to him but through no fault of his 
then according to Article 74 he has not committed a breach 
of those accessory obligations because he was relieved of them 
and the risk will then continue to be borne by the seller, even 
though the non-performance was solely for reasons pertaining 
to the buyer.151

(xxii) Transfer of property

As stated earlier, the drafters of the Uniform Law have 
segregated the doctrine of risk of loss from that of property 
and have avoided defining the questions concerning the trans
fer of property of the things sold, especially excluding the 
effect which the contract may have on the property in the 
goods sold from the purview of the law.152 They were of the 
opinion1'13 that the problem of passing of property was depen
dent on entirely distinguishable legislative policies and was 
more a lawyers’ problem, being alien to the minds of mer
chants.

However, irrespective of transfer of property in the 
goods, the buyer’s remedy incertain cases is to claim damages 
where the goods are subject to a right or claim of a third 
person. The buyer if he suffers loss may claim damages, unless
d is a fundamental breach of contract, when he may declare 
the contract avoided154 provided that the buyer has notified 
t e seller of such right or claim within a reasonable time from 
the moment he became or ought to have become aware of 
the same.
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The ULIS does not also make the obligation to pay the 
price depend upon the transfer of property in the goods, thus 
reflecting the modern statutory law or judicial practice of 
most countries and separating passage of risk from passage 
of title.

The concept of ‘properly’ is most elusive and has 
different significance for different parties, different inter
pretations in different countries. The transfer of property 
in trade is made not by a single act but successively. The 
ULIS links passing of the risk not to the transfer of 
property, nor does it provide for the dale of transfer of 
properly; it only makes an obligation of the seller to transfer 
the right to property. Articles 52 and 53 in Section III 
entitled ‘Transfer of property” under Chapter II of the 
ULIS deal only with transfer of properly in the case of 
litigation.

The general conception prevails that should a place of 
delivery not be agreed upon the buyer assumes the responsi
bility only when the goods quit the possession of the seller, 
and the buyer acquires the right of possession only when the 
goods may be disposed of by him.

In the common law countries a sale is defined as a 
contract by which the properly in goods is transferred from 
the seller to the buyer. If the passing of properly is post
poned to future dale or until the fulfilment of a condition, 
then the contract is not a sale but only an agreement to sell 
and will become a sale only when the property is transferred. 
As soon as the contract of sale is concluded, property 
together with the risk in the goods is transferred to the 
buyer. The whole object of the sale is to transfer the 
property to the buyer.

In pure Roman law and Roman Dutch law, although 
the sale is said to be complete (or perfecta) when there is 
unconditional agreement upon the thing to be sold and the

price, ownership of the property does not pass at once 
There must first be a delivery of physical possession, as well 
as payment ot the price by the buyer or giving of credit by 
the seller. In theory, the object of the sale is not to pass 
owmership but only possession, but in practice this is not 
so.

The sale as the modus for transmission of property in 
goods is not uniformally recognised in every legal system 
Sometimes laws make a great difference between the agree 
ment as an origin of obligations and delivery as the 
acquisition of the absolute right of property. Moreover, it 
is not even universally admitted that the seller is bound to 
transfer property as in the case of an auction sale a thing 
belonging to another and the right of the owner of stolen or 
lost goods against a bonafide purchaser in good faith, in the 
ordinary course of business.

According to the French,1M“ Italian* 155 156 and British laws, 
simple consent of the parties effects the transfer of property 
to the buyer. As opposed to this are the German,158 
Austrian, Hungarian, Sw-iss157 and Dutch158 laws.

According to English jurisprudence, in the case of 
contract for sale of indeterminate goods, the property is 
transferred only through the selection.

In Malaya, the law which is based on the English law, 
requires that the goods shall be in a deliverable state before 
peroperty can pass. Property cannot pass until the goods 
have been unconditionally appropriated to the contract with 
the assent of both parlies. In a case where the goods are 
unconditionally appropriated and delivery of them has been 
tendered, the property in the goods cannot pass if the buyer

154a. Articles 711, 938, 1138, 1538, French Civil Code.
155. Arts. 1125, 1448, Italian Civil Code.
156. Section 929, German Civil Code.
157. Art. 199, Swiss Law of Obligations.
158. Arts. 639, 671, Dutch Civil Law.
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. refuses to accept delivery*15”
In Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and Ghana where the enact

ment on the sale of goods159 160 is based on the English Act, the 
rules regarding the passing of property, transfer of risk, etc. 
are the same as under English law.

The New Civil Code of the Philippines generally 
provides161 that the ownership of the thing sold is acquired 

■ by the buyer from the moment it is delivered to him in 
accordance with provisions thereof or in any other manner, 
signifying an agreement that the possession is transferred 
from the seller to the buyer.

In Kenya, Tanganyika, Malawi, Zambia, and Uganda, 
the statutory provisions as to the passing of property in the 
goods from the seller to the buyer follow those in the English 
Act. In Zanzibar, where the law162 adopts the old sections 
76-123 of the Indian Contract Act (now repealed by the 
Indian Sale of Goods), statutory rules govern the passing of 
property and provide that in a sale of ascertained goods, the 
property in goods sold passes to the buyer when the price or 
the earnest money is paid or when the goods are delivered, 
except in eases where the parties agree, expressly or by 
implication, that payment on delivery be postponed, when 
the property passes as soon as the proposal for sale is 
accepted. In most other respects the Zanzibar law' 
approximates the English Act.

6. General Comments
Within the complex universe of trade, the power of the 

parties over the law of their transaction is complete and the 
parties can have the transaction as they want.

159. Lohmann v Mowg Huaj (1931) S.S.L.R. 129.
160. Sale of Goods (Cap. 115).
161. Article 1496.
162. Zanzibar Contract Decree (Laws of Zanzibar, Revised Edition,

1959, Cap. 149).
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There are a few important issues on which a unifying 
statute needs to declare a general policy or approach, and on 
most problems of sales law, complex and detailed statutory 
provisions are unnecessary and may even be dangerous. If 
the uniform statute avoids harsh technicalities, the law’s 
greater contribution will not be what it says but what it 
becomes, a common language and referrant for developing 
jurisprudence that one day could constitute an international 
law merchant.163

The ULIS seeks to eliminate from the law of inter
national sale the application of national law, including the 
large body of international commercial law and custom 
contained in national laws and tries to substitute as a self
sufficient code, a relatively few general rules. However, the 
ULIS does succeed admirably in harmonizing, in a generally 
acceptable way, the basic principles of the law' of inter
national sales reflected in various legal systems.161 Most of 
the provisions of ULIS relating to the obligations of the 
seller and the buyer could be adopted by most of the major 
trading nations of the world without too much difficulty and 
indeed wdthout substantially changing their existing laws. 
But the ULIS does not eliminate those national diversities that 
are most oppressive to international trade; these diversities 
are not of basic principles but of specific application.

The great many gaps that exist in the ULIS are because 
of exclusion from consideration, for instance, the various 
types of documentary sales like c.i.f., f.o.b., etc. ; neither are 
documents, where mentioned,165 defined and nowhere is there 
any reference to the obligations of the seller and the buyer in 
documentary sales. Neither does the ULIS mention bills of 
lading, marine insurance certificates or policies, or other

163. Honnold : “Uniform Law” in 30 Law and Contemporary Problems, 
(1965), P. 327.

164. Berman, op. cit.
165. Articles 50-51 for example.
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particular types of documents. The result is that as a law, it 
is too simple to be helpful for the typical international sale of 
goods in the documentary sales, and from the documentory 
sales stems a very large part of international sales law. It may 
be pointed out that an earlier draft of the ULIS had attempted 
to cover clauses on trade terms, but since a satisfactory 
solution could not be reached, such clauses were excluded 
from the draft. The ULIS, though it does mention excuse 
for non-performance,166 it is silent as regards denial or 
revocation of export or import licences, or governmental 
intervention of any kind and contains almost nothing on 
agency or on rights of bonafide purchasers or of bailees.167

The weaknesses of the ULIS have been considered to be 
many. One of the criticisms168 levelled against it is that it 
was “conceived primarily in the light of external trade 
between common boundary nations geographically near to 
each other”. Further, insufficient attention has been given 
to international trade problems involving overseas shipments 
and to lhe reciprocal rights and obligations as between the 
seller and the buyer which viewed in the light of practical 
realities of trade practice are not well balanced. The ULIS 
has the drawback of being too intricate and may not be 
understood by individuals in the commercial field.

The ULIS is generally more favourable to the sellers. 
Some instances such as the buyer's right, of rejection and his 
duty to salvage, may be due to special considerations of 
international sales but in others, such as the seller’s power to 
disclaim waranties, it is not. Further, the LJLIS tends to be 
brief, a bit abstract and not very detailed, as in its treatment 
of the buyer’s right to reject and trade terms in connection

166. Article 74 of the ULIS.
167. These matters are subject of separate preliminary drafts, the 

“satellite” drafts prepared by UNIDROIT.
168. Report of the American Delegation to the Diplomatic Conference,

1964. Also USA, UNCITRAL UN. Doc. A/CN. 9/11/Add. 1. p. 33.
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with risk of loss. It has also employed some artificial 
concepts of academic or regional significance which may be 
difficult to apply with clarity and uniformity. For the desired 
unification to be effective rather than illusory, a uniform law 
must speak to and solve the real problems of international 
trade.169

It is felt170 that on comparison with the existing different 
national laws relating to the same subject, the “defects” of 
the ULIS are already inherent in the various national laws 
which might be designated as the governing law of the 
contract.

The purpose of the ULIS is not to be excluded, but to 
be applied despite Article 3 which provides for exclusion of 
the ULIS. The excessive generality of the ULIS, in practice, 
will have to be regulated by specific contractual provisions 
viewed in the context of international trade usage, the legal 
rules playing a subsidiary role. It is a matter of common 
commercial experience that international sale contracts are 
generally drafted against a body of law, and that the less 
specific the law, the more detailed the contracts must be.

If the contract is to be governed solely by the 101 
Articles of the ULIS, which in itself is often vague, the 
parties would need to insert into their contract specific 
clauses covering those rules of international trade law not 
contained in the ULIS and not clearly defined by usage, like 
standard trade terms. Even with respect to matters not 
omitted but covered by general rules in the ULIS, the parties 
may have to specify in their contracts many of the detailed 
application of those rules. Matters of expenses of inspection, 
n°tice, damages, payment, etc. are dealt with generally and 
not in the detailed manner as contained in national laws and

169- U. s. A. Ibid.

,7°- H. J. Daw: “Some comments from the Practitioner’s Point of 
View” in XIV AJCL (1965), p. 242.
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judicial decisions, and therefore the overriding need for 
certainty in sales transactions between nationals of different 
States is not satisfied.

From a practical point of view, the emergence of long 
contract forms could become oppressive, apart from the 
likely opposition of trade associations in favour of abandon
ment of short contracts that now predominate in many types 
of trade and that are easily understood by merchants, and 
apart from the high legal expenses that would be necessarily 
incurred in drafting and negotiating such contracts.

In the words of Prof. Riese,171 “The draft is not 
intended to bring about a pure compromise but it aims at 
setting in a clear, understandable language the most import
ant principles which can be considered as practicable and 
reasonable, proper to indicate the direction to the future 
development of the law”.

The ULIS does not also strive to be and is not, a self
sufficient code of law on international sales and is merely a 
portion of the entire work in this field envisaged by the 
UNIDROIT. As mentioned earlier, a number of “satellite” 
drafts are in the various stages of preparation and accept
ance, and these drafts along with the ULIS, as well as other 
drafts not yet under preparation, will form the complete code 
of uniform law on international sales. But the position is 
uncertain as to the law applicable to matters and relations 
not covered by the ULIS itself till such drafts are finalized 
and adopted. To cover all aspects of sales transactions, 
which are inherently of infinite variety and of varied nature 
since sales of goods come in endless shades and patterns, 
bulky and more detailed uniform code would be required. 
The Diplomatic Conference of 1964 held at the Hague, how

171. Prof. O. Riese : “International Problems in the Law of Sales” in
Some Comparative Aspects of the Law Relating to Sale of Goods.
(ICIQ Supp. Pub. No. 9 (1964), P. 36-37.
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ever, found the draft of the ULIS (113 Articles) too lengthy
and complex to be dealt with adequately in the time available

Hn M Su,rnSeqUenlly' aPPCarS t0 haV£ been haSti]y
a P c ■ hat seems to be now required to achieve the
much desired unification and harmonization of the law of
International Sale of Goods, is that with the ULIS and
UNIDROTT °r ■ “SatelIite” drafts prepared by the 
UNIDROIT as a basis for further work in the field, a more
comprehensive and complete code on the law of international 
sales, without the inherent defects, gaps and short-comings 
of the ULIS, be prepared for universal application under the 
sponsorship of an international agency, like the UNCITRAL 
which has uniform and equal representation of the major 
legal systems of the world, as well as of the various regions 
and types of economies in the world.





INTRODUCTORY

The subject “the Law of the Sea including questions 
relating to Sea-Bed and Ocean Floor” was referred to this 
Committee for consideration by the Government of Indo
nesia under Article 3 (b) of the Committee’s Statutes. 
Having regard to the recent developments in the field and 
the proposal for convening of a UN Conference of Plenipot
entiaries to consider various aspects of the Law of the Sea, 
the Committee at its Eleventh Session decided to include the 
subject as a priority item on the agenda of its Twelfth 
Session.

In order to appreciate the background of the Com
mittee’s study, it may be recalled that the International Law 
Commission of the United Nations, soon after its establish
ment, took up the Law of the Sea as a priority topic for 
codification. The Commission after considering the subject 
at a number of its sessions drew up its conclusions in a set of 
draft articles which formed the basis for discussion at the 
Conference of Plenipotentiaries convoked by the United 
Nations in 1958. That conference suceeded in adopting four 
conventions on the subject, namely, (i) the Convention on the 
Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone, (ii) the Convention 
on the High Seas, (iii) the Convention on Fishing and Con
servation of Living Resources of the High Seas and (iv) the 
Convention on the Continental Shelf. The question of the 
Ueadth of the territorial sea, however, remained unresolved 
due to wide divergence of views and another Conference of 
Plenipotentiaries convened in I960 to consider the problem 
■dso failed to resolve the question as no proposal received the 
requisite two-thirds majority. Some of the other questions 
pk‘ch appear to have been left unresolved by these two 

°nferences were those relating to the regime of international
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straits and the special rights of coastal States, if any, on 
fishing resources of the sea.

Within a few years of the two UN Conferences on the 
Law of the Sea it became apparent that the international 
community would have to seriously tackle the problem of the 
breadth of the territorial sea as a number of States began 
taking unilateral action in this matter following upon the 
failure of the 1958 and 1960 UN Conferences to resolve this 
question. The technological advances made in the field of 
exploitation of the sea-bed also made it necessary to define 
with sufficient precision the extent of the national jurisdiction 
of coastal States in the sea-bed and to think in terms of 
exploration and exploitation of the natural resources of the 
sea and the sea-bed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction 
for the common good of mankind. Moreover, the emergence 
of new nations in Africa during the 1960s brought home the 
necessity for re-examination of some of the issues and it 
became obvious that any new order of the Law of the Sea 
must adequately reflect their views.

Recognising the need for orderly development of the 
sea-bed and the ocean floor, the General Assembly by its 
Resolution 2467A (XXIII), adopted on the 21st December 
1968, established a Special Committee on the Peaceful Uses 
of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of 
National Jurisdiction. During 1968-69 the Soviet Union and 
the United States of America consulted with a number of 
States regarding the possibility of holding of another inter
national conference on the Law of the Sea to settle the out
standing issues on the subject, and the General Assembly °f 
the United Nations by its Resolution 2574A (XXIV), adopted 
at its 1833rd plenary meeting, requested the UN Secretary' 
General to ascertain the views of member States regarding 
the desirability of convening a Conference on the Law ol llu 
Sea at an early date to review the regimes of the high seas, dlL 
continental shelf, the territorial sea and the contiguous zorn’4- 
fishing and conservation of the living resources of the
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January 1971. Along with the invitation a list of topics for 
discussion and a Questionnaire was sent out to these Govern
ments inviting their views with regard to the topics which the 
proposed UN Conference should consider as also their 
comments on substantive issues raised in the Questionnaire. 
In response to this invitation, 25 States including 18 of the 
members of the Committee participated in the Colombo 
Session. Twelve other Governments requested us to furnish 
them with the preparatory material and the proceedings of 
the Colombo Session on the Law of the Sea. In addition, 
delegations from the United States of America and five of 
the Latin American Governments attended the Session in 
order to explain their viewpoints on various issues before the 
Colombo meeting of this Committee.

At the Colombo Session the subject was discussed in 
detail in the plenary meetings held on the 19th, 20th, 21st, 
22nd and 27th January 1971 and the principal topics which 
were taken up for consideration were as follows : (1) Breadth 
of the Territorial Sea, (2) Rights of coastal States in respect 
of fisheries in areas beyond the territorial sea, (3) Exploration 
and exploitation of the sea-bed including the question of 
national jurisdiction over the sea-bed, the concept of 
‘'trusteeship” over the continental margin, the type of regime 
to govern the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction (4) Islands and the archipelago concept, 
(5) international straits, and (6) preservation of marine 
environment. Following the discussions in the plenary the 
Committee appointed a Sub-Committee consisting of all the 
participating member States of the Committee and a Working 
Group was established composed of the representatives ol 
Ceylon, India, Indonesia, Japan, Kenya and Malaysia f°r 
detailed study and preparation on the subject. It also appoint
ed as its Rapporteur Mr. Christopher W. Pinto of Ceylon-

The Sub-Committee presented its Report on the work 
done during thc Colombo Session which was approved by 
Committee at its plenary meeting held on thc 27th JanuaO
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1971. The decisions taken by the Committee at its Twelfth 
Session on the recommendations of the Law of the Sea Sub
Committee in respect of further work to be done were as 
follows :

(i) The Rapporteur of the Sub-Committee should 
prepare a paper containing a list of various issues 
on the Law of the Sea, summary of the views 
expressed in the Committee on those issues and a 
Questionnaire inviting the views of the 
Governments.

(ii) The Secretariat shall send the Report of the Sub
Committee and the Documents mentioned in (i) 
above to the Governments of participating States 
and also to the Governments of other Asian- 
African States by the 15th February 1971 requesting 
them to give their comments within two months. 
The Secretariat shall send directly to each member 
of the Working Group the replies of Governments 
as soon as received.

(m) The Sub-Committee should request the members of 
the Working Group to prepare one or more 
working papers on special issues. These working 
papers should be sent to the Committee’s Secret
ariat by 1st June 1971.

' (iv) The Secretariat shall circulate the working papers 
referred to in (ni) above among the members of the 
Sub-Committee on the Law of the Sea as soon as 
they are received, and invite their comments.

(v) The members of the Sub-Committee who are also 
members of the United Nations Sea-Bed Committee 
will maintain close liaion during meetings of that 
Committee.
The Sub-Committee on the Law of the Sea shall 
convene in Geneva on the 15th July 1971 just 
before the Summer Session of the UN Sea-Bed
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Committee, and consider the Working Papers 
referred to in (iii) above, and discuss matters 
relating to the agenda of the UN Sea-Bed 
Committee.

(vii) The Secretary-General shall in consultation with 
the members of the Sub-Committee prepare a 
further programme of work to be done on this 
subject prior to the Lagos Session of the Committee 
in 1972.

fviii) The Delegation of Ceylon in consultation with the 
Committee’s Secretariat shall act as the Convenor 
for all inter-sessional meetings.
The proceedings of the Colombo Session on the 

Law of the Sea and the Working Paper prepared by the 
Rapporteur containing a list of various issues, a summary of 
views expressed in the Committee on those issues and a 
Questionnaire were made available to practically all the 
Governments in the Asian-African region.

REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE 
APPOINTED AT THE TWELFTH SESSION

Chairman : Hon’ble Dr. T.O. Elias (Nigeria)
Mr. D. Ogundere (Nigeria)

Rapporteur : Mr. C.W. Pinto (Ceylon)

I. Organisation of work
The Sub-Committee first took up the question whether 

thc various issues of the Law of the Sea ought to be divided 
among two or more working groups. It was agreed that, at 
least initially, all issues relating to the Law of the Sea should 
be considered by the entire Sub-Committe, and that one or 
more Rapporteurs could be appointed in respect of those 
issues. '

The Delegation of Malaysia proposed that in view of 
the contribution made by Ceylon in the United Nations 
towards progress on principles governing the sea-bed and 
the ocean floor and the sub-soil thereof beyond the limits 
of national jurisdiction, a member of the Delegation of 
Ceylon be appointed Rapporteur on that subject. On the 
proposal of the Delegation of Iran, the Sub-Committee 
agreed that a member of I he Delegation of Ceylon should act 
as Rapporteur on all subjects relating to the Law of the Sea.

The Chairman placed before the Sub-Committee a list 
of the subjects for discussion and it was agreed that the Sub
Committee should consider them in groups as follows, with
out prejudice to the order in which any particular subject 
might be taken up :

L The extent of the territorial sea, including the 
matter of rights of coastal States in respect of 
fisheries beyond the territorial sea.
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2. Exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed ;
(a) The limits of national jurisdiction over the 

sea-bed, including a concept of “trusteeship” 
over the continental margin as proposed by 
United States ;

(b) The type of regime to govern the sea-bed and 
the ocean floor beyond the limits of national 
jurisdiction and types of international 
machinery.

3. International straits.
4. Islands and the archipelago concept.
5. Preservation of the marine environment and other 

questions.

II. The extent of the territorial sea, including rights of 
coastal States in respect of fisheries and zones of 
economic jurisdiction beyond the territorial sea
In the course of the discussion some Delegations urged 

that a functional approach be taken to the question of 
establishing jurisdictional limits. Thus, it was suggested 
that different limits might be established for different 
purposes. However, the endeavour should be to arrive at 
uniform limits for each type of jurisdiction. One Delegation 
was of the view that a coastal State should not have 
exclusive fishery jurisdiction beyond its territorial sea.

The Sub-Committee with the exception of a very few 
Delegations considered that at the present time any State 
would be entitled under international law, to claim a 
territorial sea of twelve miles from the appropriate baseline. 
The majority of Delegations indicated that a State had the 
right to claim certain exclusive rights to economic exploita
tion of the resources in the waters adjacent to the territorial 
sea in a zone the maximum breadth of which should be 
subject to negotiation. Most Delegations felt able to accept 
twelve miles as the breadth of the territorial sea, whilfe 
supporting, in principle, thc right of a coastal State to claim'
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exclusive jurisdiction over an adjacent zone for economic 
purposes.

A few Delegates emphasised that in their view thc 
maximum breadth of the territorial sea could be twelve miles 
subject to certain conditions, and that it would not be to
the interests of all countries in maximum utilization of the 
living resources of the sea to establish an exclusive juris
dictional zone for economic purposes beyond the twelve- 
mile territorial sea. One of those delegates further indicated 
that it would have no objection to conferring on developing 
countries which are coastal States a special status in relation 
to exploitation of the living resources of their adjacent seas.

One Delegation urged that problems of fisheries and 
fish conversation of living marine resources be approached 
on a regional or ocean basis, thc States in the region or 
ocean being encouraged to enter into agreements amon* 
hemselves regulating the rights and obligations of each 

other in relation to fishing, free from outside interference.
HI. Exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed

(a) The limits of national jurisdiction over the sea
bed including a concept af “Trusteeship" over the 
continental margin as proposed by the United 
States.

The Sub-Committee discussed the question whether to
^ons.der first the proposed international regime for the sea- 
td beyond national jurisdiction over the sea-bed.

shoiilrt°me gatl0ns SUggeSted that the Sub-Committee 
cZ , emmenée its work by considering the extent of a
coast Slate S JUnsdlction over ‘he sea-bed adjacent to its 
the intp1" COntinental shelf’ since in their view the nature of 
great 3 reg,me t0 be est“Wished would depend to a

extent on the limits of national jurisdiction.

of Some Delegations urged that the question of thc 
10nal jurisdiction over the continental shelf be limits

taken
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up only after there had been a discussion of the international
regime for the sea-bed beyond national jurisdiction such as
was envisaged in the General Assembly s Declaration of 
17th December, 1970. In their views there was a vital
connexion between the character of that regime (including
the international machinery) and thc question of limits. II 
agreement could be reached on a strong organization which 
offered a reasonable prospect of providing real benefits to the 
developing countries in accordance with a scheme which 
would fairly take into account the needs of those countries, 
there might be support for relatively narrow limits of 
national jurisdiction. On the other hand, if the machinery 
contemplated were to lack comprehensive powers or were for 
some other reason unable to discharge such functions accept
ably, then it might become necessary to consider recognising 
much wider limits of national jurisdiction so as to allow 
coastal States themselves maximum opportunity for 
exploitation.

Following a discussion ol the relative meiits of depth, 
distance, and a combination of both factors as criteria for 
measuring the limits of the continental self, several members, 
while expressing a preference for a distance criterion on thc 
grounds that a simple depth criterion might be unfair to 
States with narrow continental shelves, indicated that they 
would prefer to leave the matter open for the time being 
until they had been able to gather more scientific data and 
had studied the full implications of using each particular 
criterion. Whatever criterion or figure was arrived at, it 
must be related to the equities of the situation and take 
account of a variety of factors, including the nature of the 
proposed international machinery,

A few Delegations indicated their clear preference f°' 
â depth criterion of say, 200 metres, which had been 
accepted and acted upon by many Slates over the years- 
Some Delegations objected to limiting national jurisdiction 
to the 200-metre isobath because the Geneva Convening
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on the Continental Shelf had already admitted a deeper limit 
beyond that depth and because there are parts of the sea-bed 
area deeper than the 200-metre isobath but surrounded by 
areas of lesser depth of one or two States which in their view 
should be under national jurisdiction, primarily on the 
ground of propinquity. It was pointed out that some States 
had in fact authorised exploitation of their adjacent sea-bed 
areas on the assumption that the depth plus exploita- 
bility criterion prescribed in Article 1 of the Geneva 
Convention on the Continental Shelf was settled law, and that 
it would be unfair and unrealistic to expect States to 
abandon that criterion altogether, even though its revision 
in some respects might be necessary.

Some Delegations proposed that States should abandon 
the depth plus exploitability criterion for the limits of 
national jurisdiction and consider recognizing a limit of 
200 miles to be measured from the coastal State’s baseline as 
this, in their view, was the most equitable criterion and 
hence most likely to command the support of the majority of 
the international community. A number of members were 
inclined to view the proposal favourably and considered it 
desirable to study the concept further.

Other Delegations pointed out that while they might 
favour thc distance criterion in preference to a depth 
criterion if very wide limits of national jurisdiction were to 
be recognised, the remaining area of the sea-bed that may be 
placed under the control of the international authority would 
be at such depth as to be impossible to exploit in the near 
future. This would endanger the financing and viability of 
any proposed machinery, or permit the creation of only 
machinery with restricted powers and functions.

The United States’ proposal for a “trusteeship” area 
that might extend from the 200-metre isobath to the end of 
ttm continental margin was examined at length. It was 
Pointed out that thc wide powers and extensive benefits
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which would be conferred on a “trustee” coastal State under 
that system, would be incompatible with the status of the 
area and its resources as the common heritage of mankind. 
Moreover, it appeared to be inconsistent with the basic 
principles of trusteeship, as that concept was known in 
private law systems, in that the trustee and not the bene
ficiaries appeared to receive the bulk of the benefits of 
exploitation of the “trusteeship area”.

(b) The type of regime to govern the sea-bed and the 
ocean floor beyond the limits of national 
jurisdiction and types of international machinery.

The Sub-Committee considered that all the basic 
principles contained in the Declaration of 17th December, 
e.g. the common heritage concept, non-appropriability, 
peaceful uses, benefit-sharing, etc. should be duly defined 
and incorporated in the Convention on the international 
regime, thus placing their legally binding force beyond 
controversy.

The majority of Delegations were in broad agreement 
that the International Authority to be set up should have a 
range of powers along the following lines :

(i) To explore the International Sea-bed Area and 
exploit its resources for peaceful purposes by means 
of its own facilities, equipment and services, or 
such as are procured by it for the purpose ;

(ii) To issue licences to Contracting Parties, indivi
dually or in groups, or to persons, natural or 
juridical, under its or their sponsorship with respect 
to all activities of exploration of the International 
Sea-bed Area and the exploitation of its resources 
for peaceful purposes, and related activities, subject 
to such terms and conditions, including the pay
ment of appropriate fees and other charges, as the 
Authority may determine ;

%
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(i'i) To Provide for the equitable sharing by Contract
ing Parties of raw materials obtained from the 
Intel national Sea-bed Area, funds received from 
the sale thereof, and all other receipts, as well as 
scientific information and such other benefits as 
may be derived from the exploration of the Inter
national Sea-bed Area and the exploitation of its 
resources ;

(iv) To establish or adopt in consultation, and where 
appropriate, in collaboration with the competent 
organ of the United Nations, and with the 
specialised agencies concerned, measures designed 
to minimise and eliminate fluctuation of prices of 
land minerals and raw materials that may result 
from the exploitation of the resources of the Inter
national Sea-bed Area, and any adverse economic 
effects caused thereby ;

(v) To encourage and assist research on the development 
and practical application of scientific techniques for 
the exploration of the International Sea-bed Area and 
the exploitation of its resoures, and to perform any 
operation or service useful in such research ;

(vi) To make provision in accordance with the Con
vention for services, equipment and facilities to 
meet the needs of research on the development 
and practical application of scientific techniques 
for the exploration of the International Sea-bed 
A.iea and the exploitation of its resources for 
peaceful purposes ;

(vii) To foster the exchange of scientific and technical 
information on the peaceful uses of the Inter
national Sea-bed Area and its resources ;

(viii) To promote and encourage the exchange and 
training of scientists and experts in the field of
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exploration of the sea-bed and the exploitation of 
its resources ;

(ix) To establish and administer safeguards designed 
to ensure that materials, services, equipment, 
facilities and information made available by the 
Authority or at its request or under its supervision 
or control are not used in such a way as to further 
any military purpose ;

(x) To establish and adopt, in consultation and, 
where appropriate, in collaboration with the com
petent organ of the United Nations and with the 
specialised agencies concerned, standards of safety 
for protection of health and minimisation of danger 
to life and property, and the protection of the 
marine environment as a whole, and to provide 
for the application of these standards to its own 
operations as well as to all other operations 
authorized by it or under its control or super
vision ;

(xi) To acquire or establish any facilities, plant and 
equipment useful in the carrying out of its 
authorised functions, whenever the facilities, plant 
and equipment otherwise available to it arc 
inadequate or available only on terms it deems 
unsatisfactory ; and

(xü) To take any other action necessary to give effect to 
the provisions of the Convention.

Several Delegations emphasised that in their view the 
international machinery to be set up to administer the 
proposed international regime governing the sea-bed beyom 
national jurisdiction should have comprehensive powers aru 
functions. The machinery should have the capacity to carry 
out exploration and exploitation activities on its own, even 
though in the initial stages of its existence it might not be i" 
a position to exercise that function. A few Delegate1

¥
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expressed doubts regarding the advisability of conferring the 
power of direct exploitation on the international machinery, 
and expressed reservations regarding some of the functions 
outlined above.

IV. International Straits
It was acknowledged by all Delegations that if it were 

generally accepted that each State had the right to establish 
a territorial sea 12 miles wide, several if not all States were 
likely to exercise that right without delay. As a result, 
several straits 24 miles or less in width would fall under the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the riparian States concerned.

Several Delegations referred to recent suggestions for 
safeguarding the right of passage through and over straits 
used for international navigation which might thus fall within 
the territorial sea of the riparian States. According to those 
suggestions, in order to safeguard freedom of passage through 
“straits used for international navigation between one part 
of the high seas and another part of the high seas or the terri
torial sea of a foreign State”, the riparian States would be 
required to delimit their territorial sea as “always to pro
vide a corridor of high seas suitable for transit by all ships 
and aircraft”.

Several Delegations took the view that where a strait 
or part thereof consisted of the territorial sea of the riparian 
States, the latter must retain under all circumstances a special 
authority to control navigation through or above that strait 
for economic or security purposes or for purposes connected 
w,th preservation of the marine environment. For those 
reasons they would be unable to accept the “corridor of high 
seas” concept. They were also unable to accept the definition 
°f the term “international strait” implied in those sugges- 
t'ons. They were likewise unable to accept a more recent 
suëgestion whereby “all ships and aircraft in transit shall 
euj°y the same freedom of navigation and overflight, for the 
Purpose of transit through and over such straits, as they have
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on the high seas”.
While all Delegations were in agreement that a strait 

used for international navigation should in times of peace 
remain free for the innocent passage of merchant ships of all 
countries., subject to rules and regulations of the riparian 
States, many Delegations rejected both the "‘corridor of high 
seas” and “free transit” concepts. A few Delegations 
expressed themselves in favour of the “free transit” concept.
V. The archipelago concept

The Delegations of Indonesia and the Philippines 
requested the Committee to consider the problems of 
archipelagic countries. They urged that archipelagic coun
tries like Indonesia and the Philippines, which consist of 
thousands of islands, had a special interest in, and relation 
to, the waters between and around those islands for historical, 
geographical, ethonological, political and economic reasons, 
as well as for reasons of national defence and security. In 
their view, an archipelagic country of this kind was entitled 
to measure the breadth of its territorial sea from baselines 
which would guarantee the unity of the archipelago, viz., 
from baselines connecting the outermost points of the outer
most islands of the archipelago. The right of innocent 
passage from one part of the high seas to another through 
the waters of an archipelagic country would be guaranteed 
by that country subject to any rules and regulations it might 
enact in that regard.

Several Delegations expressed their appreciation to the 
Delegations of Indonesia and the Philippines for their elabor
ation of the archipelago concept. They agreed that sympa
thetic consideration should be given to the archipelago 
concept as outlined by the members from Indonesia and the 
Philippines.

Some Delegations expressed support for the concept-
One Delegation indicated that it was not in a positio11 

to accept the archipelago concept.
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Although it was recognised that several other aspects of 
the Law of the Sea needed careful study in preparation for 
the forthcoming international negotiations on those subjects 
e.g., pollution and other problems connected with preserv
ation of the marine environment, the Sub-Committee was 
unable to consider them for lack of time.

Adopted by the Committee

Sd/—
T. S. Fernando

27.1.71
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NOTE BY THE RAPPORTEUR

The Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee at its 
plenary meeting held on 27 January 1971 recommended that 
the Rapporteur of its Sub-Committee on the Law of the Sea 
prepare a paper containing a list of various issues on the Law 
of the Sea, a summary of the views expressed in the Com
mittee on those issues and a questionnaire inviting the views 
of Governments, and that paper be ready for distribution by 
the Secretariat on 15 February 1971.

The attached Working Paper has been prepared with a 
view to implementing that recommendation. In the very 
brief period available to the Rapporteur for completion of 
his task, no study in depth of the issues would have been 
feasible. The Working Paper contains a brief survey of what 
appears to the Rapporteur to be the main issues that might 
be expected to engage the attention of Governments as they 
prepare for negotiations on the Law of the Sea, several 
questions likely to arise in practice on which decisions of 
policy may need to be taken, and, in some instances, a 
summary of the main trends of opinion among Governments. 
The questions referred to have not been merely listed, as in 
the usual form of questionnaire, but are raised in the context 
«1 a brief review of each issue.

The Working Paper does not pretend to be comprehen- 
Mve or exhaustive either as to the issues or the questions 
ansing in connexion with them.

The General Assembly resolution 2750 of 17 December 
1970 containing inter alia the Declaration of Principles 
Governing the Sea-bed and the Ocean Floor, and the Sub soil 

1uce°f’ beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction, and a brief 
ummary of the United States proposal regarding a regime
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for the international sea-bed area, have been included as 
annexure for convenient reference.

I. THE INTERNATIONAL REGIME FOR THE SEA-BED 
BEYOND NATIONAL JURISDICTION

Under this heading, two categories of issues may be 
considered: (A) the manner in which the limit of a coastal
State’s national jurisdiction will be arrived at; and (B) the 
nature of the international regime to govern the exploration 
of the area beyond national jurisdiction and the exploitation 
of it resources. These would appear to be inter-related issues 
For some, whether or not to accept a narrow limit of nationa 
jurisdiction, would depend on whether the international 
regime beyond national jurisdiction was such as to be capable 
of providing tangible benefits to developing countries accord
ing to their needs.

For others, delimitation of national jurisdiction is a 
matter already regulated by certain rules, i.e. the depth plus 
exploitability test laid down in the Geneva Convention o> 
the Continental Shelf, and States which had exercised the. 
rights under those rules might not be expected to accep 
without good reason, any variation or restriction of thaw 
rights In general, the latter take the position that it would 
not be logical to consider the nature of the regime to gover 
the area beyond national jurisdiction so long as the «ten 
of that area was not defined by an accepted method 
delimiting national jurisdiction.
A. The manner in which the limit of a coastal State’s 

national jurisdiction will be arrived at
Several methods of delimiting jurisdiction may

be

considered for adoption singly or in combination c
fixed distance from the territorial sea baselines of t
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State (distance criterion); (ii) a fixed depth seawards from the 
coastal State (depth criterion), allowance being made for the 
occurrence of deep trenches in otherwise relatively shallow 
areas; (iii) a combination of the distance and depth criteria, 
as alternatives, the choice of either criterion being left to the 
coastal State concerned; (iv) a method which would apportion 
an area of the sea-bed to remain under national jurisdiction, 
arrived at by reference to uniformly applied geological, 
geographical and economic factors relevant with respect to 
the State concerned; (v) a system whereby the principles of 
delimitation would be worked out on a regional basis (possi
bly varying with the region concerned), taking into account 
regional differences of a geographic, economic and legal 
nature; (vi) national jurisdiction might be said to extend to 
some arbitarily determined point on a generalised represent
ation of the physiographic areas of the continental margin, 
(irrespective of distance, depth or area) e. g. until immedi
ately beyond the ‘continental rise”.

Other possible methods for delimiting national jurisdic
tion might be worked out. In considering which method to 
adopt it would be necessary to bear in mind that if it is 
planned to set up international machinery with comprehen
sive powers with respect to the sea-bed beyond national 
jurisdiction as a kind of administrator of that area as a 
“common heritage of mankind”, then the machinery should 
be allowed jurisdiction over an area, the depth and resources 
of which permit immediate commercially profitable exploita
tion either indirectly through the issue of licences to oper
ators, or directly through contractors or by means of its own 
equipment, facilities and services. It has been suggested that 
>f all coastal States were to extend their national jurisdiction 
UP to immediately beyond the continental rise, which could 
contain readily exploitable hydro-carbon deposits, the area 
beyond, which would be left to the international machinery, 
w°uld be at such depth as to make commercial exploitation 
ln fbe near future difficult, if not impossible. In that event,
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the establishment of international machinery with compre
hensive powers might not be practicable for the present.

Developing countries would have to consider carefully 
whether their long term interest in maximising their share of 
the wealth of the sea-bed would best be served by claiming 
extensive areas as falling within their national jurisdiction 
and exploiting those areas through foreign firms on bilater
ally negotiated terms, or accepting relatively narrow limits 
of national jurisdiction and placing the responsibility for 
carrying out and or regulating exploitation of the sea-bed on 
international machinery with comprehensive powers and in 
the control of which they had an adequate share.

Land-locked and shelf-locked States and States with 
short coast-lines might be expected to favour narrow national 
limits and exploitation of the area beyond by international 
machinery with comprehensive powers. However, some States 
with narrow continental shelves have claimed wide jurisdic
tional limits, sometimes up to 200 miles, as a kind of com
pensation for the lack of an extensive exploitable shelf. Such 
States may wish to consider carefully whether that course 
would be in their long-term Interest, since such claims do not 
add a greater area of exploitable shelf but merely rely on 
greater access to the living resources of the sea which could 
be achieved by merely claiming exclusive jurisdiction for fish
ing purposes. They may similarly wish to consider whether it 
might not be in their interest to (a) claim such exclusive 
fishery rights in those waters while (b) restricting their claim 
to the bed of the sea to a relatively narrow area thus adding 
their support for narrow national jurisdiction over the sea
bed and contributing to the viability of any international 
machinery that might be set up to exploit the area of the 
sea-bed beyond national jurisdiction.

If, as it now appears, most developing countries have 
narrow continental shelves, they may wish to consider sup* 
port for narrow limits of national jurisdiction in the hope
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~ T wide ste'ves could be induced» accept
exploitable0'! bT “nd ‘heir adja“"t «adily
futerTap 'L „areaS “"der lhe -Miction of the new
international machinery. In return for what minht
appear to be a concession on the nart of th.u ine Part ot those countries itay be necessary to consider a scheme whereby a greater 
portion of the profits,revenues,raw tna,criais from such
:r:l‘r“S '° b“ a"0“Kd '» —1 Slates

RtP°r( °f “* ^ Su,Committee o„

'‘The limits of national jurisdiction over the 
sea-bed, including a concept of “trusteeship”
°Jer the c°nti"ental margin as proposed by 
the United States.'”

The Sub-Committee discussed the question whether
e ChHSKer uSt thC pr°p0sed international regime for the 

sea-bed beyond national jurisdiction, or the limits of national 
jurisdiction over the sea-bed. 31
shouifr Delegati0ns suS8ested that the Sub-Committee
coasta. sremenCeHtS WOrk ^ C°nSidering the «tent of a 
cl al States jurisdiction over the sea-bed adjacent to its
coast or continental shelf, since in their view the nature of 
he international regime to be established would depend to a 

g at extent on the limits of national jurisdiction.
Some Delegations urged that the question of the limits 

national jurisdiction over the continental shelf be taken
nation î ^ ‘h"6 Had bCen a discussi0" of the mtr- 

sueh as wrasg,me f0r ^ bey°nd national Jurisdiction
of 17 n TSagCd In the General Assembly’s Declaration 
-nloneCeb f 19?u ^ theif ViCW there - a vital
llle‘nternatL T" 1 character of that regime (including
agreement co, M KlaCh,nery) ^ th* question of limits. If 
offered a reaso °n a str0nS organization which

a reasonable prospect of providing real benefits to
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the developing countries in accordance with a scheme which 
would fairly take into account the needs of those countries, 
there might be support for relatively narrow limits of 
national jurisdiction. On the other hand, if the machinery 
contemplated were to lack comprehensive powers or were for 
some other reason unable to discharge such functions 
acceptably, then it might become necessary to consider re
cognising much wider limits of national jurisdiction so as to 
allow coastal States themselves maximum opportunity for 
exploitation.

Following a discussion of the relative merits of depth, 
distance, and a combination of both factors as criteria for 
measuring the limit of the continental shelf, several members 
while expressing a preference for a distance criterion on the 
ground that a simple depth criterion might be unfair to States 
with narrow continental shelves, indicated that they would 
prefer to leave the matter open for the time being until they 
had been able to gather more scientific data and had studied 
the full implications of using each particular criterion. What
ever criterion or figure was arrived at, it must be related to 
the equities of the situation and take account of a variety of 
factors, including the nature of the proposed international 
machinery.

A few Delegations indicated their clear preference for a 
depth criterion of say, 200 metres, which had been accepted 
and acted upon by many States over the years. Some Dele
gations objected to limiting national jurisdiction to the 200- 
metre isobath because the Geneva Convention on the Conti
nental Shelf had already admitted a deeper limit beyond that 
depth and because there are parts of the sea-bed area deeper 
the 200-metre isobath but surrounded by areas of lesser depth 
of one or two States which in their view should be under 
national jurisdiction, primarily on the ground of propinquity- 
It was pointed out that some States had in fact authorised 
exploitation of their adjacent sea-bed areas on the assumpti01'

““I of,SGe„PeIUS?Pl0i,abm',Cri,eri0" P^ribed " Arti- 
settled law v-1 Convention on the Continental Shelf was
xpilsmt’es?'h'V W°l"d be “nfair a"« ""‘ealistic to
ts “vi! „i „ ° ' Cri,eri0” all°ee'iter even though

its revision in some respects might be necessary.
the dSer °,t8a,iT-TP0Sed S,ates sh»"w abandon 
the depth plus explo,tab,lily criterion for the limits of
national jurisdiction and consider recognizing a lim ™ 200 
th! j„°,t mMS“"d fr°m ‘he state's baselines as

t ov,::mr„dh:hrst■»< ^
y o command the support of the majority of the 

international community. A number of members were inclined
0 view the proposal favourably and considered ,, de, ble

to study the concept further. oesiiaote

Other Devions pointed out that while they miuht 
favour the distance criterion in preference to a depth crftÜ-
recognJed^ thl^'e ^ °fnational jurisdiction were to be

1 , ’ ‘ r majnir>g area of the sea-bed that mav b~
be at such °d tl'ehCOntr°l of,hc '"‘“national authority would 
fut e Îh,;‘P ,d '?e <o exploit i„ ,he near
anv „ro V enda"8er 'he “nancing and viability „f 
an, proposed machinery, or permit the creation of only

nery with restricted powers and functions.
that m?LU,’i!ed pr»p»sa< for* '‘trusteeship” area
the confii'rem'T"1 ^ the 200-metre isobath to the end of 
ou, that he dmarSm WaS“amined a' le"g,'’■ " was pointed 
be eonfcrr.d de a"d Ht'nSi,c benefits which would
wo„°dte °" * “'T''" “asla> 8‘ate unde, that system

rc T:,bfc :ith tbe status of the area and its
appeared 2 h C°mm°” °f n,anli"«’ M°‘e«ver, it
teeship as th,„ ,nconsls,enl 'Vlth ‘be basic principles of trus-
that thé tr. f “a"1” WaS k"0Wn privat' la* ^"‘ems, in
««bull “"I "l' beneficiaries appeared to receive
area “lk°f “* benefits of exploitation „f tlK
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private enterprise alone, and others who would want the 
International Authority itself to carry on exploration 
and exploitation activities, perhaps in competition with 
private enterprise. Those who oppose the idea that the 
International Authority should itself carry out exploitation 
activities by means of its own resources, refer to the problems 
involved, viz. lack of trained expert personnel, lack of 
capital to invest in what may be high risk activities, possible 
adverse effects on and resistance by, a private sector 
currently ready and willing to proceed with exploitation etc. 
Others support the idea that the Authority should enter the 
exploitation and marketing business on its own or through 
contractors at some stage in its development, and thus should 
be given the power in its constituent instrument to do so. 
In their view, it is only an Authority with such wide powers 
that could act as a genuine trustee of the wealth of the sea
bed—the common heritage of mankind—for the benefit of 
all countries and particularly the developing countries. 
Countries favouring a virtually unrestricted private enterprise 
system (and these will in the main be the developed countries 
with practically a monopoly of the expertise and finance 
needed to carry out exploration and exploitation at the 
present time) are likely to oppose any system under which the 
Authority can carry out exploitation on its own, even in 
competition with exploiting entities licensed by it, and 
Governments may wish to consider how best to accommodate 
each other’s views.

Licensing system

The system of licensing will have to be carefully 
considered in its scientific and technical, [as well as 
legal, administrative and regulatory aspects. A detail® 
study of systems of licensing of off-shore exploita**0 
activities prevailing in developed countries, like Canada- 
France, the United States, the United Kingdom, and t,*l1t-r^ I 
would be useful before a system to be applied by the I*1*®
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e.g. exploration activities exploitaf:t,VltieS- f° ^ licetlsed’ 
of entities to be ,i„Z T'! Tl"™ ! W ,te 

groups of Contracting States ’ Z- P°ntract,ng State’ 
States, whether natural or juridical T °f Contracli"S
,i0"s •' M '"e area „h,ch a feL'wITT' °r8""isa-
such areas are to be allocated dell ,, *PP'y’ ^ how 
Hon of a licence; (e) the ttT ‘,ted’elc ; (d) the dura-
licence ; and (f) the scale of fees anV^v ^ ^ ^ ^
the licensee. payments to be made by

provides for sad, paym^’ J*!' U'”(ed .S,ales' Proposal 

exploitalion licence fees ; annual block ZnL7s fc“ :

:™e hTeT:randcommercial ^of
- the value of aerual PtLeZ

concerned, and delermined on Ihe bafi m""ral
Production at the site rv, b SLs ° gross va,L'e of
'^•aftirpr„po:li:us~";ray'',r° —
''Paid [o htlernatiomtl Aulhordy^ w 0b,ained
t'On for a particular block. consid^tioV‘ n C°mP°"'' 
-'warding the licence to the r- '■ may be g,ven toto the lùZrVy competitor who offers the best
Payments should not be "such asT’^ ^ °f ^ and 
'nvestor, having renard ,o the h h f'SCOUra«c ‘h« Private 

«PIoration anj exploitai "* charac‘cr »f the sea-
he approaches Of Soci ilis, C' B;ls'c differences between

i'cciisiling svste111^ may W'Sl1 l° C0llslder whelher

- ' ' nr'"nSHm,Bh,t l>C arcomplislied by issuing iieeLes
11 and cxn o fatinn . b «"-cnees

"i1' . C0llsi*r whether the

°r >0 na,„[a P l '°[.;’ly 10 S,“l'S»r groups of 
■'“"^‘‘'Persons under conditions
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whereby a person’s State stands behind him, guarantees 
compliance with the terms of the licence and accepts ultimate 
responsibility for any damage caused as a result of such 
activities. Detailed rules for determining nationality and 
fixing liability would need to be considered. Should licences 
be issued to international organizations ? (On this point see 
the penultimate sentence of paragraph 14 of the Declaration 
of 17 December 1970).

Equitable sharing of benefits
Of particular importance will be the system of equitable

sharing of benefits between States, foreseen in paragraph 9
of the Declaration. A first question might be what is
comprised in the term “benefits” ? Among such benefits
would be the raw materials themselves, funds from the sale
of such raw materials, other receipts, such as Iicencee fees,
royalties or other payments to the Authority by operators,
and scientific information. On what system will such benefits
be allocated ? The system should be devised and adopted by
the plenary organ of the Authority, taking into account
a variety of factors, but in principle related to the need?, of
each developing country. It might be possible to envisage
a method of allocation based on an inversion of the UN
contribution scale, or on per capita income or other factors.
It has been suggested that funds should, as far as possible,
be channelled directly to developing countries, unless they
individually or collectively specify that an international or
regional institution is to receive the funds in the first
instance. In any event, criteria like “economic performance
or some other indicator based on the success of a country 3

to time in foreign an'
What a country w0ldd 

the

economic efforts, used from time
operations, might not be desirable, What a
receive from the Authority is its own, its proper share in

is notproceeds of the common heritage 
“foreign aid”.

of mankind. It

Should funds received by the International Au' hnf'tf
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uansxer to Government ? Ifso whit h 
Governments may wish to tll0Se purposes ?
justifiable to H , C°n Cr Whether il would be

Other questions that will arise nro ■ „ , , .
actual raw materials be shared 9 r " Wh3t baS'S Wl11 

' Authority assure the IZ % ^ means wiI1 the
programmes and the effective d 'Ve PUbl‘Catl0n of research
such research jhc ctteG>ve d,ssem,nation of the results of 
Declaration"?1 Paragraph 10 of the

Price fluctuation control
"JZÏÏZZZïï* in

land minerals and raw rnTteriVls* ®uctl,atl<>n of prices of 
exploitation of the resources sf tn ^ may reSult from
jurisdiction, and any adverse C 3163 beyond nati°nal It seems de irabl ! eC°n°m,C effeCts caused ‘herebv 9
«-operate ^se, wi IT ^ di— « ^nid
« UNCTAD. Wonid cûZnT'’ aC"Ve t,K ”Cld’ sud'
agreements and compensatory ZTncTg’bT'’ “ “mm°di,y
should other techniques be devised n'rder the aPPr°pmte- °r 
Authority. fRef Gene™, a vlsea under the auspices of the 
A). Y (Kef. General Assembly resolution 2750, part II.

Sc«entific and technical training

Author W°U,d WiSh ‘° “nSider 1|K "ature of the
"•'«ing of pZ;:;? ZeST “ ‘he “d i-hniea)
'"«nts of ,hc .... , develop!ng countries. Improve-
iddntries with '0g,Cal of the developing
^,g“»ra„,ceZhéi,rh,hea'b‘:dWO“,dSeem “ P'OVide

their ultimJJ ' part,c;pat,on in such activities and 
I*"0urcesoftheJearep,V,n8 maX'mUm benefils from the 

lrCa- Paragraph 10 of the Declaration of
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dispute has arisen. Another possible alternative might be 
some arrangement between the membership of the Authority 
and the International Court of Justice whereby the latter 
might make available a special chamber for sea-bed disputes 
under Section 26 of the Statute of the Court.

A Secretariat

As to the Secretariat, there may be general agreement 
that its character should be truly international. The statute 
of the Authority should prescribe that recruitment policy 
should be based (1) on the highest standard of competence, 
and (2) on the principle of geographic representation. Con
sideration might be given to restricting the incidence of 
permanent employment with the Authority at any rate in the 
case of the large number of scientific and technical personnel 
that will be necessary, since such personnel should be allowed 
to circulate freely and maintain a familiarity with current 
trends and developments in their respective fields of expertise.

The head of the Secretariat (“Secretary-General”, 
“Director General”) might be designated the chief executive 
and legal representative of the Authority. Governments 
may wish to consider his term of office, and the other terms 
and conditions of his appointment.

Subsidiary organs
Consideration will also have to be given to the establish

ment of subsidiary organs of the Authority (“Commissions”, 
“Committees”, “Boards”) to deal with certain technical or 
operational matters. These might be subsidiary organs 
created by the plenary organ or the executive organ of the 
Authority depending on their function and scope, it might 
be possible to envisage, as does the United States’ draft, an 
“Operations Commission” dealing with the issue of licences, 
and supervision and inspection of all operations ; a “Rales 
and Recommended Practices Commission” for the establish' 
ment and periodic review of sound operational practices >
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and an International Boundary Review Commission”. The 
latter, as envisaged by the U. S., is associated with the 
United States concept of a “trusteeship” system, but a 
Commission on boundaries of national jurisdiction could 
perform a useful function quite apart from such a system. 
Other subsidiary bodies might be considered e.g. in con
nection with the Authority’s benefit-sharing and commodity 
price fluctuation control functions.

Other aspects of the international regime

The broad principles of the regime for the area of the 
sea-bed beyond national jurisdiction arc spelled out in the 
General Assembly’s Declaration of 17 December 1970. 
Governments may wish to consider incorporation and, 
where necessary, elaboration of those principles in the Con
vention, so as to place their legal effect beyond question. 
Thus the “common heritage” concept (paragraph 1 of the 
Declaration), non-appropriability (paragraphs 2 and 3 of the 
Declaration), subjection of all activities of exploration and 
exploitation to the regime (paragraph 4 of the Declaration), 
and restriction of the use of the area to exclusively peaceful 
purposes, might be enunciated in a first chapter of the 
Convention on the regime.

Several other general principles from the Declaration 
might need to be incorporated, and Governments might wish 
to decide on precise formulations for inclusion in the Con
vention. What other general principles would warrant 
inclusion in the Convention ? The Declaration of 17 
December 1970 was essentially a compromise text, a lowest 
common denominator as between the several competing 
mterests of groups of States in the General Assembly. In 
Ihe drafting of the new Convention, Governments would be 
free to make new proposals with regard to other principles, 
^though they might wish to restrict themselves to proposals 
lhat arc n°t incompatible with the principles of the Declar
ation (see paragraph 3 of the Declaration).



Among the other important principles of the Declar
ation that might be incorporated in a Convention are :

(a) The rights and duties of coastal States adjacent to 
activities taking place in the international sea-becl 
area.

Paragraph 12 of the Declaration of 17 December 1970 
requires States to pay due regard to the rights and legitimate 
interests of coastal States in the region of such activities as 
well as those of all other States which may be affected by 
such activities. It specifically requires that consultations be 
maintained with the coastal States concerned with respect 
to activities relating to exploration of the international area 
of the sea-bed and the exploitation of its resources with a 
view to avoiding infringement of such rights and interests. 
Governments may wish to consider how these provisions 
might be elaborated in the Convention and to what extent 
the required consultations might be institutionalised within 
the framework of the Authority or outside it.

(b) Preservation of the legal status of the waters super
jacent to the international sen-bed area, and the air
space above them. Declaration, paragraph 13 (a).

flow should this principle be reflected in the Conven
tion ? Should the Convention include a further provision 
requiring that activities in the superjacent waters should 
in no way impede sca-bcd activities covered by the 
Convention ?

(c) The right of coastal States to take emergency 
measures.

Paragraph 13 fb) of the Declaration of 17 Decembei 
1970 expressly preserves, but does not elaborate upon.

“The rights of coastal States with respect to 
measures to prevent, mitigate or eliminate gi'aVL 
and imminent danger to their coastline or related 
interests from pollution or threat thereof resulting
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from, or from other hazardous occurrences caused 
by, any activities in the (international sea-bed) 
area, subject to the international regime to be 
established”.

This provision clearly contemplates that the regime 
would contain provisions regarding the exercise of this right. 
Governments would wish to consider how this right is to be 
formulated in the Convention, and to what extent procedures 
for its exercise are to be institutionalised either within or 
outside the framework of the Authority.

(d) State responsibility
Paragraph 14 of the Declaration of 17 December 1970 

reads as follows :
“Every State shall have the responsibility to ensure 
that activities in the area, including those relating 
to its resources, whether undertaken by govern
mental agencies, or non-governmental entities or 
persons under its jurisdiction, or acting on its be
half, shall be carried out in conformity with the 
international regime to be established. The same 
responsibility applies to international organizations 
and their members for aetivities undertaken by 
such organizations or on their behalf. Damage 
caused by such activities shall entail liability”.

Governments may wish to give careful consideration to 
the principles applicable in determining responsibility of 
States for damage caused by any activity, regardless of its 
nature, with respect to the international sea-bed area and its 
resources. Should the offender’s State be responsible directly 
and immediately for damage caused by such activities as 
being in a special category of international injury ? Should 
liability be “absolute” or “strict”, or dependent on some 
potion of fault? Where the offender is the national of a 

ontracting State should he be liable jointly and severally 
Wlth that State ? What rules should be adopted for ascert-
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aining the nationality of the offender in the event that 
nationality, as such, is deemed to be relevant in the system 
for determining liability ultimately adopted ? Would the 
States members of an organization held responsible for 
damage themselves be liable in any degree ? Should the 
whole question of liability be dealt with in an agreement 
separate from the general Convention on the Sea-bed ? 
Consideration may be given to systems of international 
insurance against damage caused as a result of sea-bed 
activities.

Extracts from 1971 Report of the ÂALCC Sub-Committee on 
the Law of the Sea.

“(b) The type of regime to govern the sea-bed and the 
ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdic
tion and types of international machinery.

The Sub-Committee considered that all the basic 
principles contained in the Declaration of 17th December 1970 
e.g. the common heritage concept, non-appropriability, 
peaceful uses, benefit-sharing, etc. should be duly defined and 
incorporated in the Convention on the international regime, 
thus placing their legally binding force beyond controversy.

The majority of Delegations were in broad agreement 
that the International Authority to be set up should have a 
range of powers along the following lines :

(i) To explore the International Sea-bed Area and 
exploit its resources for peaceful purposes by means 
of its own facilities, equipment and services, or 
such as are procured by it for the purpose ;

(ii) To issue licences to Contracting Parties, individu
ally or in groups, or to persons, natural or juridical, 
under its or their sponsorship with respect to all 
activities of exploration of the International Sea
bed Area and the exploitation of its resources lor 
peaceful purposes, and related activities, subject 1°
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such terms and conditions, including the payment 
of appropriate fees and other charges, as the 
Authority may determine ;

(iii) To provide for the equitable sharing by Contracting 
Parties of raw materials obtained from the Inter
national Sea-bed Area, funds received from the sale 
thereof, and all other receipts, as well as scientific 
information and such other benefits as may be 
derived from the exploration of the International 
Sea-bed Area and the exploitation of its resources ;

fiv) To establish or adopt in consultation, and where 
appropriate, in collaboration with the competent or
gan of the United Nations, and with the specialised 
agencies concerned, measures designed to minimise 
and eliminate fluctuation of prices of land minerals 
that may result from the exploitation of the resources 
of the International Sea-bed Area, and any adverse 
economic effects caused thereby ;

(v) To encourage and assist research on the develop
ment and practical application of scientific 
techniques for the exploration of the International 
Sea-bed Aica and the exploitation of its resources, 
and to perform any operation or service useful in 
such research ;

(vi) To make provision in accordance with the Con
vention for services, equipment and facilities to 
meet the needs of research on the development and 
practical application of scientific techniques for the 
exploration of the International Sea-bed Area and 
the exploitation of its resources for peaceful 
purposes ;

(vu) To foster the exchange of scientific and technical 
information on the peaceful uses of the International 
Sea-bed Area and its resources ;
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(viii) To promote and encourage the exchange and train
ing of scientists and experts in the field of explor
ation of the sea-bed and the exploitation of its 
resources ;

(ix) To establish and administer safeguards designed to 
ensure that materials, services, equipment, facilities 
and information made available by the Authority 
or at its request or under its supervision or control 
are not used in such a way as to further any military 
purpose ;

(x) To establish and adopt, in consultation and, where 
appropriate, in collaboration with the competent 
organ of the United Nations and with the specialised 
agencies concerned, standards of safety for protec
tion of health and minimisation of danger to life 
and property, and the protection of the marine 
environment as a whole, and to provide for the 
application of these standards to its own operations 
as well as to all other operations authorised by it 
or under its control or supervision ;

(xi) To acquire or establish any facilities, plant and 
equipment useful in the carrying out of its authorised 
functions, whenever the facilities, plant and equip
ment otherwise available to it are inadequate or 
available only on terms it deems unsatisfactory ; 
and

(xii) To take any other action necessary to give effect to 
the provisions of the Convention.

Several Delegations emphasised that in their view the in
ternational machinery to be set up to administer the proposed
international regime governing the sea-bed beyond national 
jurisdiction should have comprehensive powers and functions- 

The machinery should have the capacity to carry out 
exploration and exploitation activities on its own, cvt 
though in the initial stages of its existence it might not be 111
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a position to exercise that function. A few Delegations 
expressed doubts regarding the advisability of conferring the 
power of direct exploitation on the international machinery, 
and expressed reservations regarding some of the functions 
outlined above.

II. THE OUTER LIMIT OF THE TERRITORIAL SEA

Issue unresolved since Geneva Conferences of 1958 and 1960
By Article 1 of the Geneva Convention of 1958 on the 

Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone—
“The sovereignty of a State extends, beyond its land 
territory and its internal waters, to a belt of sea 
adjacent to its coast, described as the territorial 
sea”.

By Article 2 of that Convention
‘•The sovereignly of a coastal State extends to the 
air space over the territorial sea as well as to its bed 
and subsoil”.

The 1958 Conference on the Law of the Sea was unable 
to reach agreement on the maximum breadth of the territorial 
sea, and consequently the Convention does not cover the 
point. The 1960 Conference on the Law of the Sea also 
failed to settle that issue, which is now to come before the 
proposed Conference on the Law of the Sea scheduled to take 
place in 1973. What should be the maximum breadth of the 
territorial sea ? Should the limit be uniform for all countries? 
Would it be feasible or desirable to have a country-by
country approach or regional approach to delimiting the 
territorial sea, depending on political, economic and geogra
phical factors associated with the country or region concerned?

It may be noted that at the 1958 Conference, a joint 
tndian-Mexican proposal (following a recommendation of the 
International Law Commission) to the effect that every State 
be entitled to fix the breadth of its territorial sea up to a
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limit of 12 nautical miles measured from the baseline appli
cable in conformity with the relevant principles set forth 
elsewhere in the Convention on the Territorial Sea, was not 
adopted, 35 States voting for, 35 voting against, with 12 
abstentions. (Summary Records, Vol. Ill, pp. 177, 233). At 
the 1960 Conference a joint Canadian-United States proposal 
for a 6 nautical mile territorial sea plus an additional 6 
nautical mile fishing zone received substantial support (43 in 
favour, 33 against with 12 abstentions) and was adopted by 
the Committee of the Whole, although the Conference itself 
failed to reach a conclusion on the point. (Summary Records, 
pp. 152, 170, 173). Of possible significance as pointers in 
the general direction of 12 miles as the maximum breadth of 
the territorial sea are paragraph 4 of Article 7 of the Conven
tion on the Territorial Sea which prescribes 24 miles as the 
maximum distance between the natural entrance points of a 
bay if it is to be validly claimed as internal waters; and para
graph 2 of Article 24 of the same Convention which states 
that the contiguous zone may not extend beyond 12 miles 
from the baseline from which the breadth of the territorial 
sea is measured.

Many developing countries tend to the view that the 
whole question of what the maximum breadth of the terri
torial sea should be ought to be discussed after the extent of 
national jurisdiction over the sea-bed and over fisheries in 
waters adjoining the territorial sea have been settled. On this 
approach, a claim of wide territorial limits would be a last 
resort if those States cannot secure a satisfactory regime for 
the international sea-bed area, or recognition of appropriate 
claims of economic jurisdiction over waters adjacent to the 
territorial sea.

For statistics regarding current claims to territorial seas, 
reference may be made to AALCC Twelfth Session, Brief oi 
Documents, Vol. IV (Law of the Sea) pp. 93 ff; and “Limbs 
and status of the territorial sea, exclusive fishery zones etc. ■ 
published by FAO, Rome 1969.
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Extracts from 1971 Report of the AALCC Sub-Committee 
on the Law of the Sea

III. FISHING AND CONSERVATION OF THE LIVING
RESOURCES OF THE HIGH SEAS

Freedom of fishing
From Articles 1 and 2 of the Geneva Convention of 

1958 on the High Seas it may be implied that under the law 
as incorporated in that Convention, all States have “freedom 
of fishing” in the high seas, i. e. in those parts of the sea not 
included in the territorial sea or internal waters of a State. 
However, as of 20 October 1970 only 46 countries had become 
parties to that Convention, and recently several developing 
coastal States, concerned with the preservation and manage
ment of the living marine resources of adjacent seas upon 
which they are economically dependent, have subjected the 
concept of freedom of fishing” to close examination.

The Geneva Convention of 1958 concerning Fishing and 
Conservation of the Living Resources of the High Seas recog
nises the “special interest” of a coastal State in the mainten
ance of the productivity of living resources in any area of the 
high seas adjacent to its territorial sea, and places the coastal 
State in a special position regarding fishing activities in those 
waters (Article 6). It goes further to confer on the coastal 
States a right to take unilateral action with tegard to conser
vation measures under certain prescribed conditions if such 
measures are urgent, are based on proper scientific findings 
and do not discriminate against foreign fishermen (Article 7).

Neither of these Conventions contemplates preferential 
ishing rights for a coastal State in areas adjoining its territo
rial sea. A coastal State is thus believed by many to have 
^elusive fishery rights only within its territorial sea. The 

s 'ng Convention itself is quite explicit that even conser
vation measures outside the territorial sea that discriminate
gainst foreign fishermen will not be regarded as valid 

Article 7 (2) (c).
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One of the basic issues is the right of a coastal State 
to an exclusive fishery zone or, in broader terms, a zone of 
exclusive “economic jurisdiction” in the waters adjacent to 
its territorial sea. In that connection, several questions arise, 
e. g. (1) what would be the width of such a zone ? (2) should 
the right be granted absolutely, or only subject to such 
conditions as proof of economic dependence, substantial 
investment in fisheries etc ? (3) What would be the precise 
nature of the rights of the coastal State in the zone ?

Exclusive fishery zone or zones of exclusive jurisdiction

In recent years when the fishing activities of the major 
fishing powers have been intensified, some developing count
ries have claimed the right to establish exclusive fishery zones 
adjacent to their territorial sea to ensure that the fish from 
those areas is reserved to their own fishermen and that the 
available stocks of fish arc utilised for the benefit of then- 
own populations. Such countries have canvassed the view 
that coastal States must be recognised as being entitled to 
claim as exclusive fishery zone (or, in more general terms, a 
zone of exclusive economic jurisdiction) adjacent to its 
territorial sea. The width of this zone is not specified and 
would have to be the subject of intensive negotiation at forth
coming meetings. This approach is not advocated as ideal 
in every situation, but merely as being appropriate, under 
certain cirumstances, for application to particular countries 
on a regional basis.

It has been urged that the establishment and mainten
ance of an exclusive fishery zone of, say 200 miles, could have 
a salutory effect on a country’s fishing industry and hence on 
its economy as a whole. Acknowledgement of the right of 
all developing countries to such a zone would strengthen then 
position against, and possibly eliminate, the constant threat 
of exploitation of their traditional fishing area, by powerful 
foreign fishing fleets. Governments would wish to give 
ful consideration to these views.
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Against this it has been suggested that where a deve
loping country claims an exclusive fishery zone but lacks the 
capacity to exploit it efficiently, it runs the risk of under
utilization of this valuable resource, and that this profits no 
one. All States, it has been said, have an interest in maxi
mum utilization of the living resources of the sea, and this 
can be achieved only by permitting fishing in as wide as 
possible an area of the sea by fishermen of all countries, with
out discrimination.

The exclusive fishery zone concept may need careful 
study in the light of several factors. One of these is a 
country’s plans for investment in and expansion of its own 
fishing industry. As a country’s fishing capability grows it 
may find it irksome to be unable to fish within two hundred 
miles of another’s coast. Again, major fishing nations might 
not continue to find fishing the lucrative occupation that it 
was. With attractive alternative opportunities available at

I
home in land-based activities, it has become more and more 
difficult to obtain crews willing to spend months at sea except 
by paying substantially higher wages. Such a country, it is 
suggested, might consider it more profitable to invest in the 
infant fishing industries of developing countries and purchase 
the catch from them. If this is a true assessment of the 
trend, and if the major fishing nations may soon find it worth
while to adopt such a policy, attractive possibilities might 
open up for developing countries in fishing and then a 200- 
milc limit, which would preclude entry into some of the 
world’s best fishing grounds, may not be uniformly welcome.

Other proposals
A recent proposal regarding preferential fishery rights 

ntay be summarised as follows : Fisheries (and other living
res°urces) are to be subject to management (including con
servation and equitable allocation of fisheries) by an inter
national or regional organisation. Where the States 
c°ncerned do not regard an organisation as necessary,
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problems are to be resolved under bilateral or multilateral 
agreements. Such international or regional organisations 
and agreements, are to be based on specified principles 
including :

(1) determination of an “allowable catch” for the 
area, based on scientific evidence ;

(2) allocation of a part of the allowable catch to (a) 
coastal States economically dependent on fishing 
in a particular area by means of small boats 
operating out of coastal State ports, in an amount 
necessary to “sustain this fishery” ;
(b) States making investments in necessary 
hatcheries, in an amount “attributable to such 
investments” ;

(3) freedom for all to fish for the unallocated portion 
of the allowable catch ;

(4) non-discrimination in the application of conserv
ation measures and catch limitations imposed in 
order to enable fishing of allocated stock.

This kind of regime may be implemented unilaterally (in 
the absence of an organisation or agreement) by a coastal 
State in an adjacent area of high seas, if negotiations with 
States of the area have failed to result in agreement on 
measures to be taken, and if the coastal State has submitted 
its proposals for a regional fisheries organisation to “all 
affected States” together with supporting material. Disputes 
between parties to the foregoing arrangement are to be 
submitted to a special commission constituted on an ad hoc 
basis having compulsory jurisdiction and the power to render 
binding awards.

Some countries, while not rejecting for the time being 
the exclusive fishery or economic jurisdiction zone concept- 
believe that a better approach to problems connected wh 
protecting the interests of coastal States in the living resource5 
of adjacent seas might be on a regional or ocean basis, tfie

States of the region or ocean being encouraged to enter into 
one or more agreements among themselves regulating their 
rights and obligations in relation to fishing, free from outside 
interference. In relation to this suggestion it has been 
argued that it ignores the interests of countries outside the 
region or ocean concerned, in fishing and conservation 
measures within the region.

Extracts from 1971 Report of the AALCC Sub-Committee on 
the Law of the Sea

“ The extent of the territorial sea, including rights of 
coastal States in respect of fisheries and zones of 
economic jurisdiction beyond the territorial sea.
In the course of the discussion some Delegations urged 

that a functional approach be taken to the question of estab
lishing jurisdictional limits. Thus, it was suggested that 
different limits might be established for different purposes. 
However, the endeavour should be to arrive at uniform limits 
for each type of jurisdiction. One Delegation was of the 
view that a coastal State should not have exclusive fishery 
jurisdiction beyond its territorial sea.

The Sub-Committee with the exception of a very few 
Delegations considered that at the present time any State 
would be entitled under international law, to claim a territo
rial sea of twelve miles from the appropriate baseline. The 
majority of Delegations indicated that a State had the right 
to claim certain exclusive rights to economic exploitation of 
the resources in the waters adjacent to the territorial sea in 
a zone the maximum breadth of which should be subject to 
negotiation. Most Delegations felt able to accept twelve 
miles as the breadth of the territorial sea, while supporting, 
•n principle, the right of a coastal State to claim exclusive 
Jurisdiction over an adjacent zone for economic purposes.

A few Delegations emphasised that in their view the 
maximum breadth of the territorial sea could be twelve miles 
subject to certain conditions, and that it would not be to the
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interests of all countries in maximum utilization of the living 
resources of the sea to establish an exclusive jurisdictional 
zone for economic purposes beyond the twelve mile territorial 
sea. One of those delegates further indicated that it would 
have no objection to conferring on developing countries 
which are coastal States a special status in relation to exploit
ation of the living resources of their adjacent seas.

One Delegation urged that problems of fisheries and fish 
conservation be approached on a regional or ocean basis, the 
States in the region or ocean being encouraged to enter into 
agreements among themselves regulating the rights and obli
gations of each other in relation to fishing, free from outside 
interference.”

IV. INTERNATIONAL STRAITS 

Definition of the category of straits dealt with
The Geneva Convention of 1958 on the Territorial Sea 

and the Contiguous Zone states in Article 16 (4) :
‘‘There shall be no suspension of the innocent passage 
of foreign ships through straits which are used for 
international navigation between one part of the high 
seas and another part of the high seas or the territorial 
sea of a foreign State” (Emphasis added)
This provision may be regarded as an attempt to define 

a particular category of narrow sea area, or “international 
stiait which may need, and is susceptible of, regulation, 
in the interests of the international community. The defini
tion, if it may be regarded as such, is not accepted by many 
States.

The problem of defining an “international strait” is one 
of a number of issues connected with this subject. Is any 
strait that is used for international navigation an “inter
national strait” in that sense ? Are not the number of foreign 
ships using the strait relevant to determine this ? Some States 
would reject the idea that a strait used, say for occasional
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traffic exclusively by two or three littoral States could be 
regarded as used for “international navigation” and therefore 
subject to a special regime safeguarding the rights of the 
community. For them “international navigation” implies 
the idea of many ships of many nations. Other States have 
rejected another aspect of the “definition” in the Convention: 
“straits used for international navigation between one part of 
the high seas and the territorial sea of a foreign State”.

Prior to the Corfu Channel case (Merits) I.C.J. Reports 
(1949), p. 4, many held the view that a strait was “inter
national”, or of significance to the community of nations as 
a whole, if it was essential to passage between two parts of 
the high seas and was used by considerable numbers of for
eign ships. The decision in the Corfu Channel case (Merits), 
I.C.J. Reports (1949), p. 4, did not support the view that the 
test was related to the “essential to passage” idea. Regard
ing the North Corfu Channel between Greek and Albanian 
territory, the Court said :

“ .....the decisive criterion is rather its geographical
situation as connecting two parts of the high seas and 
the fact of its being used for international navigation. 
Nor can it be decisive that this strait is not a necessary 
route between two parts of the high seas, but only an 
alternative passage between the Aegean and the Adriatic 
Seas. It has nevertheless been a useful route for inter
national maritime traffic”, (pp. 28-29).

The rights of littoral States

In general, the Geneva Convention appears to give 
littoral States somewhat less control over passage through an 
international strait than in the case of innocent passage 
through the territorial sea. (See Article 16). Thus, while a 
littoral State may suspend passage through its territorial sea 
that does not form part of such a strait, if “essential for its 
security”, it may not suspend passage through an adjacent 
strait. It may, however, take precautions to safeguard its
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security and make rules concerning safe navigation, lighting 
and buoys. The problems involved become further compli
cated when the entire strait falls within the territorial sea of 
one or more littoral States-as is likely to occur with regard to
a number of straits when the right to extend the breadth of
the territorial sea, say to 12 miles, is generally recognised and 
acted upon. What should be the rights of littoral States in 
those circumstances ? The views expressed by members of 
AALCC are set out below and need not be repeated here. In 
general, States seemed to be unwilling to concede any more 
than a right of “innocent passage”, subject to compliance 
with the littoral States’ rules and regulations, and thus to tend 
toward the “territorial sea” concept, rather than a special
regime for such straits providing for free transit as though 
on the high seas.

The status of warships in such straits will need to be 
carefully considered, e. g. would they need prior authorisation 
before passing through such straits ? Will the authorisation 
of one littoral State with a navigable channel entirely within 
its territoral sea be sufficient, or should the concurrence of 
both or all littoral States be required. Such questions were 
not discussed in detail by the 1971 Sub-Committee. In elabo
rating its conclusions the Sub-Committee confined itself to 
“merchant ships” in times of peace”.
New proposal

A new proposal for a regime for international straits is 
set out together with a summary of the views of the Sub
Committee in the following paragraphs.

Extracts from 1971 Report of the AALCC Sub-Committee on 
the Law of the Sea

“International Straits
It was acknowledged by all Delegations that if it were 

generally accepted that each State had the right to establish 
a territorial sea 12 miles wide, several if not all States were
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likely to exercise that right without delay. As a result, several 
straits 24 miles or less in width would fall under the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the riparian States concerned.

Several Delegations referred to recent suggestions for 
safeguarding the right of passage through and over straits 
used for international navigation which might thus fall 
within the territorial sea of the riparian States. According 
to those suggestions, in order to safeguard freedom of 
passage through “straits used for international navigation 
between one part of the high seas and another part of the 
high seas or the territorial sea of a foreign State”, the 
riparian States would be required so to delimit their 
territorial sea as “always to provide a corridor of high seas 
suitable for transit by all ships and aircraft.” .

Several Delegations took the view that where a strait or 
part thereof consisted of the territorial sea of the riparian 
States, the latter must retain under all circumstances a 
special authority to control navigation through or above that 
strait for economic or security purposes or for purposes 
connected with preservation of the marine environment. For 
those reasons they would be unable to accept the “corridor 
of high seas” concept. They were also unable to accept the 
definition of the term “international strait” implied in those 
suggestions. They were likewise unable to accept a more 
recent suggestion whereby “all ships and aircraft in transit 
shall enjoy the same freedom of navigation and overflight, 
for the purpose of transit through and over such straits, as 
they have on the high seas”.

While all Delegations were in agreement that a strait 
used for international navigation should in times of peace 
remain free for the innocent passage of merchant ships of all 
countries, subject to rules and regulations of the riparian 
States, many Delegations rejected both the “corridor of high 
seas” and “free transit” concepts. A few Delegations 
expressed themselves in favour of the “free transit” 
concept.
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V. ARCHIPELAGOS

In a purely geographical sense an ‘"archipelago” is a 
formation of two or more islands (islets or rocks) which 
geographically may be considered as a whole. As a legal and 
political concept, other unifying factors may need to enter 
into a definition, such as ethnic origins of a people, language, 
economic viability, and security considerations. Archipelagos 
have been classified as (1) coastal archipelagos and (2) out
lying or mid-ocean archipelagos. Coastal archipelagos are 
those situated close to a mainland and may reasonably be 
considered part and parcel thereof, forming an outer coast
line from which it is natural to measure the territorial sea. 
Outlying archipelagos arc groups of islands situated out in 
the ocean at such a distance from the coast of a mainland 
as to be considered as an independent whole. In this 
latter category may be included such important archipelagos 
as the Philippines and Indonesia.

The 1958 Geneva Conventions on the Law of the Sea 
do not contain explicit provisions on the legal aspects of 
archipelagos that are political entities. Some provisions that 
arc relevant are Article 4 of the Convention on the Territorial 
Sea which permits application of a straight baseline method 
for measuring the territorial sea “if there is a fringe of islands 
along the coast in its immediate vicinity” ; Article 10 of that 
Convention which implies that islands may have their own 
territorial sea ; and Article 1(b) of the Convention on the 
Continental Shelf which expressly attributes to islands an area 
of the adjacent sea-bed and sub-soil.

The issues that arise in respect of archipelagos would 
appear to result from efforts to reconcile (a) the interests ot 
an archipelagic political entity in the preservation of its unity 
and integrity, usually assured by regulating in some measure 
the use of its interstitial waters and sea-bed areas, and 
(b) the interests of the rest of the international community 
in using those waters or exploiting those submarine areas f^e
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from unnecessary interference. Consequently, controv® y 
has tended to centre around such questions as: from wha
baseline should an archipelagic State measure its territorial 
sea" If it is accepted that the coastlines ol tht
outermost islands may be used, should that method be 
permitted when the outermost Islands are mor 
than a specified distance apart, e-S- tv^lce any
internationally agreed maximum limit for the bread i 
the territorial sea ? What are the rights of the arch.pclagw 
State in respect of navigation by foreign ships between islands 
separated by a distance greater than twice any internationally 
aorecd maximum limit for the breadth of the territorial sea ? 
What are the rights of the archipelagic State in icspcct o 
exploitation of an island’s sea-bed area lying beyond any 
specified depth or distance applied for the purpose of 
delimiting national jurisdiction? If uny gener,. rues 
governing measurement of the territorial sea, navigation, sea
bed exploitation etc. are not to be applied in relation to 
archipelagos that are political entities, on what bases should 
this exception be made '? Should the applicable rules vary 
depending on whether (a) a coastal archipelago or (b) an 
outlying archipelago is being considered ? What rules should
apply in respect of over-flight of archipelagos ? Governments

' may wish to consider the implications of these questions m 
relation to the “archipelago concept” urged m the course of 
the discussions of the AALCC Sub-Committee on the Law of 
the Sea at the Twelfth Session. (Sec also on the whole 
question of archipelagos : Jens Evensen, “Certain lega
aspects concerning the delimitation of the territorial waters of 
archipelagos” UN Conference on the Law of the Sea, 
Summary Records, Vol. I (Preparatory Documents), n. 289). 
Extracts from 1971 Report of the AALCC Sub-Committee 
on the Law of the Sea 
“The archipelago concept

The Delegations of Indonesia and the Philippines 
requested the Committee to consider the problems of
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archipelagic countries. They urged that archipelagic 
countries like Indonesia and the Philippines, which consist of 
thousands of islands, had a special interest in, and relation 
to, the waters between and around those islands for histori
cal, geographical, ethnological, political and economical 
reasons, as well as for reasons of national defence and security. 
In their view, an archipelagic country of this kind was 
entitled to measure the breadth of its territorial sea from base
lines connecting the outermost points of the outermost islands 
of the archipelago. The right of innocent passage from one 
part of the high seas to another through the waters of an 
archipelagic country would be guaranteed by that country 
subject to any rules and regulations it might enact in that 
regard.

Several Delegations expressed their appreciation to the 
Delegations of Indonesia and the Philippines for their elabora
tion of the archipelago concept. They agreed that sympathe
tic consideration should be given to the archipelago concept 
as outlined by the members from Indonesia and the 
Philippines.

Some Delegations expressed support for the concept.
One Delegation indicated that it was not in a position 

to accept the archipelago concept.
VI. HISTORIC WATERS

Issues relating to “historic waters”
The conditions under which a State may validly claim 

rights in an area of the sea on the ground that such rights 
have been exercised by it over a long period with the acquies
cence of the international community, i.c. that a State has 
“historic title” to those rights have not yet been fully agreed 
at a general international conference. The Conventions 
1958 contain references to historic situations generally W'L'’ 
a view to exempting them from a rule of the particula1 
Convention that would otherwise apply. Thus, for examplL’ 
Article 7(6) of the Convention on the Territorial Sea stat^
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inter alia that the provisions of that Article are not to apply 
to “so-called ‘historic’ bays”. Article 12 of the same 
Convention exempts from application of the “median line 
principle cases

“where it is necessary by reason of historic title or 
other special, circumstances to delimit the territorial 
seas of the two States in a way which is at variance with 
this provision.”

(It may be noted that a similar provision in Article 6 of the 
Continental Shelf Convention, while providing for an excep
tion on the ground of “special circumstances” makes no 
specific reference to historic title).

From the foregoing it will be seen that historic title 
to sea areas has been considered to be of importance in 
relation to “historic” bays and claims to a special breadth of 
the territorial sea. It is also of importance in relation to a 
special regime for the international waters and sea-bed areas 
of an archipelagic country. A study of the principles 
applicable to determine historic title has been suggested. On 
the subject of historic bays, see a very detailed Memorandum 
by the UN Secretariat, UN Conference on the Law of the 
Sea, Official Records Vol. I (Preparatory Documents), 
pp 1-38. The scope of the Memorandum is not limited to 
historic bays, and has a bearing on straits, the waters within 
archipelagos and other marine areas.

Governments may wish to give careful consideration to 
the various circumstances which, existing singly or in 
combination, arc roots of historic title. Among such elements 
may be considered :

(1) propinquity of the sea area and the traditional and 
consistent exercise of sovereignty over it. (What 
acts constitute the exercise of sovereignty ?)

(2) acquiescence of other States in the claim. (Must 
acquiescence be universal ? Must it be express, 
or can it be inferred from absence of opposition ?
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When a State has publicly proclaimed its right to 
sea area e.g. through legislation, may the claim be 
recognised as against those who have abstained 
from lodging objections ? Should mere forma! 
protest be considered enough to undermine an 
otherwise strong record of usage.)

(3) existence of the claim over] an appreciable period 
of time. (Must the period be a “long” one ? Must 
it spread over decades, centuries ? Would it be 
possible to formulate a rule which stipulated a 
period of time that would be “reasonable” when all 
the surrounding circumstances are taken into 
account ?)

(4) Consistency in, or continuity of the claim and 
exercise of sovereignty.

(5) Dependence on the sea area for economic, security 
oi other purposes considered by the claimant to be 
of a vital nature.

Governments may also wish to consider the general 
proposition that the onus of proving that maritime areas close 
to its coast possess the character of internal waters that 
they would not normally possess, lies on the claimant State.

At the Committee’s plenary meeting on 27 January 1971 
one delegate indicated his concern at the Sub-Committee’s 
having failed to discuss the matter of historic waters for lack 
of time. He recalled that the 1958 Conference on the Law 
of the Sea had adopted a resolution requesting the General 
Assembly to make appropriate arrangements for the study of 
the juridical regime of historic waters including historic 
bays, and to send the results of those studies to all ‘ls 
member States. (UN Conference on the Law of the Sea. 
Summary Records, Vol. II, p. 145). This matter had been 
referred subsequently to the International Law Commission-
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VII. PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF POLLUTION
OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

Prevention and control of pollution of the marine 
environment has until now been approached on a piecemeal 
basis. Thus Article 24 of the Geneva Convention on the 
High Seas requires Contracting States to draw up regula
tions to prevent pollution of the seas by oil; Article 25 of 
that Convention requires Contracting States to take 
measures to prevent pollution of the seas from the dumping 
of radioactive waste, or resulting from any activities with 
radioactive or other harmful agents; Article 5 (7) of the 
Continental Shelf Convention requires a coastal State to 
undertake, in safety zones surrounding installations establi
shed by it on its continental shelf, aH appropriate measures 
for the protection of the living resources of the sea from- 
harmful agents; and several articles of the Fishing Convention 
deal generally with the measures necessary for the conserva
tion of the living resources of the high seas.

From the London Conference on Pollution of the Sea 
Oil (1954) emerged an International Convention on Pollu
tion of the Sea by Oil. The Conference adopted a Final 
Act embodying eight resolutions, one of which invites the 
United Nations to “undertake the collection, analysis and 
dissemination of information about oil pollution in various 
countries, and in particular technical information about port 
facilities for the reception of oily residues and the results of 
research into the problem of oi! pollution generally and to 
keep the whole problem under review In 1969 a Convention 
relating to Intervention on the High Seas in cases of Oil 
Pollution Casualties and a Convention on Civil Liability for 
Oil Pollution Damage were formulated under the auspices 
of the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organiza
tion.

With acceptance of the need for a comprehensive legal 
framework for the prevention of pollution of the environ-
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ment as a whole (including the marine environment) it has 
been decided to convene a Conference on the Human 
Environment in 1972. Governments may wish to consider 
carefully the results of that Conference in their preparation 
for initiatives regarding pollution of the marine environment 
at the Conference on the Law of the Sea scheduled for 1973.

. One of the problems involved in the prevention and 
control of pollution is that of defining pollution. The 1969 
Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine 
Pollution jointly sponsored by IMCO/FAO/UNESCO/WMO 
has defined marine pollution as :

“Introduction by man, directly or indirectly, of 
substances or energy into the marine environment 
(including estuaries) resulting in such deleterious effects 
as harm to living resources, hazard to human health, 
hindrance to marine activities including fishing, 
impairment of quality for use of sea water and reduc
tion of amenities”.

While this definition might have served the purpose for which 
it was intended, it does not offer guidance as to at what 
point the “harm”, the “hazard”, the “hindrance” or the 
“impairment” in fact occurs. What is the threshold level 
of pollution ? Among the principal sources of pollution 
caused by man are (1) disposal of domestic sewage and 
industrial waste, mainly from coastal outlets within national 
jurisdiction; (2) the escape or dumping of harmful materials 
such as toxic or radioactive substances that have served 
their purpose or are no longer usable; (3) the introduction of 
waste material from ships or the accidental escape of 
harmful cargoes such as oi) and (4) escape or introduction 
of harmful substances in the course of exploitation of the 
sea-bed. Consideration may have to be given to establi
shing not one, but several threshold levels of pollution wilh 
respect to these sources, levels which would vary with’ 
among other factors, the form and quality of the matena 
introduced, its rate of introduction, the nature of thc
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protective packaging used, if any, and the characteristics 
of the area of the marine environment into which it is 
introduced. It is even possible that there might be even 
more than one threshold level for each pollutant.

Three other issues may be noted in this connection : (1) 
the principles applicable to determine liability in the case of 
pollution damage ; should an offender’s State be responsible 
directly for pollution damage ? should such responsibility be 
“absolute” or “strict” or dependent on some notion of 
fault ? (2) the right of a coastal State in the region of an 
activity causing or likely to cause pollution damage, to be 
consulted, and in certain circumstances to take preventive 
measures (see on this point paragraphs 12 and 13 (b) of the 
Declaration of 17 December 1970 and Article I of the 
Convention relating to Intervention on the High Seas in 
Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties (1969) ; (3) measures to 
centralise and control marine pollution surveillance or 
monitoring through impartial international machinery.

It has been suggested that, while problems of marine 
pollution are serious and would seem to require urgent 
attention, the questions of regulation and control of pollu
tion and of liability, could have somewhat more significance 
for developed than for developing countries. Developing 
countries engaged in striving with the limited resources at 
their command toward greater industrialization may be 
reluctant to assume obligations of control and liability with 
respect to pollution if it involves further demands on infant 
industries. On the other hand, the developed countries 
which have for several years added steadily, and with what 
ln retrospect may appear to be less than adequate forethought, 
to the level of pollution in human environment as a whole, 
may be expected to bear a greater share of the responsibility.
Note : The question of preservation of the marine environ

ment was not discussed at the Twelfth Session of 
AALCC for lack of time.
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VIII. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

The promotion of scientific research in the marine 
environment, and the means of effective publication and 
dissemination of the effective results of such research so as 
to benefit mankind as a whole, and the developing countries 
in particular, is regarded as a topic of the first importance. 
Many believe that as more data in the marine environment 
becomes known- -the extent and location of mineral resources 
of the sea-bed, exploration and recovery techniques, 
information on living marine resources etc—it should receive 
the widest possible circulation.

Some have emphasized the need for new means of co
operation in measures to strengthen the research capacities 
of developing countries, including participation of their 
nationals in research programmes of the developed countries 
or of international organizations active in this field. The 
exchange and training of personnel in all branches of marine 
science and technology including fishing and fish conserva
tion should, it is felt, be promoted and encouraged at the 
international level. To what extent would it help to institu
tionalise this process ? It has been suggested that the new 
International Authority contemplated for the area of the 
sea-bed beyond national jurisdiction might play a useful role 
in this connection. Clearly States would wish to take us 
much advantage as possible of the facilities and services 
offered by the Inter-governmental Oceanographic Commission 
of UNESCO, of FAO and its Committee on Fisheries, the 
other specialised agencies of the United Nations, and such 
regional institutions as the ECAFE Committee for Co-ordJ 
nation of Joint Prospecting for Mineral Resources in Asian 
Off shore Areas (CCOP). Would it be feasible or desirable to 
attempt to centralise functions of collection, publication 
dissemination of information on the marine environment, u 
of exchange and training of personnel, in some new in '11 
tion created for the purpose ?
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Could the principles relating to international co-opera
tion and scientific research with regard to the international 
sea-bed area set out in paragraph 10 of the Declaration of 
17 December 1970 serve as a basis for formulating principles 
applicable to such activity in the marine environment as a 
whole ? Should such principles be embodied in a separate 
treaty ? Governments may wish to consider the extent to 
which protection ought to be afforded to new discoveries in 
marine science, the development of new technological pro
cesses and other knowledge in the nature of industrial 
secrets.

On the broader question of transfer of technology in 
general, it may be useful to recall the Policy Measures set out 
in Part C. 7 (Science and Technology) paragraphs 60-64 of 
the International Development Strategy for the Second United 
Nations Development Decade, embodied in General Assembly 
resolution 2626 (XXV) of 24 October 1970.
■Note : Questions relating to scientific research were not

discussed at the Twelfth Session of AALCC.



ANNEXURE-I
U.N. GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 2749

U.N. DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE SEA-BED 
AND T1IE OCEAN FLOOR, AND THE SUB-SOIL THEREOF, BEYOND 

THE LIMITS OF NATIONAL JURISDICTION

( Adopted by U. N. General Assembly on 17th 
December 1970 )

The General Assembly
Recalling its resolutions 2340(XX11) of 18 December 

1967, 2467(XX1II) ol 21 December 1968 and 2574(XXIV) of 
15 December 1969, concerning the area to which the title 
of the item refers,

Affirming that there is an area of the sea-bed and the 
ocean floor, and the sub-soil thereof, beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction, the precise limits of which are yet to be 
determined,

Recognizing that the existing legal regime of the high 
seas does not provide substantive rules for regulating the 
exploration of the aforesaid area and the exploitation of its 
resources,

Convinced that the area shall be reserved exclusively for 
peaceful purposes and that the exploration of the area and 
the exploitation of its resources shall be carried out for the 
benefit of mankind as a whole,

Believing it essential that an international regime apply
ing to the area and its resources and including appropriate 
international machinery should be established as soon as 
possible,

Bearing in mind that the development and use of the area 
and its resources shall be undertaken in such a manner as 10
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foster healthy development of the world economy and balan
ced growth of international trade, and to minimize any 
adverse economic effects caused by fluctuation of prices of 
raw materials resulting from such activities,

Solemnly declares that :

1. The sea-bed and the ocean floor, and the subsoil 
thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction (hereinafter 
referred to as the area), as well as the resources of the area, 
are the common heritage of mankind.

2. The area shall not be subject to appropriation by 
any means by States or persons, natural or juridical, and no 
State shall claim or exercise sovereignty or sovereign rights 
over any part thereof.

3. No State or person, natural or juridical, shall 
claim, exercise or acquire rights with respect to the area 
or its resources incompatible with the international regime 
to be established and the principles of this Declaration.

4. All activities regarding the exploration and exploi
tation of the resources of the area and other related activities 
shall be governed by the international regime to be esta
blished.

5. The area shall be open to use exclusively for peace
ful purposes by all States whether coastal or land-locked, 
without discrimination, in accordance with the international 
regime to be established.

6. States shall act in the area in accordance with the 
applicable principles and rules of international law including 
the Charter of the United Nations and the Declaration on 
Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Rela
tions and Co-operation among States in accordance with 
the Charter of the United Nations, adopted by the General 
Assembly on 24 October 1971,1 in the interests of main-

t. Resolution 2625 (XXV),
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taining international peace and security and promoting inter
national co-operation and mutual understanding.

7. The exploration of the area and the exploitation of 
its resources shall be carried out for the benefit of mankind 
as a whole, irrespective of the geographical location of States, 
whether land-locked or coastal, and taking into particular 
consideration the interests and needs of the developing 
countries.

8. The area shall be reserved exclusively for peaceful 
purposes, without prejudice to any measures which have been 
or may be agreed upon in the context of international nego
tiations undertaken in the field of disarmament and which 
may be applicable to broader area. One or more interna
tional agreements shall be concluded as soon as possible in 
order to implement effectively this principle and to constitute 
a step towards the exclusion of the sea-bed, the ocean floor 
and the subsoil thereof from the arms race.

9. On the basis of the principles of this Declaration, 
an international regime applying to the area and its resou
rces and including appropriate international machinery to 
give effect to its provisions shall be established by an inter
national treaty of a universal character, generally agreed 
upon. The regime shall inter alia, provide for the orderly 
and safe development andjrational management of the area 
and its resources and for expanding opportunities in the use 
thereof and ensure the equitable sharing by States in the 
benefits derived therefrom, taking into particlur consideration 
the interests and needs of the developing countries, whether 
land-locked or coastal.

10. States shall promote international co-operation in sci
entific research exclusively for peaceful purposes :

■ nd(a) By participation in international programmes a 
by encouraging co-operation in scientific research by !-Lr 
sonnel of different countries;
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(b) Through effective publication of research pro
grammes and dissemination of the results of research through 
international channels;

(c) By co-operation in measures to strengthen research 
capabilities of developing countries, including the partici
pation of their nationals in research programmes. No such 
activity shall form the legal basis for any claim with respect 
to any part of the area or its resources.
11. With respect to activities in the area and acting in con
formity with the international regime to be established, States 
shall take appropriate measures for and shall co-opcrate in 
the adoption and implementation of international rules, 
standards and procedures for, inter alia :

(a) Prevention of pollution and contamination, and 
other hazards to the marine environment, including the coast
line, and of interference with the ecological balance of the 
marine environment;

(b) Protection and conservation of the natural resources 
of the area and prevention of damage to the flora and fauna 
of the marine environment.
12. In their activities in the area, including those relating to 
its resources, States shall pay due regard to the rights and 
legitimate interests of coastal States in the region of such 
activities, as well as of all other States which may be affected 
by such activities. Consultations shall be maintained with 
the coastal States concerned with respect to activities relating 
to the exploration of the area and the exploitation of its 
resources with a view to avoiding infringement of such rights 
ar>d interests.

'3. Nothing herein shall affect :
(a) The legal status of the waters superjacent to the 

area or that of the air space above those waters;
ure ^ ^he r’^lts COastal States with respect to meas- 

s to prevent, mitigate or eliminate grave and imminent
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danger to their coastline or related interests from pollution or 

threat thereof resulting from, or from other hazardous occurr

ences caused by, any activities in the area, subject to the 

international regime to be established.

14. Every State shall have the responsibility to ensure that 

activities in the area, including those relating to its resources, 

whether undertaken by governmental agencies, or non

governmental entities or persons under its jurisdiction, or 

acting on its behalf, shall be carried out in conformity 

with the international regime to be established. The same 

responsibility applies to international organizations and their 

members for activities undertaken by such organizations or 

on their behalf. Damage caused by such activities shall 

entail liability.

15. The parties to any dispute relating to activities in the 

area and its resources shall resolve such dispute by the mea

sures mentioned in Article 33 of the Charter of the United 

Nations and such procedures for settling disputes as may be 

agreed upon in the international regime to be established.

(Adopted by 108 votes in favour, 

none against, and with 18 abstentions).

annexure-iii

U.N. GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 2750 

Reservation exclusively for peaceful purposes of the

SEA-BED AND THE OCEAN FLOOR, AND THE SUBSOIL THEREOF, 
UNDERLYING THE HIGH SEAS BEYOND THE LIMITS OF PRESENT 
NATIONAL JURISDICTION AND USE OF THEIR RESOURCES IN 
THE INTERESTS OF MANKIND, AND CONVENING OF A CONFER

ENCE ON THE LAW OF THE SEA.

A

The General Assembly
Reaffirming that the area of the sea-bed and the ocean 

floor, and the subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national 

jurisdiction, and its resources are the common heritage of 

mankind,

Convinced that the exploration of the area and the 

exploitation of its resources should be carried out for the 

benefit of mankind as a whole, taking into account the special 

interests and needs of the developing countries,

Reaffirming that the development of the area and its 

resources shall be undertaken in such a manner as to foster 

healthy development of the world economy and balanced 

growth of international trade, and to minimize any adverse 

economic effects caused by the fluctuation of prices of raw 

materials resulting from such activities,

I. Requests the Secretary-General to co-operate with 
the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 

specialized agencies and other competent organizations of 
the United Nations system in order to:

(a) Identify the problems arising from the production 
of certain minerals from the area beyond the limits of national
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jurisdiction and examine the impact they will have on the 

economic well-being of the developing countries, in particular 

on prices of mineral exports on the world market;

(b) Study these problems in the light of the scale of 

possible exploitation of the sea-bed taking into account the 

world demand for raw materials and the evolution of costs and 

prices;

(c) Propose effective solutions for dealing with these 

problems.

2. Requests the Secretary-General to submit his report 

thereon to the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea

bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National 

Jurisdiction for consideration during one of its sessions in 

1971, and for making its recommendations as appropriate to 

foster healthy development of the world economy and balan

ced growth of international trade, and to minimize any 

adverse economic effects caused by the fluctuation of prices 

of raw materials resulting from such activities.

3. Requests the Secretary-General, in co-operation with 

the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 

specialized agencies and other competent organizations of 

the United Nations system, to keep this matter under cons

tant review so as to submit supplementary information annu

ally or whenever it is necessary and recommend additional 

measures in the light of economic, scientific and technolo

gical developments.

4. Calls upon the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the 
Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National 

Jurisdiction to submit a report on this question to the 

General Assembly at its twenty-sixth session.

B

The General Assembly,
Recalling its resolutions 1028 (XI) of 20 February 1957

and 1105 (XI) of 21 February 1957 concerning the problems
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of land-locked countries,

Bearing in mind the replies to the inquiries made by 

the Secretary-General in accordance with paragraph 1 of 

resolution 2574 A (XXIV), which indicate wide support for 

the idea of convening a conference relating to the law of the 

sea, at which the interests and needs of all States, whether 

land-locked or coastal, could be reconciled,

Noting that many of the present land-locked States 

Members of the United Nations did not participate in the 

previous United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea,

Reaffirming that the area of the sea-bed and the 

ocean floor, and their subsoil, lying beyond the limits of 

national jurisdiction, together with the resources thereof, 

are the common heritage of mankind,

Convinced that the exploration of that area and the 

exploitation of those resources must be carried out for the 

benefit of all mankind, taking into account the special 

interests and needs of the developing countries, including the 

particular needs and problems of those which are land-locked,

1. Requests the Secretary-General to prepare, in 

collaboration with the United Nations Conference on Trade 

and Development and other competent bodies, an up-to-date 

study of the matters referred to in the memorandum dated 

14 January 1958 prepared by the Secretariat on the question 

of free access of land-locked countries to the sea2 and to 

supplement that document, in the light of the events which 

have occurred in the meantime, with a report on the special 

problems of land-locked countries relating to the explora

tion and exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed and the 

ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of 

national jurisdiction;

2. United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, 1958 
Official Records, Vol. I; United Nations publication, Sales No. 58. V. 4, 
Vol. 1; Preparatory Document 23 (A CONF. 13 29 and Add. 1)
PP- 306 to 335.
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2. Requests the Secretary-General to submit the above- 
mentioned study to the Enlarged Committee on the Peaceful 

Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits 

of National Jurisdiction, for consideration at one of its 1971 

sessions, so that appropriate measures may be evolved 

within the general framework of the law of the sea, to resolve 

the problems of land-locked countries;

3. Requests the Committee to report on this question 

to the General Assembly at its twenty-sixth session.

The General Assembly,
Recalling its resolutions 798 (VIII) of 7 December 

1953, 1105 (XI) of 21 February 1957 and 2574 A (XXIV) of 

15 December 1969,

Recalling further its resolutions 2340 (XXII) of 
18 December 1967, 2467 (XXIII) of 2! December 1968 and 

2574 (XXIV) of 15 December 1969,

Talcing into account the results of the consultations 

undertaken by the Secretary-General in accordance with 

paragraph 1 of resolution 2574 A (XXIV), which indicate 

widespread support for the holding of a comprehensive 

conference on the law of the sea,

Conscious that the problems of ocean space are 
closely inter-related and need to be considered as a whole,

Noting that the political and economic realities, 
scientific development and rapid technological advances of 

the last decade have accentuated the need for early and 

progressive development of the law of the sea, in a frame 

work of close international co-operation,

Having regard to the fact that many of the present 
States Members of the United Nations did not take part m 
previous United Nations Conferences on the Law of the Se 

Convinced that the elaboration of an equitably 

international regime for the sea-bed and the ocean flooi jn 

the subsoil thereof beyond the limits of national jurisdictit>n
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would facilitate agreement on the questions to be examined 

at such a conference,

Affirming that such agreements on these questions 

should seek to accommodate the interests and needs of all 

States, whether land-locked or coastal, taking into account 

the special interests and needs of the developing countries, 

whether land-locked or coastal, .

Having considered the report of the Committee on the 

Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond 

the Limits of National Jurisdiction,

Convinced that a new conference on the Law of the Sea 

would have to be carefully prepared to ensure its success and 

that the preparatory work ought to start as soon as possible 

after the termination of the twenty-fifth session of the Gene

ral Assembly, drawing on the experience already accumulated 

in the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-bed and 

the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction 

and using fully the opportunity provided by the 1972 United 

Nations Conference on the Human Environment to further its 

work :

1. Notes with satisfaction the progress made so far 

towards the elaboration of the international regime for the 

sea-bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof beyond 

the limits of national jurisdiction through the Declaration 

ofPrinciples Governing the Sea-bed and the Ocean Floor, 

and the Subsoil thereof beyond the Limits of National juris
diction, adopted by the General Assembly on 17 December 

1970 ;

2. Decides to convene in 1973, in accordance with the 
provisions of paragraph 3 hereof, a conference on the Law of 
the Sea which would deal with the establishment of an equit

able international regime -including an international machi- 

nery—for the area and the resources of the sea-bed and the 

°cean floor and the subsoil thereof beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction, a precise definition of the area, and a
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broad range of related issues including those concerning the 

regimes of the high seas, the continental shelf, the 

territorial sea (including the question of its breadth and the 

question of international straits) and contiguous zone, fishing 

and conservation of the living resources of the high seas 

(including the question of the preferential rights of coastal 

States), the preservation of the marine environment (includ

ing, inter alia, the prevention of pollution) and scientific- 

research;

3. Decides further to review at its twenty-sixth and 

twenty-seventh sessions the reports of the Committee referred 

to in paragraph 6 below on the progress of its preparatory 

work with a view to determining the precise agenda of the 

conference, its definitive date, location and duration, and 

related arrangements; if the twenty-seventh General Assembly 

determines the progress of the preparatory work of the Com

mittee to be insufficient, it may decide to postpone the 

conference;

4. Reaffirms the mandate of the Committee on the 

Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond 

the limits of National Jurisdiction set forth in resolution 

2467 A (XXIII) of 21 December 1968 as supplemented by the 

present resolution;

5. Decides to enlarge the Committee by 44 members, 
appointed by the Chairman of the First Committee in 

consultation with regional groups and taking into account 
equitable geographical representation thereon;

6. Instructs the enlarged Committee to hold two meet
ings in Geneva in March and July-August 1971 in order to 

prepare for the Conference draft treaty articles embodying 

the international regime—including an international machi
nery—for the area and the resources of the sea-bed and 

ocean floor and the subsoil thereof beyond the limits 
national jurisdiction, taking into account the equitable sh-n 

ing by all States in the benefits to be derived therefrom >
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bearing in mind the special interests and needs of develop

ing countries, whether coastal or land-locked, on the basis of 
the Declaration of Principles Governing the Sea-Bed and the 

Ocean Floor and the Subsoil thereof beyond the Limits of 

National Juiisdiction adopted by the General Assembly on 

17 December 1970 and a comprehensive list of subjects and 

issues relating to the Law of the Sea referred to in operative 

paragraph 2 above which should be dealt with by the 
conference, and draft articles on such subjects and issues;

7. Authorizes the Committee to establish such subsi
diary organs as it deems necessary for the efficient perform

ance of its functions, bearing in mind the scientific, economic, 

legal and technical aspects of the issues involved;

8. Requests the Committee to prepare, as appropriate, 

reports to the General Assembly on the progress of its work;

9. Requests the Secretary-General to circulate those 

reports to Member States and Observers to the United Nations 
for their comments and observations;

10. Decides to invite other member States which are 

not appointed to the Committee to participate as observers 

and to be heard on specific points;

11. Requests the Secretary-General to render the Commi
ttee all the assistance it may require in legal, economic, 

technical and scientific matters, including the relevant records 
of the General Assembly and specialized agencies for the 

efficient performance of its functions;

12. Decides that the enlarged Committee, as well as its 
subsidiary organs, shall have summary records of itsproceed- 

■ngs;

13. Invites the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
n Cultural Organization and its Inter-governmental

q ano§iaphic Commission, the Food and Agriculture 
F^ganizdtion of the United Nations and its Committee on 

s eries, the World Health Organisation, the Inter-Govern-



mental Maritime Consultative Organization, the World 

Meteorological Organization, the International Atomic Energy 

Agency and other inter-governmental bodies and specialized 

agencies concerned to co-operate fully with the Committee in 

the implementation of the present resolution, in particular by 

preparing such scientific and technical documentation as the 

Committee may request.
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ANNEXU RE-IV

REGIME FOR THE SEA-BED 
BEYOND NATIONAL JURISDICTION

Summary of U.S. Proposal

The United States proposal calls for an international 

agreement to establish the International Sea-bed Area beyond 

a water depth of 200 metres as the common heritage of man

kind, to be explored and developed under an international 

regime. Such a regime would provide for the collection of 

revenues from mineral production throughout the entire 

International Sea-bed Area to be used for international 

community purposes, taking into account the special needs of 

developing countries. The international regime would also 

establish certain basic principles and both general and specific 

rules applicable throughout the International Sea-bed Area.

The United States concept, however, provides that 

coastal States act as Trustees for the international 

community with respect to certain exploration and exploita

tion functions in that part of the International Sea-bed Area 

extending from 200 metre depth to the seaward edge of the 

continental margin. In return for the performance of these 

functions, Trustee States would receive a share of the inter

national revenues developed from the exploration and 

exploitation of sea-bed resources within the Trusteeship Area, 

and they would establish some of the terms governing among 

other things the licensing of exploration and exploitation of 

sea-bed resources in that area.

In keeping with the common heritage concept, under 
the United States proposal no State could exercise 

sovereignty or sovereign rights over the International Sea-bed 
Area or its resources, nor claim any right, title or interest 

in the Area or its resources unless specifically allowed to do so
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by the Convention. The International Sea-bed Area would be 

open to use by all States without discrimination, except, that 

in the Trusteeship Area, the Trustee Party could decide 

whether, how and to whom licences should be issued. The 

International Sea-bed Area would be reserved exclusively for 

peaceful purposes.

All exploration except scientific research, as well as 

exploitation of the mineral deposits in the International Sea

bed Area would be licensed, and would be subject to general 

provisions governing the entities permitted to apply for them, 

the conditions under which licences would be issued, the size 

of the areas to which licences may apply, their duration, the 

minerals to be covered by licences, and the magnitude of 

fees and payments.

Trustee States would be permitted discretion in 

establishing some of these terms in the Trusteeship Area. 

The international regime would also establish standards 

governing construction, equipment, and operations related 

to sea-bed resource exploration and exploitation, in order to 

safeguard human life, protect the marine environment from 

pollution, and avoid unjustifiable interference with other 

users of the area. Detailed provisions on the nature and 

extent of State responsibility for violation of these standards 

and rules would need to be included as well as provisions 

establishing State responsibility for all damage arising from 

activities which it authorized or sponsored. It would call tor 

full international and State inspection of licensed activities, 

and for the revocation of licences and for other penalties 
for those violating rules and regulations. And it would 

provide for the peaceful and compulsory settlement of 

disputes.

As to the machinery required to implement this regime 

the United States proposes that there be estabhsed aT1 

International Sea-bed Resource Authority with primary rL^ 
ponsibility for overall supervision of sea-bed exploration an
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exploitation activities, to be complemented and supplemented 

by State machinery. The concepts “authorise” and 

“sponsor” are used to distinguish between activities which 

States permit as Trustees, on the one hand, and those which 

are licensed by the International Sea-bed Resource Authority, 

on the other. The term “authorized” also applies to any 

other activity which a State conducts or permits to be 

conducted not related to exploration and exploitation.

The principal organs of the proposed International Sea

bed Resource Authority would be an Assembly of all 

Contracting Parties : a Council of 24 members ; a Tribunal 

of 5 to 9 judges elected by the Council; and a Secretariat. 

The U.S. proposal, however, also provides for the establish

ment of three Commissions, each composed of 5 to 9 

experts to be elected by the Council on the basis of nomi

nations submitted by all Contracting Parlies. A Rule and 

Recommended Practices Commission would formulate, and 

recommend to the Council, rules concerning the level, basis 

and accounting procedures for determining international fees 

and other forms of payment, work requirements, criteria for 

defining the technical and financial competence of applicants 

for licences, and standards governing equipment and 

operations, and the prevention of waste in mineral extraction. 

These would be adopted in the form of Annexes to the 

Convention.

An Operations Commission would issue licences, 

supervise and inspect operations in co-operation with the 

Trustee or Sponsoring Party, and initiate proceedings in the 

case of violations. It would arrange for the collection of 
international fees and payments, issue deep drilling permits, 

and, at the request of a Trustee Party, supervise the 

management of exploration and exploitation on the Trustee 
Party s bchall in the International Trusteeship Area.

An International Boundary Review Commission would 
review the boundaries of the International Sea-bed Area
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delineated by States within the area under their respective 

trusteeships, negotiate any differences with Contracting 

Parties, and if these differences are not resolved, initiate 

proceedings before the Tribunal.

The Assembly would meet at least once every three 

years. It would elect members of the Council, approve 

budgets proposed by the Council, and approve proposals of 

the Council for changes in allocation of net income within 

prescribed limits. Most important, it would consider 

proposals for amendments to the Convention, and if it 

approved them, would submit such amendments to 

Contracting Parties for ratification.

The Council would submit to the Assembly budgets and 

proposals for changes in the allocation of net income and 

adopt and amend Rules and Recommended Practices upon the 

recommendations of the Rules and Recommended Practices 

Commission. It would have the power to issue emergency 

orders at the request of a Contracting Party to prevent 

serious harm to the marine environment arising from sea-bed 

activities. It would also establish procedures for co-ordina

tion between the International Sea-bed Resource Authority, 

the United Nations and its specialized agencies, and other 

international or regional organizations concerned with the 

marine environment. The Council would consist of the six 

most industrially advanced Contracting Parties as designated 

members, and eighteen additional contracting parties, 

including at least 12 developing countries. Two of the 24 

members must be land-locked or shelf-locked countries. The 

requirement that decisions of the Council be taken by a 
concurrent majority of designated and elected members is 

designed to insure that its decisions will have the support 

necessary for their execution.

The Tribunal would decide all disputes and advise on 

all questions concerning the interpretation and application 

of the Convention. It would also have compulsory jurisdiction
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over any complaint brought by a Contracting Party against 

another Contracting Party for failure to fulfill its obligations 

under the Convention, or whenever the Operations Com

mission on its own initiative or at the request of any licensee 

considered that the Contracting Party or licensee had failed 

to fulfill its obligations under the Convention.

If the Tribunal found that the Contracting Party or 

licensee were in default, such party or licensee would be 

bound to take the measures required to implement the 

Tribunal’s judgment. The Tribunal would have the power 

to impose fines of not more than $ 1000 for each day of an 

offence as well as to award damages to the other party 

concerned. Where the Tribunal determined that a licensee 

had committed a gross and persistent violation of the provi

sions of the Convention and had not brought its operations 

into compliance within a reasonable time, the Council could 

either revoke the licence or request the Trustee Party to do so.

When a Contracting Party failed to perform the obliga

tions incumbent on it under a judgment of the Tribunal, the 

Council, on application of the other party to the case, could 

decide to suspend temporarily in whole or in part the rights 

of the defaulting party, including a Trustee Party. This 

function, we believe, will gain maximum protection to the 

international community interests, which the draft Conven

tion is designed to advance.

In addition, any Contracting Party, and any person 

directly affected, could bring before the Tribunal the legality 

of any measures taken by the Council or one of its Com

missions, and the Tribunal could declare such measures null 

and void.

Under the United States proposal, States would be 

responsible for supervising the licensees they sponsor or 
authorize, but the International Sea-bed Resource Authority 

would have full power to inspect all sea-bed exploration and 
exploitation operations in the International Sea-bed Area.
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The international machinery proposed by the United 

States would possess international legal personality and would 

have the authority to collect and disburse its own revenues. 

The International Sea-bed Resource Authority would be 

authorised to borrow money to support its administrative 

costs during its early stages, and Contracting Parties would 

be encouraged to make such loans as would be necessary to 

get it underway. But after its first few years it should be 

self-sustaining and would be required to support its activities 

from its own direct income.
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SUMMARY RECORD OF DISCUSSIONS HELD 
AT THE TWELFTH SESSION

The subject “Law of the Sea including questions 

relating to peaceful uses of the sea-bed and the ocean floor ly

ing beyond the limits of national jurisdiction” was a priority 

item on the agenda of the Twelfth Session held in Colombo. 

It was discussed by the Committee at that session during 

its second, third, fifth, sixth and eighth plenary meetings 

held respectively on the 19th, 20th, 21st, 22nd and 27th of 

January, 1971. A questionnaire prepared by the Secretariat 

of the Committee, which included questions inter alia 

relating to breadth of the territorial sea, special position of 

the archipelagic States, right of transit through international 

straits, preferential fishing rights of coastal States and, in 

general, the peaceful uses of the sea-bed and the ocean floor 

lying beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, served as the 

basis of discussion at that session.

Second Meeting

Opening the discussion on the subject, the Delegate of 

CEYLON said that although his country had not ratified the 

four conventions on the Law of the Sea, his country was 

averse to reopening the issues which had already been settled 

in those conventions. The outstanding issues on the topic 

he pointed out, which Ceylon would like to be discussed at 

the proposed Conference on the Law of the Sea, were : (1) an 
international regime, including appropriate international 

machinery, with jurisdiction over the sea-bed and the ocean 
floor and the sub-soil thereof beyond national jurisdiction : 

(2) the manner of delimiting the area of national jurisdiction, 

and consequently the area subject to the proposed inter
national regime ; the nature and extent of jurisdiction ot
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coastal States over adjacent fisheries ; (3) the rights and 

duties of States with regard to the conservation and manage

ment of the living resources of the sea, including the special 

interests of the coastal States ; (4) prevention and control 

of pollution of the marine environment ; (5) scientific re

search ; (6) the breadth of the territorial sea ; and (7) transit 

through international straits.

Referring to the international regime to be set up for 

the sea-bed and the ocean floor lying beyond the limits of 

national jurisdiction, the Delegate stated that in the view of 

his Government, the Declaration of Principles adopted by 

the General Assembly on December 17, 1970 was basic to the 

elaboration of the proposed international regime, which, he 

added, could be brought about by means of a multilateral 

treaty. With a view to ensuring effective exercise of the said 

international regime, he said that his Government envisaged 

a new international organisation invested with full powers and 

functions. As to the institutional framework necessary for 

the efficient performance of the aforesaid functions, he 

pointed out that Ceylon envisaged a super-structure 

comprising : (i) a plenary organ of entire membership ;

(ii) an executive organ of limited membership but having 

representative composition ; (iii) a tribunal for settlement 

of disputes ; and (iv) a Secretariat. In regard to the 

licensing system to be operated by the proposed international 

authority, he expressed the view that this should be done 

by issuing licences for the exploration and exploitation only 

to States or groups of Slates or to natural or juridical 

persons under conditions whereby their States stood behind 

them.. In regard to distribution of benefits by the proposed 

international authority, he expressed the opinion that sharing 

should be related to only the actual needs of the country 

concerned and not to any other criterion.

On the question of delimitation of the outer limits of 
national jurisdiction, he said that his Government would be 
willing to consider a fixed distance criterion. However, he
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added, if the proposed international authority lacked the 

necessary powers to discharge the functions of administration 

and trustee of the common heritage of mankind, his Govern

ment would then be obliged to consider wider claims to 

national jurisdiction.

As to the question of preferential fishery rights for 

coastal States and the right to take conservation measures in 

adjacent seas, the Delegate pointed out that Ceylon would 

wish to see these problems resolved on broad regional 

basis.

Dealing with the problem of prevention and control of 

pollution, the Delegate pointed out that the legal framework 

as extant at present as regards prevention and control of 

pollution and responsibility for damage, was inadequate and 

needed revision.

He considered the question of promotion of scientific 

research in the marine environment and effective dis

semination of the results of such research for the benefit of 

mankind as a whole as a matter of first importance. He felt 

that paragraphs 7 and 10 of the Declaration of December 17. 

1970 which deal with this aspect, might well serve as a basis 

for elaborating corresponding principles applicable to 

research in marine environment.

On the question of breadth of the territorial sea, the 

Delegate stated that Ceylon would have no objection lo a 

consensus being reached permitting Slates to claim a 

territorial sea of 12 miles’ width measured from the 

appropriate baseline.

As regards international straits, the Delegate said that 
Ceylon would have no objection to a consensus being reached 

on the general proposition that under normal peace time 

conditions and subject to any relevant agreements, an inter
national strait should remain free to the innocent passage e>f 

merchant ships of all nations.
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The Delegate suggested for the setting up of a Sub-Com

mittee to examine in detail the question of international re

gime of the sea-bed and the ocean floor and the subsoil there

of lying beyond the limits of national jurisdiction and that 

thereafter the question of delimitation of the outer limits of 

national jurisdiction and other questions might be considered.

The Delegate of INDIA, after surveying the historical 

background and recent developments pertaining to Law of 

the Sea stated that it was of paramount importance for the 

Member Countries to crystallise their ideas through the 

forum of the Committee in order to make an impact similar to 

the one which was made at the Vienna Conference on the Law 

of Treaties. For this purpose, he suggested that the entire 

subject should be examined intensively and added that it 

would be useful for Member Countries to familiarise them

selves with the knowledge of the oceans which each of them 

might individually have as well as about the activities of 

technologically advanced countries. He proposed the setting 

up of two Sub-Committees, one dealing with sea-bed and its 

resources, and the other dealing with other questions on the 

Law of the Sea, with the object of preparing a list of issues and 

questions which the Committee might consider in its plenary 

session. He also suggested appointment of rapporteurs on 

specific aspects of the subject who might be requested 

to complete their reports in three or four months which 

could be considered by the Sub-Committees in the inter- 

sessional period and that the reports of the Sub-Committees 

might then be considered by the Committee at its next 

session.

The Delegate of JAPAN stated that while he was in 

sympathy with the feeling of many countries that the existing 
rules of international law were inadequate to protect their 
legitimate interests, unilateral solution to the problem 

attempted by some countries in the form of unilateral 

extension of jurisdiction was dangerous and if chaos in
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international maritime activities was to be avoided, it must 

be rejected because the ultimate result would be a state of 

lawlessness in which everybody would be a loser. He noted 

that not an accumulation of unilateral action but the 

strengthening of international co-operation with a view to 

accelerating the pace of progressive development of inter

national law of the sea should be the objective. Pointing out 

the great stake which all countries in Asia and Africa had 

in making the forthcoming Law of the Sea Conference 

a success, he stressed the crucial importance of the timing of 

the Conference because the latter the Conference, the larger 

would be the number of countries committed to unilateral 

action, making thus more difficult to achieve a reasonable 

and equitable compromise.

In regard to the issues to be dealt with at the forth

coming Conference, the Delegate stated that while there 

might be some reasons for considering the existing issues of 

the subject as a whole, reopening the settled issues and 

re-examining the established rules would be inadvisable. He 

suggested that the new legal regime of the sea-bed must be 

one of the priority issues and in that connection, he added, 

the draft Convention submitted by the U.S. Government to 

the Sea-bed Committee might be used for reference purposes.

On the question of definition of boundary between the 

continental shelf and the international sea-bed area, the 

Delegate found much interest in the idea of establishing an 
intermediate zone, which is referred to as “international 

trusteeship area” in the U.S. proposal.

As regards breadth of the territorial sea, the Delegate 
pointed out that the only figure on which consensus could be 

reached seemed to be 12 miles and he believed that Japan 

would be ready to join in such a consensus if other matters 
directly related thereto were resolved on reasonable condi

tions.

On the question of freedom of navigation through inter
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national straits, he pointed out that Japan was much interested 

in establishing a rule which would allow ships the unhampered 

freedom of access to and transit through international straits. 

However, he added, ships must comply with the coastal State’s 

laws and regulations which were non-discriminatory and 

reasonable in the light of prevailing international standards. 

He observed that the right of transit could not necessarily 

have to be constitutive in nature, but it should remove the 

ambiguity from the traditional right of innocent passage in 

so far as it related to transit through straits.

In regard to the question of preferential fishing rights 

of coastal States, the Delegate expressed the view that clear 

distinction must be made between the concept of conservation 

of fishery resources and the concept of preferential treatment 

of coastal fisheries of States. While conservation should be 

guided by the principle of scientific objectivity and therefore 

of non-discrimination, the preferential treatment of coastal 

fisheries was governed primarily by considerations of econo

mic and social factors, hence discriminatory in nature. He 

was, therefore, of the view that the question of conservation 

would best be left to regional fishery commissions and resolved 

on broad regional basis. As to the question of who were 

entitled to benefit from special advantages in the preferential 

treatment of coastal fisheries, the Delegate expressed the view 

that coastal States, in general, did not have any reasonable 

justification in claiming such a preferential treatment. He 

however, emphasised that if there was any particular group 

of countries which were in need of special rules, it would be 

developing countries only, as against developed countries, 

whose coastal fisheries were unable to compete on equal terms 

with the distant water fisheries of developed countries. He 

was further of the view that some appropriate rules together 
with the supplementary efforts of developed countries and 
international organisations in extending technical and finan

cial assistance would make significant contribution to the 

growth of fishing industries in developing countries. In regard
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to enforcement of any rule providing for a pcrferential treat
ment in favour of coastal fisheries of developing States, the 

same should not be enforced without the consent of the non

coastal States concerned.
The Delegate of MALAYSIA stated that his country 

was a party to the four Geneva Conventions and that 

although it was not inclined to re-open the issues which had 

already been resolved, it was not averse to a re-examination 
of the aforementioned conventions in order to settle the out

standing problems on the Law of the Sea.

In regard to the breadth of the territorial sea, the Dele

gate stated that as Malaysia had fixed by legislation the 

breadth of its territorial sea at 12 nautical miles, it wou 
favour fixation of the outer limit of the territorial sea at K 

nautical miles measured from the appropriate baseline He 

added that Malaysia had not claimed a contiguous fishc.y 

zone beyond the 12-mile limit.

As regards international straits, the Delegate suggested 

that a precise and appropriate definition should be formul

ated to indicate as to what was meant by the term inter

national strait”. He pointed out that the only Internationa 
strait affecting Malaysia was the Strait of Malacca which falls 

within the territorial sea of Indonesia and Malaysia. Accor, 

ing to him, his country had always recognised the right o 

innocent passage in that strait. However, he pointed ou - 

Malaysia did not accept the contention that the pa.t of t 

Strait of Malacca falling within its jurisdiction should 
regarded as a “corridor of open sea”. Malaysia he adder, 

also subscribed to the view that the sovereignty extends ^ 

airspace over this area as well as over its sea-

subsoil.
In regard to preferential fishery rights in the high seas 

adjacent to but outside the limit of territorial waters^ 

Delegate stated that Malaysia favoured adoption ol - 

by coastal States for the conservation of the rcsouices
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high seas in that area. Such measures, in his view, should be 

concerned not merely with conserving but also with increasing 

the resources of the high seas.

On the question of international regime of the sea-bed 

and ocean floor lying beyond the limits of national jurisdic

tion, the Delegate expressed the view that the recent Declara

tion enunciating the legal principles governing this question 

provided a firm basis to proceed further in that direction. 

He added that in that regard his country supported the pro

posal to fix the outer limit of the national jurisdiction at a 

depth of 200 metres.

As to the question as to how this subject should be dealt 

with in preparing for the proposed Conference to be held in 

1973, the Delegate said that he envisaged the setting up of a 

small team to consider the various issues in collaboration 

with officers from other relevant Ministries having expert 

knowledge of the various types of marine resources within 

their territory and jurisdiction.

The Delegate of KUWAIT stated that the outer limit of 

the territorial sea for each country should be fixed at 12 nauti

cal miles by means of an international conference. Kuwait 

had already fixed, he added, the breadth of its territorial sea 

at 12 nautical miles by means of a decree. He considered it 

permissible for a coastal State which had fixed the outer 

limit of its territorial sea at less than 12 miles, to set up a 

contiguous fisheries zone in such a manner that both the 

territorial sea and the contiguous zone taken together did 

not go beyond the 12-mile limit measured from the appropriate 

baseline. He hoped that it might be possible for the Commi

ttee to take a uniform stand with regard to contiguous zones 

which extended beyond the 12-mile limit.

In regard to international straits, he expressed the view 
that measures should be taken to ensure freedom of navigation 

through the straits falling within the territorial sea of a State 
should a 12-milc limit be adopted. However, he urged care-
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fui examination of the notion of regarding an international 

strait as a corridor of the open sea.

In respect of historic or traditional fishing rights, he was

of the view that such a concept would create difficulties as

that could involve various conflicting claims.

On the question of delimitation of the continental shell, 

the Delegate expressed the view that the boundary should be 

drawn by reference to the baseline of the territorial sea of 

the mainland of each country, i. e. by reference to the main

land shore and to such islands and low-tide elevations as 
might under Articles 3 to 13 of the Territorial Sea Conven

tion be taken into account.

Third Meeting

The Delegate of PAKISTAN stated that his Delegation 

shared the view of the developing countries for convening

of an international conference for settling the various issues
on the topic. The proposed conference, he added, should 

deal inter alia with the regimes of the high seas, continental 

shelf, territorial sea and contiguous zone, fishing and conserv
ation of the living resources of the sea, and the sea-bed and 

the ocean floor, keeping in mind that all these aspects were

closely inter-related.
In regard to breadth of the territorial sea, the Delegate 

said that his country favoured delimitation at 12 nautical 

miles measured from the appropriate baseline. Pakistan, h'- 

added, had extended her territorial sea to the 12-miie limit m 

1966 by a Presidential Proclamation.
As regards special rights of the coastal State, thL 

Delegate observed that such rights should be recognised on y 

in respect of the following : (i) establishment of fishery zo

beyond its territorial waters ; (ii) reservation of a pa 

total catch on the high seas adjacent to the fishery zon ’ 

preferential right of the coastal State to adopt 1 ^ab,e
measures ; and (iv) preferential fishing rights in the a 

catch in the conservation zone.
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Commenting upon the question of establishment of 

exclusive fishery zone beyond territorial waters, the Delegate 

observed that such a zone would be in the interest of deve

loping countries. Claims to exclusive fishery zone, he felt, 

appeared to be based on a new trend of judicial thought that 

an undeniable link existed between the living resources of the 

continental shelf and the superjacent waters thereof. He was, 

therefore, of the view that the interests of the coastal States 

in fishery resources in the high seas ought to be recognised in 

preference to those of others, which could be achieved by 

establishing an exclusive fishery zone contiguous to territorial 

waters.

As to the regime of the contiguous zone, the Delegate 

stated that two aspects needed to be studied in relation to 

this matter, namely (i) the nature of control in the said zone, 

and (ii) the extent of the area. He felt that the advantages 

which a coastal State might obtain by the extension of its 

jurisdiction over a wide area of the sea for the purposes of 

preventing smuggling or insanitary action seemed to far 

outweigh any accepted disadvantages.

On the question of the regime of the continental shelf, 

the Delegate observed that the Convention of 1958 needed 

revision in the light of recent developments. He urged for an 

appropriate definition of the continental shelf cither in terms 
of distance or depth or both. In regard to the status of 

superjacent waters over the continental shelf, he expressed the 

opinion that the concept of continental shelf needed to be 

modified to permit coastal State’s jurisdiction over those 

waters in order to control the exploration and exploitation of 
the continental shelf.

Dealing with the question ot international machinery to 
regulate and control peaceful uses of the sea-bed and the ocean 
floor, the Delegate expressed the view that an international 
agency, which ought to be autonomous, universal, independent 
and impartial, might be created.
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The Delegate suggested setting up of a single inter- 

sessional Sub-Committee with a Rapporteur so that the entire 

subject of the law of the sea might be reviewed in its totality.

The Delegate of IRAN said that under its Statutes the 

Committee was a consultative body and therefore the views 

of the Members nominated thereon should not be taken as 

the views of their Governments. The Delegate then made a 

brief statement on the subject.

The President then invited the Representatives of the 

United States of America to make their statements on such 

aspects of the subject which they wished to piace before the 

Committee. One of the Representatives made a detailed state

ment on the Draft Convention on the International Sea-bed 

Area, submitted by his Government as a working paper to the 

U.N. Sea-bed Committee and the other Representative dealt 

with the resources management system embodied in the 

aforesaid draft Convention. Both the Representatives in the 

course of their statements gave an exposition of the various 

provisions of the draft Convention.

One of the Representatives also touched upon other 

aspects of the Law of the Sea. In regard to breadth of the 

territorial sea, he expressed the view that the 12-mile limit 

appeared to present the best possibility for agreement. As 

regards international straits falling within the territorial sea 

in the event of adoption of a 12-mile limit, he observed that 

arrangements should be made to assure ‘free transit’ through 

and over such straits. He pointed out that it was not neces

sary to require the creation of a corridor of high seas to 
achieve that result so long as‘free transit’was assured. The 

doctrine of innocent passage, he added, was developed to 
apply to territorial sea generally and not to international 

straits.

The President then invited the Representatives of the 

Latin American countries to address the Committee. The 

Representative of Ecuador referred to the developments m
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the Latin and South American countries leading to the 

adoption of the 200-milc marine jurisdiction by most of those 

countries including his own. He called for the evolution of 

new rules ot international law to accommodate present
realities with a view to accord recognition to the right of a

coastal State to establish the limits of its maritime sovereignty 

m accordance with reasonable criteria, having regard to its 

geographical, geological and biological characteristics.
unfying certain points regarding the sovereignty of his 

country over the 200-mile marine zone, he pointed out that 
the exercise of that jurisdiction did not imply the prohibition 

o ishing activities tor all foreign vessels. He added, it 

meant only that the foreign vessels interested in fishing within 
the limits of their jurisdiction had to comply with their regu 

lations on the matter. Further, he pointed out, the imposition 

^00-mile jurisdiction did not prejudice freedom of navi

gation and transit of ships and flight of aircraft without 
distinction as to flag.

The Representative of Brazil explained the various 

reasons which obliged his country to enact legislation to 
establish sovereignty over a 200-mile marine zone. He poin

ted out that his Government considered that it was the right 

of a sovereign Stale to decide upon the size of the marine 

area it should have.

the h TnC ?TCrf01' TANZANIA ^ the Committee 

he draft of a Statute which his Government had prepared

concerning the proposed international regime of the sea-bed

c ocean floor and the subsoil thereof. Whilst explaining
the various provisions of the draft Statute, the Observer

poin e out that in that draft his Government had attempted.0 embody the pom, of v.cw which could he more accept
USA Tt,L n"18 COUntneS than the Pr°P°suls tabled by the 

• -A. the United Kingdom and France in the U.N Sea-bed 
Committee. a

The Delegate of the PHILIPPINES ashed from the
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U.S. Representative whether the definition of the inter
national sea-bed area contained in the draft Convention 
proposed by U.S.A. was to apply to the internal national 
waters of an archipelago like the Philippines. The U.S. 
Representative replied that it was not the intention to apply 
the draft Convention to internal waters or to the 12-mile 
territorial sea as the Convention was not aimed to solve the 
question of appropriate delimitation of internal waters.

The Delegate of the REPUBLIC OF KOREA posed 
a number of questions seeking clarification on the various
provisions of the draft Convention on Sea-bed proposed by
the U S Government. These questions were : (1) To whom 

the Convention was open ? (2) How revenue was to be

assessed ? Was it on the basis of the United Nations contri

bution scale ? (3) How was a non-contracting State forced
to abide by the Convention ? (4) In the context of the

standing of the individual before the tribunal, did any 

person include a corporate body and could any person appeal 

to the tribunal ? Did he get only the interpretation of the 

legality of measures or could he also secure damages for the 

wrong he suffered ? Would he be compensated by the offend

ing State or the offending party individually? Was the 

State of the individual’s nationality obliged to pay him . 

Will the offending State or individual party pay to him 

directly or through the individual’s State which, m turn 
would pay him whilst the individual’s State was not obliged 

to pay him normally ? Did the tribunal have jurisdiction 

over individuals? (5) What are the ‘other measures to 

implement the judgment or award oi the tribunal CXCL 

‘temporary suspension of rights’ of the contending partie 
under the Convention ? (6) Could the tribunal also ‘advis -

i.e. did the tribunal have advisory functions ? (7) as ^

International Sea-bed Area open to a non-contracting pa* ?

(8) Was the ocean floor outside the scope of the Conven i *
(9) Would the tribunal have jurisdiction bc^veen 
individuals and .ha Slate ? and (10) Could the Opérât,ons
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Commission also bring a suit to the tribunal ? Could it do 

so against the individual and/or the State ?

The Delegate of KENYA also asked of the U.S. 

Representative if the 200-mile isobath as the limit of 

continental shelf and the proposed trusteeship concept were 

negotiable and whether the two concepts could be modified. 

The U.S. Representative said that everything in their draft 

Convention was negotiable.

Fifth Meeting

The Representative of Argentina at the invitation of 

the President made a statement regarding his country’s 

position on the Law of the Sea. He pointed out that his 

country had established sovereignty over the continental 

shelf and 200 miles of territorial sea offshore the baseline in 

January 1967 by legislation, but due regard had been given 

to freedom of navigation. One of the main reasons for the 

extension of Argentina’s marine jurisdiction, he added, was 

a desire to achieve uniformity with the other Pacific 

countries. In regard to the proposed international regime 

over the sea-bed and ocean floor, he stated that his country 

supported without any reservation the U.N. Declaration of 

December 17, 1970.

In connection with the forthcoming Conference on the 

Law' of the Sea, the Representative expressed the view that 

it was important that Asian, African and Latin American 

countries moved together through the various successive 

steps indicated in U.N. Resolution No. 2750-C in a system 

of permanent consultations. Another aspect, he observed, 

on which these countries should reach agreement and take 

concerted action was “the comprehensive list of subjects and 

issues relating to the Law of the Sea” referred to in the 

above-mentioned resolution.

The Representative of Peru, in his brief statement, 
explained the perspective in which his country had adopted
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the line of thinking of the other Latin American countries on 

the various questions of the Law of the Sea.

The Observer for the International Law Association 

(German Section), speaking in his personal capacity, pointed 

out that in view of the modern uses of the sea and gradual 

extension of marine jurisdiction by the coastal States it had 

become necessary to devise a new international regime of the 

sea. He suggested that the future Law of the Sea should 

have a three-fold objective, namely (i) preservation of the 

freedom of the sea as far as possible for the use of all, 

(ii) concurrent control of harmful activities, and (iii) equit

able distribution of the wealth of the ocean. He urged the 

Committee to review the present prescriptions of international 

law in the light of the above.

The Delegate of INDIA commenting on the United 

States draft Convention on International Sea-bed Area point

ed out the trusteeship area mentioned in the said Convention 

was not delimited. Any proposition to be acceptable to the 

international community, he said, had to be equitable and 

in the interest of every State. He asked whether the U.S. 

Government had considered it as a possible alternative to 

delimit the continental shelf by defining its area in terms of 

distance uniformly for all the States. He requested the 

U.S. Representative to explain the comparative equities or 

inequities of the two proposals.

The Representative of the U.S.A. mentioned that there 

were three aspects of the matter. Firstly, he said, most of the 

countries in the world had short coastlines as compared to a 

few which had gigantic coastlines. Therefore, according 1° 
him, a uniform extension of the national jurisdiction of the 

coastal States would not give the former category of States 
as much sea-bed as to those having vast coastlines. fhc 
second aspect of the matter was, he pointed out, that s'-10'1 

limits would not introduce equity in the system as they weie 
not related to the real and social needs of the States. The
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third aspect, according to him, was that Nature had discrimi

nated in its distribution of continental shelves and 

continental margins, both as to area and content. There
fore, he observed, the only possibility for introduction of 

equity into the system was to give the States with narrow 

continental margins some share of the benefits in the 

exploitation of resources by the States which were fortunate 

to have broad continental margins.

The Delegate of KENYA, referring to the maps and 

documents distributed in the Committee, observed that it 

appeared to him from those maps that the inequities of the 
broad as opposed to narrow continental margins would be 

more than doubled if the U.S. proposal were accepted. He 

visualised in the concept of trusteeship of the continental 

margin the possibility that majority of the States will be 

getting less than 5 per cent as their share after having 

accounted for costs and other expenses. He enquired whether 
it would not be better to satisfy the countries having narrow 

continental shelves and narrow continental margins by giving 

them a mileage type of sea-bed. He also asked the U.S. 

Representative to elucidate the concept of trusteeship.

The Representative of the U.S.A., in clarification, spelt 

out the implications of the developing countries having 

narrow continental shelves should a mileage alternative be 
adopted for national jurisdiction. If a limit of 200 miles, he 

explained, were adopted for that purpose by a developing 

country with a narrow continental shelf, it would then be 

conceding to States with large continental margins like the 

U.S.A. more rights and benefits than was envisaged in the 

U.S. draft. He stressed the fact that one could not extend 

one s jurisdiction without extending everybody else’s. This, 
he added, could be an unsatisfactory situation to majority of 

of the countries in the world. He pointed out that the trustee

ship system embodied in the U.S. proposal represented a 

compromise between the various extremes with a view to 
satisfying the coastal States as well as the international
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community, particularly the developing countries with small 

continental margins.

The Delegate of MALAYSIA enquired of the U. S. 

Representative as to the distinction between the expressions 

‘innocent passage’ and ‘free transit’, which he had used in 

his statement made in the third meeting. The U.S. Represen

tative explained that according to the view of his Government 

the doctrine of innocent passage could be subject to arbitrary 

interpretations and that in the adoption of that doctrine 

the possibility of addition of 100 or more international 

straits as a consequence of the acceptance of 12-mile limit 

was not contemplated. He added, in the view of his Govern

ment it was absolutely necessary to assure a right of “free 

transit” through such straits. He also said that his Govern

ment considered the establishment of the right of free transit 
through such straits as a logical adjunct of the freedom of 

navigation and over-flight on the high seas.

The Delegate of CEYLON, commenting upon the 

‘trusteeship concept’ propound by the U.S.A. in regard to 

sea-bed, observed that it was stretching the concept of trustee
ship too far. He felt that the U.S. proposal was more in the 

nature of a concession in land given on the basis of concessi 

onal terms and held on concessional terms by the inter

national community. The Delegate commented that the so- 

called trusteeship concept was a kind of quid pro quo to 
the countries which had accepted the exploitablity test in the 

continental shelf. He suggested that the Committee should 

have an open mind about this question for three reasons, 

namely (i) the exploitability test was itself extremely vague, 
(ii) all the Member Countries of the Committee were not 

parties to the Continental Shelf Convention; and (iii) even 
though the exploitability test might be clearly understood as 

having given substantial advantages to the coastal State 

earlier, it was entirely up to the parties to that Convention 

to interpret it themselves to revise or renew it.
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Sixth Meeting

The Delegate of KENYA slated that the Committee 

should do its utmost to assist the Asian-African Govern

ments in the task of preparing for the forthcoming Confer

ence on the Law of the Sea. In regard to the proposal for 

the establishment of an international regime for the sea-bed 

and the ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, 

the Delegate expressed the view that the Declaration adopted 

by the General Assembly in December, 1970 could form the 

basis of working, and in that connection he suggested that 

Asian-African and Latin American countries must try to 

ensure that the said Declaration was translated into an 

effective multilateral treaty of a universal character.

Concerning the four Geneva Conventions on the Law 

of the Sea, the Delegate said that most of the States in Africa 

had not participated in their formulation. He was of the 

view that by and large these conventions had codified only 

those rules of the Law of the Sea which had been evolved 

by the developed countries in their search for markets and 

scramble for empires, and that if at all they served the 

interests of developing countries, it was by coincidence and 

not design. Therefore, in the light of the above, he said that 

his country would not accept the proposition that the future 

Conference on the Law of the Sea should be devoted only to 

issues left unresolved in the previous conferences. However, 

he added, he did not advocate a general revision of the rules 

embodied in those conventions, but that the Conference must 

have the competence to re-examine such of those rules which 

perpetrated inequity.

One of the key issues to be solved at the proposed 

Conference, he indicated, was the question of freedom of 

fisheries on the area adjoining the territorial waters of a 

State. Irresponsible interpretation of this freedom, he pointed 

out, had already led to the extinction of many a specie of 
the fish. He suggested that either an appropriate and reason
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able belt of territorial waters should be recognised, or if a 

12-mile limit was taken as the limit of the territorial waters, 

a further area of exclusive fishery and conservation zone be

yond 12 miles must be recognised.

In regard to international straits, the Delegate said that 

he did not favour creation of corridors as, is his view, the 

present law on innocent passage was more than adequate to 

ensure freedom of transit.

Referring to the Tanzanian proposal, earlier circulated 

in the Committee, the Delegate said that he was in agreement 

on many points of that proposal. However, in regard to the 

United States proposal, he explained the various reasons for 

not accepting the two fundamental concepts of that proposal, 

viz. (i) the proposed delimitation of the continental shelf 

at 200-metre isobath and (ii) the proposed creation of a 

trusteeship zone between the 200-metre isobath and the 

continental shelf.

According to the Delegate of JORDAN, the 12-mile 

limit of the territorial sea was desirable and appropriate. 

He, however, pointed out that some of the coastal States 

had adopted the marine limit of 200 miles which, in his view, 

could be justiciated for economic and security reasons.

In regard to the sea-bed and ocean floor lying beyond 

the limits of national jurisdiction, the Delegate expressed 

the view that the modalities of the proposed inter

national regime therefor should be worked out as suggested 

by the Delegate of Ceylon during the second meeting.

Concerning the fisheries question, the Delegate expressed 

the opinion that a coastal State should have a right to estab

lish a fishery and conservation zone adjacent to its territo

rial waters and that it should also have the concomitant 

preferential right to the allowable catch in the conservation 

zone.

As regards the regimes of contiguous zone and the
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continental shelf as dealt with in the Geneva Conventions, 

he felt that they needed further elucidation.

The Delegate of INDONESIA explained in detail the 

special geographical position of his country and pointed out 

that these conditions dictated the need for his Government 

to adopt and continue to maintain the archipelago concept 
for reasons of political stability, economy, national defence 

and security. He added that the views of his country on the 

Law of the Sea were, therefore, very much influenced by 

those special conditions.

On the question of breadth of the territorial sea, he 

pointed out that his country did not sign or ratify the Geneva 

Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone 

on account of the fact that the Convention did not properly 

reflect their Djuanda Declaration of 1957 which had stipulated 

the principle of archipelago for Indonesia. The Djuanda 

Declaration, he added, was subsequently incorporated into 

their Law No. 4 of 1960 according to which : (a) Indonesian 

waters consist of internal waters or territorial waters ; (b)
the breadth of Indonesian territorial waters is 12 nautical 

miles measured from the baseline—the waters toward the land 

side of the baselines are considered Indonesian internal 

waters , (c) the baselines are drawn from the outermost 

islands ; and (d) the right of innocent passage of foreign ships 

js guaranteed and to be regulated further by a Government 
regulation. The Delegate pointed out that it was absolutely 

necessary to have a uniform extent of territorial sea for all 

the States, and what was required was a clear and reasonable 

extent ol territorial waters taking into account the specific 

conditions of each country. He added that should the terri

torial sea of one State overlap the territorial sea of another, 

the matter should be settled peacefully through negotiations 

as Malaysia and Indonesia had done in the Strait of Malacca 

which was less than 24 miles wide. He emphasised that the 
future Conference on the Law of the Sea must recognise the
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principle of archipelago, especially in respect of delimitation 

of the width of the territorial sea.

In regard to the regime of the international straits, the 

Delegate pointed out that Indonesia recognised by its Law 

No. 4 of 1960 the principle of innocent passage, and not the 

right of free transit for foreign ships through Indonesian 

waters and that Regulation No. 8 of 1962 regulated the same. 

In the view of his Government, he added, a passage was inno

cent so long as it did not endanger the security, public order, 

interest or peace of Indonesia. In the view of his Govern

ment, he observed, the problem of innocent passage should 

primarily be regulated by national legislation.

In regard to the special rights of coastal States concern

ing fishing, the Delegate said that Indonesia had signed the 

Geneva Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the 

Living Resources of the Sea, although it did not ratify it. He 

was of the opinion that a coastal State had an absolute and 

exclusive right to fish in its internal or territorial waters and 

that it had also the special right of fishing on the high seas 

adjacent to its territorial sea, simply for the reason of proxi

mity and propinquity. His country, he pointed out, was also 

of the view that fishing in the territorial sea was closely inter

related with fishing on the high seas adjacent to the territorial 

sea. His Government, he added, considered that it was for 

the coastal State to decide what would be the nature of its 

special rights in fishing on the high seas adjacent to its terri
torial sea. As regards the limit of such rights on the high 

seas, he stated that his Government had not taken a decision 
in that regard. He was attracted towards the concept of 

gradual special fishing rights of the coastal State in the 

adjacent sea, He suggested that the Committee might con
sider the criteria of absolute right for fishing within the 
territorial sea, exclusive right for fishing beyond the territorial 

sea but adjacent to it, and special right for fishing beyond the 

area of the exclusive right. For possible cases of overlapping 
of the above kinds of fishing zones with the zones ot othei
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States, he suggested that they could be negotiated and settled.

On the question of the sea-bed and ocean floor within 

national domain, the Delegate pointed out that Indonesia had 

issued a Declaration on February 17, 1969, defining its conti

nental shelf exactly in the same terms as the Geneva Conven

tion on the Continental Shelf. He explained that what was 

meant by continental shelf was not in a geological sense, but 
in a legal sense, referring only to the area of the sea-bed out

side the limit of the territorial sea. Indonesia, he pointed 

out, subscribed to the exploitability criterion of the Geneva 

Convention which was the basis of their Declaration of 1969 

for the area beyond the 200-metre isobath.

In regard to the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond the 

limits of national jurisdiction, the Delegate said that Indonesia 

supported the Declaration adopted by the General Assembly 

on December 17, 1970. He expressed the view that an inter

national organisation under the aegis of the United Nations 

armed with broad powers should be set up to effectuate the 

proposed international regime.

On (he question of delimitation of the continental shelf, 
the Delegate observed that although Indonesia subscribed 

to the exploitability criterion, it was prepared to study the 

precise limit in terms of depth or distance or combination of 
both. He added that in the view of his Government it would 

not be wise for various reasons to determine the limit of 

continental shelf only at 200-metrc isobath.

in regard to the convening of a new conference on the 
Law of the Sea, he stressed two principles, viz. (i) the 

desirability of holding a comprehensive conference, and (ii) 

the need for extensive and thorough preparation.
The Delegate of the PHILIPPINES made a detailed 

statement pointing out that his Government considered Mini
archipelagos like the Philippines and their territorial water.
which, in his view, fell into the category of'historic waters, 

. , ... -mv tîcncral vlconstituted recognised exceptions to a y s
the Sea. ■
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Dfealing with the concept of archipelago, the Delegate 

observed that there was no recognised rule of international 

law governing the territorial sea of archipelagos. Explaining 

the distinction between inland waters of an archipelago and 

its territorial sea, he pointed out that the inland waters of the 

Philippines were all the waters around, between and connect

ing the various islands of the Philippine archipelago irres

pective of their width and dimension. He declared that the 

sovereign rights of the Philippines over its inland waters were 

absolute, exclusive and unlimited except for the privilege of 

innocent passage, non-negotiable and beyond the scope of 

international law. For the above reasons, he did not accept 

the description of the Mindoro and Surigao Straits and the 

Sabutu passage as international straits as was given in the 

Brief of Documents prepared by the Committee’s Secretariat.

In regard to the Filipino territorial waters, the Delegate 

asserted that they formed ‘historic waters’ and therefore an 

exception to the Law of the Sea, and consequently the Philip

pines had a vested right to them. Explaining the historical 

background, the Delegate pointed out that it was by the 

Treaty of Paris of 1898 that the Philippines was delimited as 

a perimetre of the sea in terms of degrees of latitude and 

longitude. He expressed the hope that the Commitee will 

exercise its influence in securing recognition for the archipel

ago concept of internal waters and the perimetre concept ot 

the ‘historic’ Philippine territorial waters.

The Delegate of IRAQ pointed out that although his 

country did not accede to the four Geneva Conventions, it 

recognised the reasonable rules embodied in them.

In regard to the breadth of the territorial sea, the Dele

gate said that Iraq had fixed the limit of its territorial sea at 

12 nautical miles measured from the appropriate baseline. 
Iraq, he added, had also reserved the right to establish 

a contiguous zone adjacent to its territorial sea.

On the question of delimitation of the continental shelf,
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he was of the view that this should be done with reference to 

the baseline of the territorial sea of the mainland of each 

country.

Concerning the international regime proposed to be set 
up for the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond the national juris
diction, the Delegate observed that the recent U.N Declara

tion would serve as a concrete basis of discussion at the forth

coming Conference on the Law of the Sea. In regard to 

peaceful uses of the area, he suggested setting up of an inter

national organisation with full international personality and 

powers to administer the same.
On the question of international straits, the Delegate 

observed that Iraq as a State interested in maintaining uni

versal co-operation in maritime transport and trade would 

like to ensure free access to and navigation through those 

straits which would fall within territorial seas in the event of 
adoption of 12-mile rule. The passing ships, he added, must 

comply with the laws and regulations of the concerned coastal
State, which ought to be within the accepted rules of inter

national law.

In regard to special rights of the coastal States, the 
Delegate expressed the view that the coastal State had a 

right to fish in the waters adjacent to its territorial sea, a 

right to reserve a part of the total catch on the high seas 

adjacent to its fishery zone, a preferential right to adopt 

conservation measures and the right to allowable catch in the 

conservation zone.

The Delegate laid stress on formulating anti-pollution 

measures for the benefit of the entire mankind.

The Delegate of GHANA made a brief statement in the 

course of which he pointed out that Ghana had extended the 
limit of its territorial sea to 25 miles. He said that his country 

had a coastline of about 500 miles only. In regard to conti

nental shelf, he found it difficult to support the view that the 

200-metre isobath should commend itself for general 

acceptance.
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The representatives of Ecuador and the United States of 

America made short statements.

At the end of the aforesaid discussions a Sub-Committee 

comprising all the Member Delegations of the Committee was 

constituted to give detailed consideration to the subject. Mr. 

C.W. Pinto (Ceylon) was appointed its Rapporteur.

Eighth Meeting

The Rapporteur of the Sub-Committee on the Law of 

the Sea presented the Report of the Sub-Committee together 

with the Sub-Committee’s recommendations regarding the 

programme of work of the Committee on the Law of the Sea 

in preparation for the proposed Conference of Plenipotentia

ries. The Report of the Sub-Committee and its recommend

ations were approved by the Committee.

The Delegate of the PHILIPPINES expressed his 

appreciation to the Sub-Committee for its sympathetic consi

deration of the archipelago concept which was proposed 

by his Delegation alongwith the Delegation of Indonesia. He 

said that apart from this his Delegation had raised the 

question of historic waters which should be considered by 

the Committee at its next session and by the Sub-Committee 

during its intei-sessional meetings.

The Delegate of JAPAN made a detailed statement 

explaining his country’s point of view on the various aspects 

of the Law of the Sea. He observed that although there 

seemed to be a substantial divergence of view between his 

Delegation and some of the other Delegations at present, it 

was his belief that by gradually extending the areas of agree

ment rather than by stressing areas of difference that 

consensus could be reached.

Reiterating his views on the extent of the territorial sea 
and fishing rights of coastal States in the area adjacent to the 

territorial sea, he stated that Japan could agree to consensus 
being reached on fixation of the maximum limit of the
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territorial sea at 12 nautical miles from the coast, but it would 

not recognise beyond that limit the right of a coastal State to 

claim exclusive jurisdiction for regulating the exploitation of 

the marine resources as, in its opinion, such unilateral exten

sion of jurisdiction either in terms of territorial sea or of the 

fishing zone did not meet either the common object of conser

ving the marine resources or the interest of the coastal States 

which wished to develop their fishing on the open seas. 

However, considering the limited capacity of the developing 

countries to fish in the area of the high seas adjacent to their 

territorial seas, he pointed out, his country favoured 

establishment of a universal regime which would recognise 

certain preferential status for the developing coastal States in 

order to protect their fisheries in the areas beyond the 12-mile 

limit. In furtherence of the aforesaid view, he then put 

forward the following guidelines : —

“In cases where a developing coastal State is 

engaged in fishing by small fishing vessels in any given 

area of the high seas adjacent to the 12-mile territorial 

sea and where the fishing activities of such small fishing 

vessels are substantially affected by the fishing activities 

of distant water fishing countries, these distant water 

fishing countries shall make necessary arrangements 

with that developing coastal State with a view to 

establishing open and closed seasons, closing specific 

areas to fishing, prescribing the methods or instituting 

catch limitations for any particular stock of fish etc., 

so that the fishing activities of such small fishing 

vessels of the developing coastal State be adequately 

protected. Any dispute which may arise concerning 

such arrangements shall be submitted to a special 

commission of experts nominated by the States 

concerned, unless the parties agree to seek a solution by 

another method of peaceful settlement, as provided for 
in Article 33 of the U.N. Charter”.
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